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On the cover
Lorna B Hughes,
Upholstered ‘pigeon
seats’, originally
created for an
installation at the
Bloomberg financial
offices, central
London. Graduating
in 2005 with a First
Class BA Hons in
Product and Furniture Design, her designs are
created with an emphasis on natural materials
and unique styling, creating ‘colourful’,
inspiring designs that are both fun and
practical. Lorna is exhibiting this and other
works at New Designers’ One Year On event, a
showcase of seventy designer-makers who are
within one year of graduating or within one
year of being in business. a-n will have a stand
at part 1 of New Designers, which takes place
from 29 June to 2 July at the Business Design
Centre, Islington, London.

New on www.a-n.co.uk
Code of practice
Go to www.a-n.co.uk>Knowledge bank>
Professional practice>Code of practice
to download a refreshed version of this
publication that now includes a guide
to a-n’s abundant online resources.

Out & About
a-n Fast Forward: Locating your practice
A series of events for new graduates in
North East England. See advert on page 20 for
more information.
5 July
Arts Council England, Newcastle
9 July
Central Middlesbrough, venue TBC
12 July
a-n offices, Newcastle
26 July
NGCA, Sunderland

Research trip: Dublin
21-22 July
Ten selected artists from the North East will be
introduced to the artistic community and infrastructure of Dublin.

New Designers, London
29 June – 2 July
a-n will have a stand at part 1 of this event at
London's Business Design Centre, which sees the
next generation of designers launching their careers.

Diverse developments, Farnham, Surrey
12 July
pd networking event for organisations and
individuals pro-actively developing information,
advice, training and professional development
services for visual and applied artists.
Visit www.apd-network.info/news.php for full details.
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Future funding

Letters
We welcome your views for publication.
Contact letters@a-n.co.uk

With a government spending review impending, the
value of culture has had high scale profiling recently
with Nicholas Serota introducing a new arts manifesto –
Values and vision: the contribution of culture, intended
to “begin a fresh conversation with the government”1.
Serota makes reference to “Arts Council England[’s]
increase in overall funding of 78%, which has... enabled
the possibility of funding individual artists in a big way”,
so the funding of individual practitioners at least gets a
mention in that ‘conversation’ regarding the UK’s wider
cultural picture.
In July’s a-n Collections: Impact of networking we
have the second instalment of Jane Watt’s review of Networking Artists’ Networks (NAN). What is strikingly evident from her research is the good value in channelling
money direct to artists. The NAN initiative supports
grassroots networking activity and with a peer-evaluation structure its investments have enabled wide ranging
activity to reach across the UK into Europe and beyond.
As Artquest’s Stephen Beddoe puts it: “NAN gets money
easily and quickly to good practitioners who are doing
interesting, value-for-money projects. You can’t underestimate how much five hundred quid can be stretched by
a group of artists.”2
Artists’ activities are value for money and funding
they receive is put to good effect. It is remarkable the
numbers of artists involved in NAN in a short time and
what those artists have achieved. Our research shows the
benefits in having easily accessible funding with fast
turnaround of decision. This makes the case for greater
devolution of resources from other arts funding structures to peer networks and organisations for such purposes. With a lighter touch approach and less
administrative waste perhaps a far greater proportion of
future government funding would be going directly to
individual artists.3
Gillian Nicol
a-n Editor
The Guardian, Monday 5 June 2006
The NAN Way, Jane Watt, a-n Collections: Impact of networking,
July 2006
3
See also the key areas around future resourcing of artists and their
practice in Future forecast: Outcomes and issues on www.a-n.co.uk
1
2

This issue and the a-n Magazine archive
at www.a-n.co.uk
A text only version of a-n Magazine can
also be viewed at www.a-n.co.uk
4 Editorial & Letters

Fees update
Paul Matosic’s letter (June issue) raises important issues for all artists for whom operating
professionally is vital. No one involved in commissioning or employing artists should be
labouring under the misapprehension that
artists wish to be poverty-striken in sublimation
of their art, at the expense of their personal life
and professional quality standards. Neither
should artists – at whatever career stage – be
wittingly ‘under-cutting’ each other by disregarding good practice and ignoring the context
for calculating their own specific costs and
charges.
Just to clarify a-n’s role within this. We
don’t recommend rates – minimum or otherwise – nor set ceilings on charges. This would
be irrelevant and inappropriate to modern life.
We believe that the best people to say what
they need to earn are the artists themselves –
they know what their overheads are, what level
of experience they have and should be fully
aware of the ‘markets’ for their work. No one
else has an artist’s best interests at heart –
least of all publicly-funded organisations with
tight budgets and often scant understanding
of the nature of self-employment!
What we do provide in Establishing a
charge rate for a working artist and The artist’s
fees toolkit on www.a-n.co.uk is a framework by
which each artist can calculate annual and
daily figures. This material was researched and
created especially for self-employed artists by
chartered accountant Richard Murphy, himself
a self-employed consultant, who also indicated
how artists could relate their rates to comparator professionals drawn from an independent
research study by Newcastle University. Our
‘sample’ tables from 2004 and updated in
2005 do suggest that a new graduate with
overheads of £10,000 a year – studio, insurances, professional and advisory services,
research, promotional costs, communications,
pension savings, bank charges, etc – who
thinks they may get paid work for 177 days
annually might charge out at £179 whilst an
artist with ten years experience and similar
overheads and earning days would charge
£256. If their overheads are £15,000 – as you
would expect from a more established artist –
the rate might be £284. In the field of public
art though, because many artists charge far
more than this as track-record commands a premium in this field, commissioners expect to pay.
Why the ten-year ‘glass ceiling’? Because this is
a common factor for all professionals –
increased payment comes because of the ‘value
added’ you bring to the work – such as experi-

ence, cachet, standing, celebrity, a track-record
for producing bloody excellent work, call it
what you will. You know as an artist whether
you’re good.
It is eminently reasonable for artists (and
other self-employed professionals) to annually
add a cost of living rise to their overheads and
income expectations. We suggest September
might be a good time to apply this and that for
2006/07 that 3% would be a reasonable figure. Employees generally receive this kind of
increase annually on top of an incremental rise
based on length of service in an organisation.
The actual percentage depends on the employees’ bargaining position. Public-sector university lecturers went on strike during May to get
a better settlement than they had been offered.
The thorny issue Paul Matosic has raised is
around artist-to-artist competition: “When I
demanded the top rate of pay, the work was
given to a younger and therefore cheaper
artist…” In this case, obviously the employer
was not as clear as they should be about the
level of experience the job required – a fault in
many job briefs for residency-type work – and
the ‘younger artist’ was not aware of the need
for solidarity amongst their profession.
We have been working since 1980 to
address these issues: we regularly tell a-n advertisers, organisational subscribers and arts
employers about good practice in paying
artists, and we widely publicise to artists (and
students) the tools and advice we offer to
negotiate good working conditions. We also
expect artists will tell us where they encounter
bad practice, so that we can provide employers
with information to redress this.
Arts Council England gave us a specific
grant in 2004 to make fees and payments
material free on www.a-n.co.uk But we can
assure artists that neither this nor our revenue
grant mean that we can’t carry or levy criticism
of ACE. Artists who wish to create debate on
improvements to – for instance – Grants for the
Arts or any other ACE policies or schemes are
welcome to use our publications and programmes to do so.
Susan Jones
a-n Director of programmes
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Comment
As part of our role as the UK’s leading information and advocacy organisation for artists and their collaborators,
please contribute your views on cultural policy and the environment for contemporary practice to edit@a-n.co.uk

Pensions for artists survey
The Customer Management Team (TCMT) is undertaking a review of pensions within the artistic community
so we can better understand their views of current
pension provision.
The project will cover a number of different areas
and we are currently seeking responses from artists
and other arts professionals to our survey, to engage
their interest in, and address their feedback on, the
services and products currently available to them.
TCMT has secured grant funding from Arts Council
England towards this project.
Why are we doing it?
• Almost 60% of artists (400,000) are at risk of not
saving for their future pension provision.
• Across the arts, a predominantly self-employed
industry, variable earnings can make it difficult for
people to commit to long-term financial plans. Also,
given that they don’t stop being creative when they
reach a specific age, the notion of retirement is an
odd one for many working in the arts to reconcile.
However there does come a time when we need to
have other resources to support our families and
ourselves.
• We want to work with people across the arts to find
ways of ensuring they have the support they need
to plan for the future, so they can focus on being
creative now.
Our website is a starting point for this dialogue.
Recent changes to the law around pensions (please
see more about the impact of A-Day on the pensions
information pages of our site) will provide greater flexibility to the artistic community. This site has also been
created to provide guidance about those changes and
how you can take advantage of new opportunities to
save for the future.
What do we hope to achieve?
Ultimately we wish to improve the overall provision for,
and take up of, pension services and products for
artists in England across all artforms.
Who should respond?
If you’re an arts professional please help us to add
value to your future by completing our survey today on
www.pensionsforartists.org.uk

Education, education, education
How do we effectively prepare art students for what
they will face when they leave college? The traditional
way has been to send them out to sink or swim, with
geniuses floating to the top by divine favour – a somewhat circus approach when no swimming lessons
have been provided.
The territory for art today is anywhere and everywhere. Artists have to be multi-skilled and flexible,
needing to know how to effectively manage time and
information and how to deal with diverse collaborators. Artists have to think creatively to survive.
We do not need detailed surveys to tell us that
only a few graduates are ever going to make a living
solely from their artwork. Artistic talent is no guarantee of success. Success can owe as much to fashion,
good luck, astute management and braggadocio as
talent or quality of education. Critical and commercial
validation systems need to select only a few young
contenders or pretenders each year to sustain the
academy and market. So what about the others?
Generally, our society equates fame with success.
Is success necessarily public visibility or money in the
bank? You can be a critical success and still have an
overdraft. Could success be defined in terms of personal goals and achievements and not just art world
kudos? Whilst encouraging the highest ambition, we
also need to prepare students for the realities of what
lies beyond art school. If a fine art course is just about
producing two or three famous artists every year, then
it is a tremendous waste of resources, emotion and
energy.
The system must provide an all-round education
which will create a general social and cultural awareness and impart transferable skills to enable graduates to make a living if they are not making a fortune
out of their artwork.
Because there is no predetermined career path or
definitive map, there are myriad or routes, all requiring
a degree of self-motivation and resilience. Coping with
change and uncertainty has long been fundamental
to the artist’s existence. For some, this may be daunting. For others, the unpredictability is the very attraction. It provides the impetus for exploration, discovery
and creativity.

Arts Council concerns
Changes at the Arts Council pose a serious threat to
the peer assessment system. The new ACE chairman
does not really see the point of panels. In his view, if
they are any good they will want to run the show and
that will lead to tension with officers; if they are not,
what is the point of having them? Far better to replace
panels with lists of expert advisers who can be consulted as and when needed.
Clearly, what is envisaged is an arts system dominated at national level by a slim-line council without
regional or artform panel chairs, which sets the strategic agenda. The main body of the Arts Council’s work
will be done by extremely powerful artform directors.
Artists are already betraying signs of unease as
they learn what may be in store. The panel system is
oligarchical and manipulable, but at least some creative practitioners have some purchase on the arts
funding system’s activities. The alternative – using lists
of advisers – gives too much power to officers, many
feel, and excludes involvement in policy debate.
Many artists want to be judged alongside their
peers in the rest of the country, or in Europe and the
world at large. Unless the [regions] develop national
and international savoir-faire, they will do little to foster England’s burgeoning visual arts scene.
If artists are worried about the direction the
reforms are taking. They should organise, write letters,
ask for meetings and so forth. They must move fast. A
window of opportunity is, if not open, then at least
ajar. It will not be long before someone notices a
draught and closes it.
Anthony Everitt, writer on arts and cultural matters and
former Secretary General of the Arts Council of Great
Britain and author of Cicero: A Turbulent Life.
This is an edited extract from Comment in a-n Magazine,
May 1998, as Chair Gerry Robinson and Chief Executive
Peter Hewitt commenced ‘reform’ of the then Arts Council
of England.

John Carson, artist and then Senior Lecturer in Fine Art,
Central St Martins (now BA Fine Art Course Leader).
This is an edited extract from Comment in a-n Magazine
April 1999.

Got a burning issue to raise with artists and arts professionals? Send up to 700 words to edit@a-n.co.uk
July 2006 a-n Magazine
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Reviews
Critical responses to the diversity of artists’ activity across the UK, commissioned by a-n.
To find out more see ‘Join in’ on www.a-n.co.uk. Keen to write a review?
Go to Reviews unedited, our online showcase for new writing.

Paul Schütze, The Garden of Instruments, light-box,
92x128.4cm, 2004. Image courtesy of Alan Cristea Gallery.

De Sign
University of Essex Gallery, Colchester
18 May – 8 June
Four emerging curators from the Art History and
Theory department of the University of Essex (WenChin Chi, Ashlee Gross, Leigh Hazzard and Alex Hugo)
engage and helpfully deconstruct our architectural
language with a presentation of six international
artists working in video, sound, performance, new
media, installation and site-specific works.
A figure leaping from a red post box to a red telephone booth, in Alex Villar’s performance video
Upwards Mobility, then scales neo-classical buildings
(attempting to rival Spiderman), swiftly finding
footholds in the blocks of stone. Physically interacting
with urban space and form, unusual routes of action
are taken in ‘burglar, prank, protester’ mode.
Our mind mapping of the world encircles, flickers
and spirals in staggered animated data projections of
encoded three-letter words such as CAI, WAR and JFK
– potential destinations inducing flights of fantasy
and imagination. Entitled Frozen Sky by Langlands
and Bell, these encoded systems surround us in our
everyday experience of architecture. Symbolised by red
and black flag signs, the site-specific work Keep the
Flag Flying by Rupert Clamp, signals revolution and
social defiance from the university roof. In the gallery

space Danger Painting dazzles as a physical barrier of
red and white hazard tape , part of a series by Paul
Moss where woven shifting zigzag patterns create
semi-transparent sculptural-paintings.
Intriguingly a GPS system provides data for line
prints documenting individual walks through cities in
Walk the Line by Antti Laitinen. Pre-planned with his
photographic portrait image superimposed on a city
map, obstacle deviations redraw the artist’s image as
he physically experiences urban city spaces.
Inspired by the eighteenth century Jantar Mantar
observatory gardens of Delhi, Garden of Instruments
by Paul Schutze explores linguistics and memory in
architectural space. Referring to upgraded knowledge
of celestial observations far superior to the Portuguese
at this time, “charts sent from Portugal” and “hemispheres” are brief snatches of dialogue that emerge
and disappear. The softly spoken words, accompanied
by dramatic higher pitch and sonorous sounds, blend
beautifully with filmed details of architectural models
that reflect diamond-like facets, in this fascinating
video animation.
Ron Sims is a painter, freelance writer and
12PM Printmaker.

6 Reviews Have your say! Reviews unedited on www.a-n.co.uk

Rupert Clamp, Keep the flag flying, nine fabric flags installed on the
rooftops of the University of Essex, each flag 122x183cm, 2006.
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Rachael Matthews: Knitorama
Published by MQ Publications
Having ventured no further than the creation of a pair
of leg warmers for My Little Pony (a few decades back), I
encountered this book with the hope it could persuade
me to get knitting and guide me towards turning out
some beautiful unique garments for my wardrobe.
The book has a revivalist and adventurous view
towards crafting “fabulous non-essentials… knitted
decorations” and “glamorous things to wear”. As I
delved into the informative and instructional sections on making, maintaining and understanding
processes, I became intrigued by the possibilities
that, due to the clear instructions, seemed within
reach. Designs are promoted by an eye-catching
1950s graphic and advertising style, and real-life
knitters gesture to demonstrating the products themselves. The book seems to successfully combine the
playful and practical.
On reading the book, I recalled my amusement
at a group of young public knitters in a shop window
in Toronto, a few Halloween nights ago. The city was
teeming with revellers, floating around in costume,

fervently off to find drunken fun. In this public context I wondered if the knitting was a guerrilla activity,
or just another party embracing something odd-ball. I
found the knitters quietly subversive in their adopting
of a skill expected of an older generation and, as with
the choice of soft sculptural objects in ‘Knitorama’,
there is a rebellious streak – especially in the woollen
handgrenade for throwing at bad TV programmes.
This promotes great escapism.
The book encourages the reader to form a bond
with their ‘project’. On choosing a yarn, we are invited
to feel for texture, colour, something that feels good,
and suits our mood, or “someone you have on your
mind”. It’s a reminder that this activity is a tactile
experience; it can be stimulating and therapeutic.
Recently, knitting has become a high-profile hobby,
and this has reflected on niche markets. Unique or
handmade items have been incorporated into vintage
clothing racks, becoming precious on thrift store hunting grounds. If moths haven’t got there first, professional scouts have marked up good quality vintage

woollens and shifted them to trendsetters willing to
pay high prices.
There’s an allegory to garments: they are made
more understandable and meaningful by stories
shared about dropped stitches and the chain of events
that made them so. ‘Knitorama’ encourages pride in
work and good finishing, although it supports creative
use of mistakes or deviation from a pattern. This
makes it a clever book, but also very inviting. It is also
a reminder of the craft’s heritage and its development,
with an enlivening sense of humour.
Lisa Wigham is an artist.
Knitorama is published by MQ Publications Limited
www.mqpublications.com
£12.99, 144 pp, ISBN: 1-84072-986-4.
We have 3 copies to be won.
To enter you must be a Subscriber.
Send a postcard with your name and
address, clearly stating which
competition you are entering by
21 July to a-n Magazine, First Floor,
7-15 Pink Lane, Newcastle upon Tyne,
NE1 5DW. Call 0191 241 8000 to subscribe and enter the competition.

Rachael Matthews, from Knitorama, published by MQ Publications.
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Ergin Çavusoğlu,
Point of Departure, installation at John Hansard Gallery, 2006. Copyright the artist.
Ç
Courtesy of Film and Video Umbrella and Haunch of Venison.

Ç
Ergin Çavusoğlu,
video still of Point of Departure, 2006. Copyright the artist.
Courtesy of Film and Video Umbrella and Haunch of Venison.

Ç
Ergin Çavusoğlu:
Point of Departure
John Hansard Gallery, Southampton
4 May – 17 June
It is a cliché of current times that ‘we are all members
of a diaspora now’. Whether that stands close scrutiny
is debatable. However, as the skies are criss-crossed
with aircraft carrying business people, pleasure seekers
and refugees, it is clear that something has changed,
even from half a generation ago. In the Global Village
we are all permanently on the move, and we are all
familiar with the stress and tedium of airports.
The eponymous ‘Point of Departure’ comprises
five projections on translucent screens, with a sixth
projected onto the floor. The screens, which feature
scenes from two airports, create an architectural space
through which the viewer can pass. Characters meet
at Stansted and Trabzon in Turkey: airports at the
Atlantic and Asian fringes of Europe. There is a hint of

narrative, but nothing conclusive. The familiar experience of X-ray baggage checks, metal detectors and PA
announcements is played out. The sleek steel and
glass architecture of Stansted is visibly different from
the cream and grey municipal style of Trabzon, but the
experience is essentially the same.
Adrift is the second major piece in the show. Four
screens change continually: city streets, grand buildings, people walking, tube trains departing; in the
background the city’s noise is coupled with portentous-sounding music. Kids swing on a scaffold. The
moon appears in the night sky and then vanishes.
Tourists in a museum study an architect’s model. A jet
flies (now ominously) over the New York skyline. A
yacht floats serenely by in a seascape.

Equivalence to the real experience of contemporary spaces is created. One becomes aware of the partial understanding one has of a complex space, in
which information is gathered and filtered because
there is too much to take in. This also draws attention
to our relationships with art and screens: an expectation of conventional narrative is created, but the
sequences refuse to offer this. The egalitarian qualities
of the screens override the natural mental filters
through which we attend to some things and eliminate others, and each of the scenes with its potential
for meaning or meaninglessness demands equal
attention.
Dr Stephen Riley is an artist and writer based in the south
of England.

Daisychain
MOT, London
12 May – 17 June
As you enter the MOT space – high up in the wonderfully creepy council block of Regents Studios in Bethnal
Green – you’re faced with a rather peculiar sight. A
grainy Super 8 film shows a man hopping around on
an industrial spring, slashing paint on to panels of
paper along the wall in front of him as he goes. This is
Sprungfederzeichnunden, the filmic documentation of
Rudolf Polanszky at work on his ‘dynamomanic’ paintings back in the early eighties. A set of these pathologically abstract, twitchy little paintings is hung opposite.
Whilst the painting method resembles Jackson Pollock
on a space-hopper (with canvases placed back on the
wall), the result looks like a Kandinsky on ecstasy.
Polanszky is one of four contributors to ‘Daisychain’, a group show of sorts, curated by Bruce Haines.
Franz West has contributed two of his poster designs;
Rachel Harrison two sculptures. There are also five of
Richard Forster’s wonderful works on paper. Forster
draws monochrome, intricately photorealist images of
hypermarkets, waves, and cityscapes with a spellbinding attention to detail. The very fact that this is pencil,
and not black and white photography, signifies a strik-

Richard Forster, Pattern and cat, pencil on paper, 14x21cm, 2001.

ing talent. Indeed, Forster’s landscape of Walsall is
easily the crowning glory of this show. It is cleverly
placed next to the window here on the fifth floor, reiterating the murky industrial panorama of the East End
of London that we can see outside.
These sorts of group shows, an abundance of
which turn up every summer, are not easy things to get
right. Often self-indulgent on the curator’s part, they
need a firm hand to make them thematically and visu-

8 Reviews Have your say! Reviews unedited on www.a-n.co.uk

ally cohesive. In the case of ‘Daisychain’, its title is a trifle
over-confident bearing in mind how disconnected all
the works seem from each other. What relation Franz
West’s posters or a drawing of a cat has with Polanszky
bouncing about on a spring is anyone’s guess.
Maybe it is just the venue, but the exhibition has
the cluttered feeling of a teenager’s bedroom: lots of
things on the wall – each meaning something to
someone – but generally just a disjointed muddle,
without any tempo or curatorial voice.
Plonked in the middle of all this is Rachel Harrison’s mixed-media installation Double Vision. Harrison’s work comprises a video accompanied by two
framed images of Simon Le Bon, and a sculptural still
life of two garden gnomes and a plastic houseplant.
The video shows a motionless frog sat by a pond, waiting for a buzzing fly to dash past the screen now and
then, but never comes his way. Water trickles, and an
aeroplane roars overhead. It is rather like me in relation to this show: all this noise around me, and none
of it making sense.
Tom Morris is a freelance art critic.
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Future Focus ‘06: This Year’s Model
Q Arts Gallery, Derby
22 April – 4 June
It was my first time in Derby, the rain was pouring, but
I was invited to smile from the start. Q Gallery’s ‘Future
Focus ‘06’ takes you on an appealing journey through
an exploration of communication, how media events
are perceived, and the role of faith in our lives.
From David Garratt’s vibrant welcome, to the political room installation by Lori Amor, you find yourself
continually questioning where happiness fits into each
piece and into your future. In David Garratt’s documentary he interviews his mum, a teacher, a multi-faith
leader and his mate on what makes people happy. He
questions whether it’s from childhood, good finance or
faith, and comes to the conclusion that it is “from
spending time with people whom you like”. Well, to be
honest, most of us could have told him that from the
start, but I do understand why he felt the need to make
this piece. As you watch you find yourself questioning
your happiness and your need to spend time with
friends and family. We all believe we know what possessions and things make us happy, but when do we
ever stop, think and act on it? And this is what Garratt’s
work tries to achieve. We should not go out looking for
something that we think should make us be happy, but
be content with what already does. He also gives us a
Reciprocate my Smile postcard. Supposedly Britain is
the world’s twenty-first happiest country and by asking
us to record whether, when we smile at strangers our
smile is returned, we are given the chance to interact

and help make Britain happier.
Lori Amor’s installation room New Year’s Models
brought gravity to the exhibition. A room of stacked
boxes, a computer, President Bush conspiracy files and
a security monitor encourages us to ask whose room
it was and what it was for? Through the handle holes
of the labelled boxes, images of the two princes
William and Harry, a miniature screen of changing
photographs of American soldiers, evidence of the
Tsunami disaster, a box titled Crawling Curb are
shown. In another, a cardboard figure of the late Pope
waves. This comical image of the Pope is paralleled
with the silly music from Paula Ginn’s piece The Hand
of God, making us question whether the role of faith
in society and the media is mainly just for comic value.
This archive shows the past few years through the
media and prompts us to remember the past. I found
myself forced to become child-like as I had to stand on
tiptoes or kneel on the floor to peer into the boxes. I
felt manipulated as if I were forced into becoming vulnerable, which perhaps imitates the hold that the Government and the media have on us, and through
communication from them (or lack of it) we are
manipulated to see or forget what they choose. I consider this piece to be incredibly successful, and as
more and more new artists seek to create these installation rooms, we are forced to question the characters
the artists create, and the truth they have left behind.

David Garratt, Hug a human campaign, digital print, 2005.

I do believe that the ideas focussing on communication, interaction, truth, and the media investigated
in this exhibition, are very pertinent issues in our modern day lives. As I left and walked down the street, getting water in my eyes yet smiling at these Derby
strangers, I felt better in myself, knowing there was a
possibility of making someone else slightly happier.
Garratt had helped me to break down the usual
boundaries of privacy usually held, and put a silent
communication in its place.
Alexandria Clark is a second year fine art student at
Nottingham Trent University.

Mark Neville: The Jump Films
Streetlevel, Glasgow
20 April – 3 June
Mark Neville is currently making waves as a result of a
residency recently undertaken at Port Glasgow, where
he spent a year documenting different aspects of life in
this post-industrial west coast [of Scotland] town. Faced
with the usual cultural dilemma of creating an artwork
that was both valid and worthwhile, he produced a coffee-table-style hardback book of eighty documentary
photographs. This publication was never intended to be
for sale, instead the books were delivered free of charge
to every household in the town, thereby redistributing
his images back to the people involved in their creation.
His artwork became an active subversion of the usual
documentary approach to photography.
In this show Neville exhibits The Jump Films, made
during the 1990s and shown for the first time in the UK.
Three looped 16mm films show the artist jumping or
falling in different locations, at different speeds and with
ambiguous meanings. He has filmed these events with
a high-speed camera usually used for scientific research,
with the result that a few seconds of footage unfolds
over several minutes, leaving us overwhelmed by the passage of time and the painterly effects of the medium.
The viewer is immediately hit by the physicality of
the work: the projectors are very much part of the
spectacle; their whirring, creaking and clanking
reminds us of the reassuringly satisfying nature of
cine-film. The scratches and blotches on the film signify the preciousness of the medium and its finite lifesJuly 2006 a-n Magazine

Mark Neville, The Jump Films, looped 16mm film installation view at Streetlevel.

pan. We are made aware of how we have been
seduced by the slickness of digital media, and the realisation that maybe we are missing something despite
the progress of technology. Sometimes that slickness
equates with an insidious dulling down, and maybe a
rougher low-tech approach can throw up something a
bit more raw, a bit more special.
These works aim to document a scientifically
unquantifiable event, and also investigate the mythology of supposedly heroic male performance artists of
the 1960s and 1970s; in fact one of these films is the
restaging of a 1970 performance by Dutch artist Bas
Yan Ader. Like many of these early actions, Neville’s
main concern was in “finding a voice to express a kind
of repositioning of the body”. He is interested in the
way early performance works are now only accessible

through documentary photographs, and also in the
way that artworks are disseminated and have influence over time: as certain works are rediscovered and
re-contextualised, others might seem to be less seminal or influential.
The strength of this exhibition lies in not just the
mesmerising and lyrical nature of the work and its
presentation, but also that it combines these more
serious undercurrents. For Neville, photography is crucial as a democratic mediator between event and
audience. This down-to-earth approach to the distribution and availability of the artwork and its relation to
the art world as well as to wider society is as important an issue within these earlier works as it is within
the context of the Port Glasgow project.
Janie Nicoll
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What’s on previews
A selection of current and forthcoming artists’ exhibitions and projects across the UK, with a monthly
regional focus. This month: Northern Ireland, previewed by Gemma Tipton.

Angela O’Kelly, Hundreds and Thousands, layered ‘Financial Times’
with silver ends, 2004.

Blaise Drummond, And Maybe We Could Dance, oil and collage on
canvas, 2005. Courtesy of Rubicon Gallery.

Caroline McCarthy, Palm Tree (CMYK).tif (detail), plastic bin bags,
metal bag holders, 2006.

40 Shades of Green

Blaise Drummond:
Sous le Soleil du Nord

Caroline McCarthy: There

Butler Gallery, Kilkenny
Until 30 July

Void, Derry
Until 16 July

With some of the aesthetics of Royal Art Lodge, but
none of their deliberate naivety, Blaise Drummond
explores the nature of place and space, both in relation
to how we see the architectural and natural worlds,
and in terms of the picture plane. In Drummond’s
sparsely populated landscapes, isolated trees and
decidedly Modernist buildings hover like survivors of an
unspecified calamity, each holding the terrain with a
tenuous grip. The buildings, rendered minute by setting and perspective, speak of the folly of Modernist
aspirations to control and conquer nature, although
the trees (a trademark of Drummond’s work) themselves seem to be only hanging on by a thread. There
is a deliberate sterility to these scenes, but a sense of
survival too. The results of Drummond’s explorations
are intriguing images of a parallel world that, while
elusive, also seems tantalisingly near at hand.

Whether she is exploring images of travel, packaging,
waste and debris, consumption, or the contents of the
deep freezer, Caroline McCarthy re-presents the familiar in such a way that it can never seem the same
again. Drawing from source material as diverse as
coloured plastic bin bags, cigarettes and alcohol, swimming pools and potato crisps, the power of McCarthy’s
projects lies in the artist’s wit, and in the meticulousness with which she crafts her objects and makes her
images. Thus, detritus from Brooklyn sidewalks
becomes the subject matter for drawings and etchings
as elegantly executed as those from 18th Century
Grand Tour artists; while brightly coloured plastic sacks
are cut into dots to create pixelated icons of art history.
Dublin-born McCarthy has just returned from showing
in New York, and it is well worth a trip to Void to see
such an engaging body of work.

For more information see www.butlergallery.com

For more information contact 028 7130 8080

National Craft Gallery, Kilkenny
Until 16 July and Millennium Court Arts Centre,
Portadown
27 July – 16 September
Clichés of Ireland are often summed up with the idea
of forty shades of green, while clichés of craft lurk in
the realms of teapots, Aran sweaters and patchwork
quilts. ‘40 Shades of Green’ turns both of these on their
heads, and instead investigates the relationship
between ‘tradition’ and ‘traditional’, and the sites of
convergence between fine art and craft. While the
whole art / craft debate seems less important in these
days of expanded practice and installation art, an exhibition like this that conflates the two, drawing no distinctions at all between those who consider themselves
visual artists and those who work within the rubric of
craft, is still an interesting rarity. Photography, painting, weaving, lace-making, ceramics, glass work and
jewellery design – all share the domestic setting with
ease and comfort, and come alive with unexpected
shouts and murmurs, demanding attention in the context of the gallery.
For more information visit www.ccoi.ie and
www.millenniumcourt.org
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John Hubbard, Coxie’s Lane, charcoal on paper, 1988.

Elina Brotherus, Nu Endormi, photograph, 2003.

Martina Corry, Untitled, photograph, 35x48.7cm, 2006.

Elina Brotherus:
John Hubbard: Spirit of Trees The New Painting

Martina Corry

Naughton Gallery at Queens, Belfast
Until 18 August

Temple Bar Gallery and Studios, Dublin
Until 15 July

Context Galleries, Derry
Until 22 July

While botanical drawings were created to give a scientific exactitude to their subjects, John Hubbard’s charcoal drawings of some of the world’s most beautiful
gardens aim instead to capture the essence and idea
of nature. Observing mood as much as minutiae, Hubbard has travelled extensively, recording and responding to both the physicality and sense of the places he
has visited. Noting that, “While drawings often open
the way into paintings, they can just as often be an
end in themselves”, Hubbard explores the wildness
that can remain within the cultivated, and observes
that even though in gardens it might seem as if man
has tamed nature, the opposite is very often the case.
This exhibition is being shown in partnership with the
Ava Gallery (Bangor), where a companion show will
run until 18 August.

This is the first solo exhibition of Finnish artist Elina
Brotherus in Ireland. Drawing parallels between the
formal concerns of representational painting and photography, and the quest to capture the essence of light
(before the whole art world went abstract), Brotherus
presents haunting and captivating images where the
human figure seems simultaneously alienated from,
and at home in its settings. These settings are domestic, low-horizoned landscapes, sublime scenes (after
Caspar David Friedrich) or studies of water, and are
captured with an idealised sense of beauty. Brotherus
questions the nature of the natural, and the nature of
beauty, implying in her photographs that each may be
equally artificially constructed.

After the invention of photography, painting was freed
to explore the nature of paint itself. Examinations of
colour, drip and brushstroke let paint speak beyond the
image it was meant to serve. Martina Corry’s practice
too involves freeing photography from its dominating
content (the image), creating space in her works for
expressions of surface, movement and light to find a
voice. Corry’s images are made by working directly with
paper in the darkroom, ignoring the camera altogether.
Cutting, crumpling, folding and more recently using
fibre optics to make the works, Corry’s exposure of the
surface generally lying behind the image, while creating interesting and hypnotic pieces, also refers to the
fiction of photography as an actual, unmediated and
unbiased representation of fact.

For more information see www.naughtongallery.org and
www.avagalleryclandeboye.co.uk
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For more information see www.templebargallery.com

For more information see
http://contextgalleries.blogspot.com
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What’s on
A paid-for listing of UK gallery and online exhibitions, live art, conferences and events.
To advertise +44 (0) 191 241 8000, whatson@a-n.co.uk
Searchable by UK region on www.a-n.co.uk

Degree show

Birmingham

Phoenix Gallery
10-14 Waterloo Place, (opp St Peter's
Church), BN2 9NB. 01273 603700
www.phoenixarts.org
Tues-Sat 11-5
Until 29 July: ‘Full Circle’, Julie Marsh,
circular video projection; Charlotte White,
sound installation; Cecilia Jardemar,
photographic portraits.

’s

Bristol
Aberdeen
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Peacock Visual Arts
21 Castle Street, AB11 5BQ.
01224 639539
www.peacockvisualarts.co.uk
Tues-Sat 9.30-5.30
Contact gallery for details

Abergavenny
Art Shop (The)
8 Cross Street, NP7 5EH. 01873 852690
Tues-Sat 9.15-5.30
15 July - 28 Aug: ‘The Artist In the
Garden’, botanical illustrations, paintings,
etchings, woodblocks, Chinese brush
painting and calligraphy. 14 July, 8pm,
illustrated talk by Tony Ridler. Until 8 July:
‘Body Work’, Penny Hallas.

Barnet
Museum of Domestic Design &
Architecture
Chase Side, Cathill Campus, Middlesex
University, EN4 8HT. 020 8411 5244
www.moda.mdx.ac.uk
Tues-Sat 10-5; Sun 2-5
Until 9 Jul: ‘Grounds for Designs’, 5th
Annual MoDA Outdoor Group Show
curated by Jolanta Jagiello: contemporary
responses to eating out in the great
outdoors from picnics to snacking.

Basingstoke
Fairfields Arts Centre
Council Road, RG21 3DH.
01256 321621 www.fairfields.org
Mon-Wed 9.30-5.30; Thurs 9.30-1.30; Fri
by appointment; Sat 9.30-1; closed BH
Until 8 Jul: ‘Matisse Drawing with Scissors,
Late Works 1950-54’, The Hayward
Gallery. A national touring exhibition.
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RBSA Gallery
4 Brook Street, St Paul's Square, B3 1SA.
0121 236 4353 www.rbsa.org.uk
Mon-Wed & Fri 10.30-5.30; Thurs 10.307; Sat 10.30-5
Until 8 July: Robert Perry, recent and
retrospective work much of it based on the
Midlands and his travels around Europe.

Bradford
Gallery II
University of Bradford, Richmond Road,
BD7 1BR. 01274 235495
www.bradford.ac.uk/gallery
Mon-Fri 11-5; Thurs until 6
Until 28 July: ‘Bradford - True North’,
multi-sensory photographic installation by
Joolz Denby exploring the visual narrative
that accompanies her life in the city of
Bradford. With soundscape by Justin
Sullivan.

Bridport
Bridport Arts Centre
South Street, DT6 3NR. 01308 424204
www.bridport-arts.com
Tues-Sat 10-4
28 June - 15 July: ‘In The Heat of the
Moment’, Peter Dibdin and Tom Barnett.
Radically contrasting media exploring the
issues of energy and resources. Artists talk
15 July, 11am, free.

Brighton
Bedford
BCA Gallery
33 Castle Lane, MK40 3XD.
01234 273580
www.bedfordcreativearts.com
Tues-Sat 11-5
Until 8 July: ‘Legendes’, Vered Lahav.
Installation based on the saying ‘if birds
could read and books could fly’.
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IO Gallery
Brighton Designers and Makers, 39
Sydney Street, BN1 4EP. 01273 671212
www.lumicube.com/iogallery
Mon-Sat 10-6; Sun 11-5
5-30 July: ‘irrigated, not irrigated
(Cartagena orchard)’, Jo Aris, installation
of pieces made to fit the space from
newsprint, water and pigment.

Plan 9
The Red Lodge, Park Row, BS1 5LJ.
www.plan9.org.uk
Sat-Wed 10-5
15 July - 17 Sept: ‘Wig Wam Bam!’,
Richard Box, Laurence Chalk, Nicola
Donovan, Karen Di Franco, Colin
Higginson, Marcus Jefferies, Annabel
Other, Daniel Rush, Sophie Warren &
Jonathan Mosley, Finn Watkins, Simon
Webb, Emily Wood.

Bury St Edmunds

g39
39 Wyndham Arcade, Mill Lane, CF10
1FH. 029 2025 5541 www.g39.org
Wed-Sat 11-5.30
Contact gallery for details

Carlisle

Bury St Edmunds Art Gallery
The Market Cross, Cornhill, IP33 1BT.
01284 762081
www.burystedmundsartgallery.org
Tues-Sat 10.30-5
8 July - 5 Aug: ‘Suffolk Showcase’, first
open submission exhibition at the gallery.
Artists and makers living or working in
Suffolk are invited to submit work for
possible selection.

Tullie House Museum & Art Gallery
Castle Street, CA3 8TP. 01228 534781
www.tulliehouse.co.uk
Mon-Sat 10-5; Sun 12-5
Until 7 July: ‘Till the Cows Come Home’,
film and photography by Nick May,
marking the fifth anniversary of the Foot
and Mouth epidemic. 15 July - 3 Sept:
‘Rites Fit’, bizarre interactive ‘Ego
Machines’.

Cambridge

Carmarthen

Kettle’s Yard
Castle Street, CB3 0AQ. 01223 352124
www.kettlesyard.co.uk
Tues-Sun 11.30-5 (gallery); Tues-Sun
1.30-4.30 (house)
Contact gallery for details

Oriel Myrddin Gallery
Church Lane, SA31 1LH. 01267 222775
Mon-Sat 10-5; closed BH
Contact gallery for details

Chichester
Cardiff
Chapter
Market Road, Canton, CF5 1QE.
029 2031 1050 www.chapter.org
Mon 11-5; Tues-Sun 11-8
Until 9 July: ‘Fable’, Nadia Hebson, Zoe
Mendelson and Joel Tomlin. Three artists
draw upon historical imagery to speak
about the present. 29 July: ‘Salla Tykka’,
Zoo and The Trilogy.
Howard Gardens Gallery
School of Art & Design, Howard Gardens
Campus, Howard Gardens, CF24 0SP.
029 2041 6608
Mon-Thurs 9-5; Fri-Sat 10-5
Until 8 July: ‘MA Fine Art’ student
exhibition. Multidisciplinary show
organised by second-year FA students.

Otter Gallery
University of Chichester, College Lane,
PO19 6PE. 01243 816098
www.chiuni.ac.uk/otter
Mon-Fri 9-5
27 June -27 July: ‘Swarms’, Farah Syed’s
dense and layered paintings, images of
unidentified worlds.

Colchester
Firstsite
74 High Street, CO1 1UE.
01206 577067 www.firstsite.uk.net
Mon-Sat 10-5
Contact gallery for details
Hay Gallery
Colchester School of Art & Design,
Sheepen Road, CO3 3LL. 01206 518141
Contact gallery for details
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Compton Verney

Durham

Compton Verney House Trust
CV35 9HZ. 01926 645500
www.comptonverney.org.uk
Tues-Sun & BH Mon 10-5
7 July - 10 Sept: ‘The Starry Messenger’.

The Ogden Centre for Fundamental
Physics
South Road, DH1 3LE. 0191 334 3811.
07931 925229.
Mon-Fri 10-4
Until 28 July: ‘The House of Strange
Waves’, Graham Head, mixed media
within the realms of science poetic.

Darlington
Myles Meehan Gallery
Darlington Arts Centre, Vane Terrace,
DL3 7AX. 01325 348843
www.darlingtonarts.co.uk
Mon-Sat 10-8; closed Sun
Until 15 Jul: ‘Falling Down’, Anton Hecht
with Kevin Cadwallender and Kelly
Turnbull. 28 July - 9 Sept: ‘Census of
Marine Life’, Ornulf Opdahl, watercolours.

Derby
Q Gallery
35/36 Queen Street, DE1 3DS.
01332 295858 www.q-arts.co.uk
Tues-Fri 12-4; Sat & Sun 10-4
Contact gallery for details

Dufftown
The Gallery
The Glenfiddich Distillery, AB55.
01340 821565.
www.glenfiddich.co.uk/artists
Wed-Sun 12.30-5.30
Until 27 July: ‘Artists at Glenfiddich 2006’,
group show by international Artists-inResidence at Glenfiddich, Robert Bremner
(UK) Cassandra Constant (Spain),
Stephane Magnin (France), Mustafa
Maluka (South Africa), Rosalind
Nashashibi (UK), Annie Pootoogook
(Canada) and Wu Chi-Tsung (Taiwain).

Dumfries
Gracefield Arts Centre
28 Edinburgh Road, DG1 1JQ.
01387 262084
www.artandcraftsouthwestscotland.com
Sun 12-4
1-29 July: Dumfries & Galloway Fine Arts
Society Annual Exhibition featuring over
250 paintings, drawings, prints and craft
items from professional and amateur
artists.

Dundee
Generator
Unit 25-26, Mid Wynd, DD1 4JG.
01382 225982
www.generatorprojects.co.uk/
Thurs-Sun 12-5 or by appointment
Contact gallery for details
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Farnham

Collins Gallery
University of Strathclyde, 22 Richmond
Street, G1 1XQ. 0141 548 2558
www.collinsgallery.strath.ac.uk
Mon-Fri 10-5; Sat 12-4 (closed 14-17
July incl)
1 July - 12 Aug: ‘Scottish Glass Society’,
selected exhibition of contemporary glass
by members. Most of the work is for sale.
1 July: seminar.

East Grinstead
The Greenstede Gallery
Chequer Mead Community Arts Centre,
De La Warr Road, RH19 3BS. 01342
302000
Mon-Sat 9-5
14-25 July: ‘New Ground’, works by the
contemporary gallery arts collective.
Members and guests present an eclectic
mix of Fine Art including sculpture,
painting and photography.

Edinburgh
City Art Centre
2 Market Street, EH1 1DE.
0131 529 3993 www.cac.org.uk
Mon-Sat 10-5; Sun 12-5
Until 9 July: ‘Rainbow City’, stories from
lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender
Edinburgh.

Ely
Babylon Gallery
Babylon Bridge, Waterside, CB7 4AU.
01353 616993
www.babylongallery.co.uk
Tues-Sat 10-4; Sun & BH 11-5; closed
Mon
Contact gallery for details

Exeter
Devon Guild of Craftsmen
Riverside Mill, Fore Street, Bovey Tracey,
TQ13 9AF. 01626 832223
www.crafts.org.uk
Daily 10-5.30 and through to 8 every Fri
and Sat 9 Jun - 9 Sept
1 July - 10 Sept: ‘The Devon Guild of
Craftsmen Summer Exhibition’, new,
innovative and individualistic
contemporary craft work. 27 July: talk by
Jenny Balfour-Paul, textile specialist and
writer.
Spacex
45 Preston Street, EX1 1DF.
01392 431786 www.spacex.co.uk
Tues-Sat 10-5
Until 15 July: ‘You Us Or You Me’, Nina Jan
Beier and Marie Jan Lund, playing with
social customs and group dynamics. 29
July - 23 Sept: Jordan McKenzie, new
artistic investigations into drawing as
performance.

Glasgow

Foyer & James Hockey Gallery
University College for the Creative Arts,
Farnham Campus, Falkner Road, GU9
7DS. 01252 892668
www.surrart.ac.uk/galleries
Mon-Fri 10-5; Sat 10-4; closed Sun & BH
Until 5 Aug: ‘Table Manners’, international
contemporary tableware.

Frome
Black Swan Arts
2 Bridge Street, BA11 1BB.
01373 473980 www.blackswan.org.uk
Mon-Sat 10-5
1 July - 26 Aug: ‘Making It Contemporary Craft in Somerset’. 1 July 5 Aug: ‘Rhian Soloman’, contemporary
textiles and jewellery. Until 12 Aug: ‘Craft
Shop Exhibition’, Mel Day, Denise
Huddleston, Victor Stuart-Graham, Sasha
Wardell.

Gateshead
Baltic Centre for Contemporary Art
South Shore Road, NE8 3BA.
0191 478 1810 www.balticmill.com
Mon-Sun 10-6; Thurs 10-8
5 July - 10 Oct: Erwin Wurm, large-scale
sculptural installation. Dzine, painting. 5
July - 8 Oct: Surasi Kusolwong, installation
works. Until 3 Sept: Wang Du, large-scale
sculptural installation. Sam Taylor-Wood,
photography, video and film.
The Gallery
Gateshead Central Library, Prince Consort
Road, NE8 4LN. 0191 477 3478
www.gateshead.gov.uk
Mon-Fri 9-7; Wed 9-5; Sat 9-1; closed
Sun
Contact gallery for details

Glasgow School of Art
167 Renfrew Street, G3 6RQ.
0141 353 4525 www.gsa.ac.uk
Mon-Fri 10-5; Sat 10-2; closed Sun
July: ‘Terra Nova III’, in association with
The Map Magazine. Excellent
opportunity to revisit some of the best
Degree Show work from the School
of Fine Art by this year’s graduating
students.

Gloucester
The Curve Gallery
Churchdown School, Winston Road,
GL3 2RB. 07800 588325
8-20 July: ‘Everyday Obsessions’, Anthony
Green and Mary Cozens-Walker.

Halifax
Bankfield Museum
Boothtown Road, HX3 6HG.
01422 352334
www.calderdale.gov.uk
Tues-Sat & BH 10-5; Sun 2-5
Contact gallery for details
Dean Clough Galleries
Dean Clough, HX3 5AX. 01422 250250
www.DeanClough.com
Daily 10-5
15 July - Sept: ‘Curator’s Choice’, second
group show by leading Northern artists.
‘Kossoff Etchings’, selected from ACE
collection. Also paintings by Mike Walker
and John Capstack, plus photos of
Derbyshire farms.
Piece Hall
The Piece Hall, HX1 1RE.
01422 358300. www.calderdale.gov.uk
Tues-Sun & BH 10-5
Until 16 July: ‘Pets’, Sue Packer, a series of
56 beautifully studied photographs. A
Harley Gallery touring exhibition.
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Hebden Bridge
Arts Festival Gallery
New Oxford House, Albert Street,
HX7 8BL. 01422 842684
Wed-Sun 11-5
5-20 Aug: ‘Pod’, innovative new work by
Peter Walker and Josephine Gornall.
Organic forms interlinked with technology.
Painting, mixed media, textiles,
photography and installation.

Hexham
Queens Hall Arts
Queens Hall, Beamont Street.
Mon-Fri 9.30-5; Sat 9.30-4
1-29 July: ‘Chris Penn - Forty Years at the
Cutting Edge’, retrospective featuring
linocuts, copper engravings, pyrographs
and sculptures (Gallery Two).

Huyton
Huyton Gallery
Huyton Library, Civic Way, L36 9GD.
0151 443 5619
www.knowsley.gov.uk/leisure/arts
Mon-Fri 9.15-7; Sat 10-4; Sun 11-4
Contact gallery for details

Isle of Mull
An Tobar Arts Centre
Argyll Terrace, Tobermory, PA75 6PB.
01688 302211 www.antobar.co.uk
Tues-Sat 10-5
Contact gallery for details

Isle of Wight
Sir Michael West Gallery
Quay Arts, Sea Street, Newport, PO30
5BD. 01983 822490 www.quayarts.org
Mon-Sat 9.30-5; Tues until 8
Until 29 July: ‘Dualscape’, Heather Young,
giant prints which communicate a sense of
space and rhythm of the English
landscape.
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exhibition inviting you to have your say
about our exhibitions and displays.

Kirkby
Kirkby Gallery
Newtown Gardens, L32 8RR.
0151 443 5617
www.knowsley.gov.uk/leisure/arts
Mon, Fri 9.15-5; Tues, Thurs 9.15-7; Sat
10-4; Sun 11-4
Until 3 Sept: ‘Knowsley Open Exhibition’,
artwork by local artists, both amateur and
professional across all age ranges.

Leicester
City Gallery
90 Granby Street, LE1 1DJ.
0116 223 2060
Tues-Fri 11-6; Sat 10-5
Until 8 July: ‘Aggregate’, Jamie Shovlin, a
series of new works commissioned by four
UK venues including The City Gallery.
Eleanor Glover, painted wooden sculptures
and wooden reliefs containing narrative
elements.

Leigh
Turnpike Gallery
Civic Square, WN7 1EB. 01942 404469
www.wlct.org
Mon-Fri 10-6; Sat 9.30-3.30
15 July - 9 Sept: ‘Audio Art Lab’,
interactive sound pieces by Simon
Blackmore, Antony Hall and Steve Symons
plus a display of Sonic Postcards created
by local schoolchildren with Sonic Art
Network.

Lincoln
The Collection
Danes Terrace, LN2 1LP. 01522 550957
Until 6 Aug: ‘Lincolnshire Artists Society
Centenary Exhibition’.

Liverpool
Kettering
Fermynwoods Contemporary Art
The Water Tower, Benefield Road,
Brigstock, NN14 3JA. 01536 373469
www.fermynwoods.co.uk
Fri-Sun 2-6 or by appointment
Contact gallery for details

’s

Kings Lynn Arts Centre
27 King Street, PE30 1HA.
01553 779095
Tues-Sat 10-5; closed Sun, Mon & BH
15 July - 12 Aug: ‘Fat Lava’, West German
and Italian ceramics of the 1960s.
Ground-breaking exhibition by discerning
private collector Dr Graham Cooley.

Broadfield House Glass Museum
Compton Drive, DY6 9NS.
01384 812745
www.glassmuseum.org.uk
Tues-Sun 12-4
Until 6 Aug: ‘Ask the Audience!’, special
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London
198 Gallery
198 Railton Road, Herne Hill, SE24 0LU.
020 7978 8309 www.198gallery.co.uk
Mon-Fri 11-5
Until 28 July: ‘Trauma and Art’, Everlyn
Nicodemus, work which promotes an
extended approach to the notion of
trauma and encourages a better
understanding of the impact of cultural
and individual psychological traumas, and
their effects as major disabling afflictions.
Blyth Gallery
Level 5, Sherfield Building, Imperial
College, South Kensington Campus,
SW7 2AZ. 020 7594 9354
gallery@imperial.ac.uk
Mon-Sun 9am-10pm
Contact gallery for details
Dilston Grove
Southwest corner of Southwark Park,
Bermondsey, SE16 2UA. 020 7237 1230
www.cafegalleryprojects.org
Fri-Sun 11-5
Until 16 July: ‘Held’, Graeme Miller, glass
bowls containing imagery derived from
evidence that people have fallen from
aircraft.
Institute of Psychiatry
MRC Social, Genetic & Developmental
Psychiatry Centre, De Crespigny Park,
Denmark Hill. 020 7848 0873
www.angelarumble.co.uk
9-5 by appointment
Until 15 Aug: ‘The Face of Madness?’,
paintings by Angela Rumble which
investigate the nature of the doctorpatient relationship.
Jersey Galleries
Osterley Park House, Isleworth, TW7 4RB.
020 8232 5050
www.nationaltrust.org.uk
Wed-Sun 1-4.30
5-23 July: ‘Out of Place’, Gill Bannerman,
Jackie Hughes, Liz Meier, Caroline Meynell
and Pauline Passmore respond to a
contemporary theme in the second of a
series of exhibitions.
London Printworks Trust
Unit 7, Brighton House, 9 Brighton
Terrace, Brixton, SW9 8DJ.
020 7738 7841
www.londonprintworks.com
Mon-Sat 11-6
8 July - 25 Aug: ‘Are We There Yet?’, Lindi
Tristram, commenting on the mess we’ve
made of our world and the emptyheadedness of things contemporary
society holds dear.

Kings Lynn

Kingswinford

pieces. ‘In the Window Series 2006’, July:
Mo Jupp, ceramics. Aug: London
Glassworks, Paul Devlin and Stewart
Hearn.

Bluecoat Display Centre
Bluecoat Chambers, College Lane,
L1 3BZ. 0151 709 4014
www.bluecoatdisplaycentre.com
Mon-Sat 10-5.30
July 29 - 26 Aug: ‘Go Figure’, Pauline
Hughes and Judith Davies, figurative
ceramics; Mari Ruth Oda, ceramic wall

Mall Galleries
Federation of British Artists, 17 Carlton
House Terrace, SW1Y 5BD.
020 7930 6844
www.mallgalleries.org.uk
Mon-Sun 10-5
Until 1 July: ‘EAC Art Awards’ + ‘Opus
School of Textile Arts BA (Hons)
Embroidered Textiles Graduate Exhibition
2006’.

PM Gallery & House
Walpole Park, Mattock Lane, Ealing,
W5 5EQ. 020 8567 1227
www.ealing.gov.uk/pmgalleryandhouse
Tues-Fri 1-5; Sat 11-5; Sun 1-5
21 July - 10 Sept: ‘Inside Out - The Art of
the Garden’, Sarah Begin, transporting the
gallery into a living garden, presenting it
as a work of art in itself.
Stables Gallery
Gladstone Park, Dollis Hill Lane,
NW2 6HT. 020 8452 8655
Thurs-Sun 11-5
Until 9 July: Kezia Pritchard, life imitating,
site-specific installation featuring
miniature scenes. 13 July - 6 Aug: Mizue
Yoshimura, drawing on the metaphors of
nature.
Swiss Cottage Gallery
Swiss Cottage Central Library, Avenue
Road, NW3 3HA. 020 7974 6523.
www.camden.gov.uk/swisscottage
Mon & Thurs 10-7; Tues, Wed & Fri 10-6;
Sat 10-5; Sun closed
1 July - 5 Aug: ‘Dead Time’, Alys
Tomlinson, large-scale photographs of
empty swimming pools at night; the
images explore a mysterious and eerie
twilight world of the in-between.
The Walk Gallery
23 King Edward Walk, (off Westminster
Bridge Road), SE1 7PR. 020 7928 3786
www.walkgallery.com
Mon-Fri 10.30-6.30; closed Sat & Sun
Until 4 Aug: ‘Summer Show’, a melange of
artists and media in a group show to
infuse and arouse the senses. Landscape
paintings, aquarelles and abstract
canvasses will be displayed alongside
etchings, drawings and digital prints.
Westbourne Grove Church Art Space
Westbourne Grove Church, Westbourne
Grove, W11 2RW. 020 7034 0500
Mon-Fri 9-5; Sun 10-3
Until 5 Aug: ‘Re:Group’ reunites seventeen
graduates from the Royal College of Art
Metal and Jewellery Class of 2001 to
create new and experimental work away
from commercial restrictions.
hopegallery
162 Blackstock Road, Highbury, N5
1HA. 020 7690 0058
11-15 July: Moorland Productions (Seetha
A and Ken Hay), hot from the 50th Venice
Biennale, Cracow and London ‘Deptford
X’, present work from the international
‘RADAR Project - Connecting Europe’ on
Global Tourism, European Integration and
the EU.

Loughborough
Generator Gallery
Loughborough University School of Art
and Design, Packe Street, LE11 3BJ.
01509 890315.
www.artspace-lboro.co.uk
Mon-Sat 10.30-4.30
Until 8 July: ‘On Reflection’,
Loughborough Artspace group exhibition
on theme. 15-29 July: ‘Italian Identities’,
Lorenzo Lotto Group, Mirano, Venice. In
October 2005, Artspace exhibited in
Mirano. Lorenzo Lotto Group is exhibiting
July in Loughborough.
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Manchester

Newbury

Nottingham

Castlefield Gallery
2 Hewitt Street, Knott Mill, M15 4GB.
0161 832 8034
www.castlefieldgallery.co.uk
Tues-Sun 12-6
Until 30 July: ‘Wintergarden’, Daria
Martin, 16mm film commissioned by Film
and Video Umbrella in association with De
La Warr Pavilion.

New Greenham Arts
113 Lindenmuth Road, New Greenham
Park, RG19 6HN. 01635 817480
www.newgreenhamarts.com
Mon-Sat 10-4
Contact gallery for details

Angel Row Gallery
Central Library Building, 3 Angel Row,
NG1 6HP. 0115 915 2869
www.angelrowgallery.com
Mon-Sat 10-5; Wed 10-7; closed Sun
8 July - 2 Sept: ‘Into the Light of Things’,
Sue Arrowsmith, Roy Brown, Samantha
Clark, Neeta Madahar, Carole Romaya and
Barry Thompson. Curated by Helen Jones.

Cornerhouse
70 Oxford Street, M1 5NH.
0161 200 1527 www.cornerhouse.org
Until 30 July: ‘The Space Between:
Experiments for Speakers’, Bob Levene.
‘The Ulstrasound of Therapy’, Staalplaat
Soundsystem. ‘Klangeln VIII’, Helmut
Lemke. Three sound installations.
Cow Lane Studios
Cow Lane, Salford, M5 4NB.
07719 732157.
www.liveartwoc.blogspot.com
Fri from 7pm prompt
21 July: ‘Congestion’, a participatory live
art event created by Adela Jones. The first
of four pilot programme performances.
Hosted by Live Art WOC (Widening
Opportunities at Cow Lane).

Monmouth
Bridges Gallery
Unit 8, Bridges Community Centre,
Wonastow Road, NP25 5AS.
07967 094080. www.richardcorbett.biz
Mon-Sat 10-5
26 July - 31 Aug: ‘Border Lines’,
printmakers from the Welsh Marches
exhibition.
Monmouth Priory
Priory Street, NP25 3NX. 01600 712034
27 July 5.30-7.30; 28-29 July 10.304.30; 31 July - 5 Aug 10-5
27-29 July: ‘Merlin’, six contemporary
artists interpret the legend through
installation, photography, print and
ceramics. 31 July - 5 Aug: ‘Open Studios
Exhibition’, 20 Monmouth-based artists
share their work with the public.

Newcastle upon Tyne
Red Box Gallery
St Nicholas Chare, NE1 1RJ.
0191 245 7121 www.redboxgallery.com
Viewing by appointment sarah.furniss@redboxgallery.com
7 July - 13 Sept: ‘New Castle’, large-scale
city sculpture by Sunghoon Son. Recent
coastal landscape paintings by Debbie
Covell.
Vane
Kings House, Forth Banks, NE1 3PA.
0191 261 8281 www.vane.org.uk
Wed-Sat 12-5
Gallery closed throughout July.

Newtown
Oriel Davies Gallery
The Park, Powys, SY16 2NZ.
01686 625041 www.orieldavies.org
Mon-Sat 10-5
Contact gallery for details

Northampton
Gallery 58
58 Bridge Street, NN1 1PA.
01604 633355. www.gallery58.com
Tues-Sat 10-5.30
Until 15 July: Nick Andrew, atmospheric
depictions of woodland and river scenes
follow in the Impressionist tradition and
will be exhibited exclusively at Gallery 58.

Norwich
Norwich Gallery
Norwich School of Art and Design, St
George Street, NR3 1BB. 01603 610561
www.norwichgallery.co.uk
Mon-Sat 10-5
Contact gallery for details

Bonington Gallery
Nottingham Trent University, School of
Art and Design, Bonington Building,
Dryden Street, NG1 4GG. 0115 848
6131 www.future-factory.org
Mon-Thurs 10-5; Fri 10-4; Sat 1-5
Contact gallery for details
My House Projects
The Old School Hall, Windmill Lane,
Sneinton, NG2 4QB. 07970 188769.
www.myhouseprojects.co.uk
Daily 12-5
8-9 July: ‘Chief’, collaboration between
artists Kathrin Hohne and Bjarte
Gismarvik. Film featuring Jim Lambert and
his motorcycle, an ‘Indian Chief 1947’.
Opening event 8 July, 2-4.

Ovada
21 Gloucester Green, OX1 2AQ.
01865 201782 www.ovada.org.uk
Tues, Wed, Fri 10-5; Thurs 10-8; Sat 115; closed Mon
29 July - 12 Aug: ‘Go on, deceive me ...’, an
exploration of truth and deceit. Allie Butler
and Barry Reeves with Martha Lewis.
Residency open 4-28 July.

Poole
Faith House
Holton Lee, East Holton, BH16 6JN.
01202 625562 www.holtonlee.co.uk
Contact gallery for details

Portree
An Tuireann Arts Centre
Struan Road, IV51 9EG. 01478 613306
www.antuireann.org.uk
Mon-Sat 10-5
5 Aug - 16 Sept: ‘New Work’, Helen
McAlister, paintings. ‘Temporal Moments’,
Kabir Hussain, sculpture.

Rochester
Ormskirk
Chapel Gallery
St Helens Road, L39 4QR. 01695
571328 www.westlancsdc.gov.uk
Tues-Sat 10-4.30; closed Sun, Mon and
BH
15 July - 31 Aug: ‘West Lancashire Annual
Open Exhibition’, engaging pieces created
by as many as 150 artists. Traditional
landscapes juxtaposed with contemporary
abstracts.

Oxford
03 Gallery
Oxford Castle, OX1 1AY. 01865 246131.
www.03gallery.co.uk
Tues-Fri 12-8; Sat & Sun 11-4
5-30 July: ‘Snared’, sculptural pieces and
works on paper by Belinda Durrant
examining the trappings of femininity and
desirability.

Rochester Art Gallery
Visitor Information Centre,
95 High Street, ME1 1LX. 01634
338325 www.medway.gov.uk
Mon-Sat 10-5; Sun 10.30-5
Until 6 Aug: ‘The Broken Love of Doctor
Browne’, Julian Rowe, installation putting
rusty and fragmented abstractions into an
ambiguous narrative context. ‘Relics’,
Hannah Whale, boxed ‘assemblages’ of
mixed-media objects and ceramic vessels.

Rugby
Rugby Art Gallery & Museum
Little Elborow Street, CV21 3BZ.
01788 533201
www.rugbygalleryandmuseum.org.uk
Tues & Thurs 10-8; Wed & Fri 10-5; Sat
10-4; Sun & BH 1-5; closed Mon
Contact gallery for details

Subscriber prize
We have 5 copies of How big is the sky? to be won.
This review of activity and learning from the Creative Partnerships Durham Sunderland programme since
2002, includes findings from research and evaluation, visuals and a series of specially commissioned essays
which reflect the wide range of partnerships the organisation has been involved with in this time.
72 pp. ISBN: 0-7287-1183-4. Published by Creative Partnerships www.creative-partnerships.com
To enter you must be a subscriber. Send a postcard with your name and address, clearly stating which
competition you are entering by 21 July to a-n Magazine, First Floor, 7-15 Pink Lane, Newcastle upon Tyne,
NE1 5DW. Call 0191 241 8000 to subscribe and enter the competition.
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Runcorn

Sherborne

Stafford

The Brindley Arts Centre
High Street, WA7 1BG. 0151 907 8360
www.thebrindley.org.uk
Mon-Fri 10-4; Sat 10-3; closed Sun & BH
Until 29 July: ‘2nd Halton Open
Exhibition’, for all Halton-based artists
taking photographs, painting
watercolours, drawing or making
sculpture.

Sherborne House
Newland, DT9 3JG. 01935 816426
Tues-Sun 10.30-4.30
1-16 July: ‘The Evolver Prize 2006’, top
fifty entries for arts magazine cover design
competition. 22 July - 20 Aug: ‘Full
Spectrum’, work selected from open
submission on the theme ‘colour and
chemistry’.

Shire Hall Gallery
Market Square, ST16 2LD. 01785
278345 www.staffordshire.gov.uk/sams
29 July - 10 Sept: ‘Sound Bites & the
Untuned Eye’, an exciting sensory
exhibition featuring figurative, kinetic and
sound sculptures by the 2005 JD
Fergusson Arts Award Winner, Jim Bond.

Stroud

Saltburn
Saltburn Artists’ Projects
Saltburn Gallery, 30 – 32 Marske Road,
TS12 1QG.
01287 626060
saltburnartistsprojects@yahoo.co.uk
Wed-Sun 12-4
Until 30th July: ‘By the Metre’. Mags
Hayden, Alison Nelson, Kathryn Wren,
Kath Himsworth, Glenn Humprey. An
exhibition of new work by artists based at
the SAP studios. Open Studios: 24th-25th
June, 11am-5pm

Scarborough
Crescent Arts
The Crescent, YO11 2PW.
01723 351461 www.crescentarts.co.uk
Tues-Sat 10-1 and 2-5
Until 15 July; ‘Barometer’, based on the
figure, the work of Cathy Lewis explores
issues around identity and the social and
environmental climate in which we live.

Scunthorpe
20-21 Visual Arts Centre
St. Johns Church, Church Square,
DN15 6TB. 01724 297070
www.northlincs.gov.uk/20-21
Tues-Sat 10-5
Until 23 Sept: ‘Mechanical Magic’, handson automata. Until 2 Sept: ‘The Balance of
Being’, David Kefford, surrealist sculptures.
Until 14 Oct: David Kefford Sculpture
Courtyard installation made from
donated junk.

Sheffield
Cupola Gallery
178a Middlewood Road, Hillsborough,
S6 1TD. 0114 281 2154
www.cupolagallery.com
Mon-Sat 10-6.30
14 July - 19 Aug: ‘Rhythms’, Ian and Paula
Rylatt, hand thrown ceramics and kiln
formed glass. Open evening 14 July, 7.309.30.

apd
16 What’s on

Shrewsbury
Shrewsbury Museum & Art Gallery
Rowleys House, Barker Street, SY1 1QH.
01743 361196
Mon-Sat 10-4; Sun 1-5
Until 9 July: ‘Net:Reality’, seven UK
internet artists. Until 2 July:
‘Museumnet:realities’, project + new digital
archives. 15 July - 3 Sept: –‘Unnatural
Selection’, Whittingham Riddell
International Artists’ Open 2006.

Southampton
John Hansard Gallery
University of Southampton, Highfield,
SO17 1BJ. 023 8059 7271
www.hansardgallery.org.uk
Tues-Fri 11-5; Sat 11-4
4 July - 26 Aug: ‘Time Base and the
Universe’, John Latham. One of British
art’s genuine radicals, Latham explored
sculpture, performance, film and
conceptual art. Features major works from
his fifty-year career.
Millais Gallery
Southampton Institute, East Park Terrace,
SO14 0YN. 023 8031 9916
http://millais.solent.ac.uk
Mon 1-5; Tues, Wed & Fri 10-5; Thurs
10-7; Sat 12-4; closed Sun
Contact gallery for details
The Bargate Monument Gallery
High Street, SO14 1HF. 023 8033 8778
www.sarahmisselbrook.co.uk
Wed-Fri 11-6; Sat-Sun 12-4
Until 30 July: ‘Affirmation’, installation by
Sarah Misselbrook. A loaded space both
historically and culturally, the
juxtaposition of contemporary artworks
against a heritage site background
underlines the transient state of human
existence further questioning the cultural
inscribed body.

Stroud House Gallery
Station Road, GL5 3AP. 01453 750575
www.stroudhousegallery.co.uk
5 July - 4 Aug: ‘Text Driven’, artists using
many and varied aspects of the ‘word’.

Robert Wilson and Gunpowder Park.
Ongoing exhibition of a new collaborative
project with Wilson, Watermill and
Gunpowder Park. Work on show includes
Wilson, Michael Pinsky, Simon Lee Dicker
and David Chapman.

Warwickshire
Warwickshire Artsweek
Various venues across the county.
01926 412492.
www.warwickshireartsweek.co.uk
Daily 10-5 unless stated
1-16 July: ‘Warwickshire Artsweek’, over
200 artists in open studios, galleries,
shops, restaurants, churches and other
venues. Brochure and trail maps available.

Swansea
Glynn Vivian Art Gallery
Alexandra Road, SA1 5DZ.
01792 516900
www.glynnviviangallery.org
Tues-Sun 10-5
Until 2 July: ‘Watching Trees Lounge’,
Jacqueline Poncelet. Until 16 July:
‘Spotlight on St Ives’, works from the Arts
Council collection.
Mission Gallery
Gloucester Place, Maritime Quarter,
SA1 1TY. 01792 652016
Daily 11-5
Until 22 July: ‘Monger’, Kieran Brown
equips himself with an array of materials
and ideas, foam, wax, resin combined with
octopus legs, horse legs and severed
artist’s heads.

Sway
Artsway
Station Road, SO41 6BA.
01590 682260 www.artsway.org.uk
Tues-Sun 11-5
Until 2 July: ‘The White Paintings’, Frank
Bowling. 15 Jul - 27 Aug: ‘Sugarcoated’,
eleven young and emerging artists use
humour to repackage difficult ideas
relating to social commentary, existential
angst, causality and subversive acts.

Waltham Abbey
Gunpowder Park
The Field Station, Sewardstone Road,
EN9 3GP. 01992 762128
www.gunpowderpark.org
Daily 11-4

Welwyn Garden City
New Maynard Gallery
1st Floor, Campus West, The Campus,
AL8 6BX. 01707 326109
www.chilternweb.co.uk/digswell/
sitefiles/maynard
6 July - 6 Aug: ‘Open Winners’, Michael
Hardy, winner Digswell Arts Trust Award
for best 3D work in 2005 Open Exhibition;
Eileen Tyler, winner Digswell Arts Trust
Award for best 2D work in 2005 Open
Exhibition.

Wolverhampton
Wolverhampton Art Gallery
Lichfield Street, WV1 1DU.
01902 552055
www.wolverhamptonart.org.uk
Mon-Sat 10-5
Contact gallery for details

Worksop
Harley Gallery
Welbeck, S80 3LW. 01909 501700
www.harleygallery.org.uk
Tues-Sun 10-5
Contact gallery for details

Wrexham
Wrexham Arts Centre
Rhosddu Road, LL11 1AU.
01978 292093
Mon-Fri 9.30-6.45; Sat 9.30-4
Contact gallery for details

www.apd-network.info
members events about the network

RSS

diverse developments 12 July 2006 Farnham, Surrey. Visit website for info and booking.
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CROSSOVER - Prabhat Basu
The Museum of Reading, Blagrave Road
RG1 1QH Tel: 0118 939 9800
www.readingmuseum.org.uk
www.ohos.org.uk
15th July - 20th August 2006
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House Glass Cone, Wordsley, West Midlands

Collaborations One & Two • Sat19 Aug - Sun 24 Sept
Public sited pieces - featuring Erwin Eisch & Mark Angus and the results
of traditional regional skills used to create contemporary wares

Love Contemporary Glass • Fri 18 Aug - Fri 15 Sept
Glass by resident glass artists
Exhibitions open Mon - Sat 10am - 5pm, Sun 10am - 4pm
call 01384 812750 or visit www.ifg.org.uk

'Swarms'
Farah Syed
June 29-July 27
Monday-Friday 9.00-5.00

'Meet the Artist' July 7
11.30-1.30 and 2.00-4.00
Free entry. Open to the public.
The Otter Gallery,
University of Chichester, College Lane, Chichester
Tel: 01243 816098 or 816089
www.chiuni.ac.uk/otter

M A K E

YO
UR OW
N
YOUR
OWN

D A M N

A R T

WORLD
BOB AND ROBERTA SMITH
mima:offsite - summer art event
Sunday 3rd September: 11am to 6pm,
mima Gardens, Middlesbrough - open to everyone
A day of meeting, buying, selling and creating
To take part call 07950 722 404 mima@middlesbrough.gov.uk
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reviewsunedited

2006degreesunedited

Reviews unedited is an open space for critical writing about
exhibitions, projects and publications. Reviews are welcome
from all who have something pertinent to say about a
contemporary visual arts project.

The shows
Includes listings and adverts for degree shows across the
UK as they are announced.

a-n’s new resource for critical writing

Reviews listings
A Modern Bestiary
(While Darwin Sleeps…)

the blogs / the shows / the reviews / after art school

The reviews
A critical showcase of graduate exhibitions and new writing
- write a review of one of this year's shows and add it to
the growing resource.

NGCA, Sunderland
5 May — 1 Jul 2006
Review by: Davy Smith

write a review
www.a-n.co.uk

British Art Show Nottingham
Angel Row Annex
Angel Row Annex
22 Apr 2005 — 25 Jun 2006
Review by: Alexandria Clark

write a review
www.a-n.co.uk

PLUS
The blogs
Students’ experiences of the flurry of work leading to their
final shows
After art school
Advice on strategies and updates from some of last year’s
graduates….

Go to www.a-n.co.uk to check out these sites. The writer of the best Review posted during
June or July on either Reviews unedited or 2006degreesunedited will win a £200 cash prize.

a-n Fast Forward
Locating your practice
The first in an ongoing series of events for new graduates in North East England. With presentations from a mixture of
key organisations and artists, these four events provide an introduction to the cultural landscape of the region,
opportunities and resources available to new graduates as well as an insight into how to create sustainable artist
networks. Organised by Adam Walker.
Wed 5 July, 1.30 - 5 pm
Arts Council England, Central Square,
Forth Street, Newcastle upon Tyne
With presentations from: Arts Council England, North East;
Mobile Cinema; Waygood Gallery and Studios; Pete Hindle
and Clare Ruddock, artists
Wed 12 July, 2-4pm
a-n The Artists Information Company, First Floor,
7-15 Pink Lane, Newcastle upon Tyne
Introduction to a-n The Artists Information Company including;
Jobs and Opportunities, Reviews and Degrees Unlimited,
Networking Artists Networks (NAN), online Toolkits and other
resources for new graduates.

20 What’s on

Wed 9 July, 1.30 - 5pm
Central Middlesbrough, venue to be confirmed
With presentations from: Middlesbrough Council; Saltburn
Artists Projects; Tees Valley Arts; MIMA
Wed 26 July, 1.30 - 5 pm
NGCA, 28-30 Fawcett Street, Sunderland
With presentations from: NGCA; rednile Projects Ltd and
much more

Booking: As places are limited, booking is essential, to book
a place email events@a-n.co.uk or call 0191 241 8000
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From A to B and back again
Artist’s story: Craig Fisher

Craig Fisher, Puke, cotton, sequins and beads, 2005. Photo: Colin Davison

I don’t know whether it’s just me, but at the moment I
can’t help thinking that a lot of what I do as a practising artist is to prepare to travel to some part of the
country, usually by train.
Most weeks I find myself looking round the flat for
all the things I’m going to need for the next few days,
depending on the occasion – sketchbook, slides, diary,
laptop, mobile phone, academic timetable, seminar
papers, tutorial lists (if I’m teaching), fabric, scissors, needles, paint, pencils, felt tips and my trusty staple gun (if
I’m installing an exhibition). As well as scouting round
for the tools of my trade I also seem to spend a lot of
time deciding what clothes I’m going to wear. A lot of
time gets devoted to counting whether I’ve got the correct number of socks and pants for my intended stay.
Irresistibly I can’t help but get distracted by this activity,
however sometimes it does go a bit ‘tits up’.
I arrived in Newcastle recently to install a solo
exhibition, ‘Uncontrollable’ at Vane and all I could
think about was the fact that I’d only gone and
July 2006 a-n Magazine

packed enough pants for the following two days. As
you might imagine I was distraught. But what would
you do in that situation? Wear the same pants on a
three-day cycle... I couldn’t, my upbringing wouldn’t
allow it. Maybe wear them inside out? No, that wouldn’t work either… No the only answer was that I was
going to have to find the nearest Marks & Spencer
and stock up. Only after resolving this situation would
I be able to get on with the job at hand, installing my
show.
I’ve decided over the last couple of years that
preparation is key to success. Thinking about it, just
last week with the trip to Newcastle fresh in my mind,
I count my socks and pants one last time, place them
neatly in my bag with the rest of my ‘stuff’, and make
my way to the train station. Can you see where I’m
going with this? I had to catch the train to Llandudno
because I was going to install a large-scale sculptural
installation, Suspicious Circumstances that had been
selected for the 16th Oriel Mostyn Open exhibition.

I seem to be spending a lot of my time wishing
that I had more time to spend in the studio and less
time sitting on trains. Actually, the train has become
my studio. It’s a place of production and contemplation, whether drawing or hand stitching my latest creation. Some of my best ideas have occurred while
travelling at a hundred miles an hour: security fences
that don’t do the job; head-on collisions where everyone manages to get back up; beautiful sequinned and
beaded pools of puke; an assassin’s tool kit that is soft
to touch. Thankfully, these are the things that occupy
my mind while I’m going from A to B and back again.
Craig Fisher is an artist based in London and Bournemouth
represented by Rokeby Gallery, London
www.rokebygallery.com
‘Uncontrollable’ was at Vane, Newcastle upon Tyne,
11 May – 10 June, see www.vane.org.uk
‘Mostyn Open 2006’, Oriel Mostyn Gallery, Llandudno,
continues until 15 July, see www.mostyn.org
‘Ultrasonic International 1’ Mark Moore Gallery,
Santa Monica, USA, 8 July – 26 August, see
www.markmooregallery.com
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News
Keeping you up-to-date with developments in the visual arts environment including: funding, government and European policy;
changes in law and taxation; artist-led organisation and workplace developments; new awards, residencies, commissions;
prize winners and bursary recipients and more. To find out more see ‘Join in’ on www.a-n.co.uk

Edith Marie Pasquier, I Love America And America Loves Me. Pasquier
was a recipient of a 2006 London Artists’ Film and Video Award.

Prizes and awards
Art prizes are much valued by artists, not only because
they provide some much-needed cash that can go
towards new work but also for their profile-raising
value that supports artists’ career development. Here,
we report on some awards recently made.
The first Celeste Art Prize is a sister prize to the
Italian PremioCeleste founded in 2004 to promote
painting in Italy. Winner of the £10,000 Professional
Artist category was Natasha Kidd for Overflow whilst
the Student prize worth £5,000 went to Shaan Syed
for Halls (Rockstar).
From 1,120 entries drawn from the UK and
beyond, the sixty finalists were selected by the Curatorial Programme at Goldsmiths College, who also
curated the exhibition presented at Old Truman Brewery, London in May.
Dr Andrew Renton, Director, Curating, Goldsmiths
College commented:
“It has been an amazing experience for the Curatorial Programme at Goldsmiths. Our encounter with
the work of over a thousand artists confirms, despite
age-old suggestions to the contrary, that painting is
alive and kicking.”
The sixty finalists voted for the fellow artist finalist
they considered pre-eminent in the week-long finalists’
exhibition at the Old Truman Brewery.
22 News

Divided equally between artists and students,
other finalist artists were Emily Allchurch, Jackie
Anderson, Shane Bradford, Ben Cove, Oona Culley,
William Daniels, Oona Grimes, Claire Harvey, GÜnther
Herbst, Justin Hibbs, Alison Jones, Ross Jones, Andrea
Medjesi-Jones, Edward Kay, Natasha Kidd, Natasha
Kissell, Vasiliki Kouroupaki, Brendan Lyons, Sarah Macdonald, Alisa Margolis, Richard Moon, Simon Nixon,
Greg Palmer, Barbaresi & Round, Kate Street, Michael
Stubbs, Gro Thorsen, Amikam Toren, Adele Underwood, Graeme Wilcox.
Finalists in the student category were Nicholas
Ball (University of Gloucester), G L Brierley, Danielle
Dean (University of London Chelsea), Hannah Franklin
(University of Brighton), Maria Garton (Leeds Metropolitan University), Maria Glyka (Slade School of Fine Art),
Shelley Hughes (Lancaster University), Claire Jarvis
(University of Northampton), Rose Jenner (University of
London Chelsea), Yu Jin Kang (University of London
Chelsea), Suhasini Kejriwal (University of London Goldsmiths College), Claire Lee (University of London Central Saint Martins), Vicky Marksjo (Slade School of Fine
Art), Dani Marti (Glasgow School of Art), F M Merchant
(University of London Central Saint Martins), Sonia
Morange (University of London Goldsmiths College),
Ruth Murray (Loughborough University), Michael New-

ton (University of Bath Spa), Neb Poulton (University of
Kingston), Adrienne Wong Preston (University of London Central Saint Martins (Byam Shaw Art School),
Gwen Ramsey (University of London Chelsea), Robert
Rivers (Ruskin School of Fine Art & Drawing), Lalie
Schewadron (University of London Central Saint Martins), Nur Shah (Edinburgh College of Art), Tara L Smith
(University of London Goldsmiths College), Shaan Syed
(University of London Goldsmiths College), Jessica
Tsang (University of London Chelsea), Ashley West
(Wimbledon School of Art), Edward Wright (University
of London Goldsmiths College), Vicky Wright (University of London Goldsmiths College).
www.celesteartprize.co.uk

Twelve London-based film and video artists are receiving a share of £160,000 to produce new work through
the 2006 London Artists’ Film and Video Awards
(LAFVA), one of the largest UK awards scheme of its
kind supported by Film London in partnership with
Arts Council England, London and administered by
Film London Artists’ Moving Image Network.
Now in their sixth year, awards support established,
mid-career and emerging artists living and working in
London. Up to £20,000 for new work has gone to Bernd
Behr, Hannah Collins, Sarah Dobai, Graham Ellard and
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Stephen Johnstone, Chris Grottick, Graham Gussin,
Andrew Kotting, Roz Mortimer, Edith Marie Pasquier,
Miranda Pennell, Gail Pickering and Georgina Starr.
Completed LAFVA films receive both national and
international exposure in galleries, cinemas, festivals,
and specialist venues. Mark Lewis’ installation Rear
Projection (LAFVA 2005) has been screened at FACT,
Liverpool whilst Chris Petit’s Unrequited Love (LAFVA
2005) had its world premier at the International Rotterdam Film Festival 2006, featured as the opening
film at the Greenwich Film Festival and will be broadcast on Channel 4 later in the year.
For more about Film London Artists’ Moving
Image Network and the upcoming Pulse awards of
£2,000 – £10,000 for London-based artists to make
low-budget digital shorts (deadline 5 July) go to
www.filmlondon.org.uk
The ICA’s commission for re-enactment performance
worth £10,000 has been awarded to Jo Mitchell who
will re-present in February 2007 the seminal 1984
performance of Einstürzende Neubauten’s Concerto
for voice and machine. Her piece builds on six reenactments that have been presented at ICA as part
of the performing arts programme, with the aim of
bringing such practice to the forefront of critical
debate. Einstürzende Neubauten (that literally translates as ‘destructing new buildings’ and references the
proliferation of unattractive high-rise concrete buildings developed across Europe in the 60s and 70s),
were an anarchic yet theatrical and expressive group
of anti-musicians. Emerging from West Berlin and referencing Dadaist principles, they were amongst some

Natasha Kidd, Overflow (detail), site specific painting machine, copper pipe, industrial pump, emulsion paint, timer and aluminium panel,
200x200cm, 2006. Kidd was winner of the Professional Artist Category at the Celeste Art Prize.

of the first exponents of industrial music and produced extreme sounds from industrial objects and
machinery including road drills and cement mixers.
At the group’s notorious 1984 performance, the
twenty-five minute session quickly descended into
chaos of smashed glass, a disintegrated piano, holed
drilled into the stage and an audience covered in sawdust and culminated in the ICA turning off the power
to end the proceedings.
Winners of the site-specific section of the Art &
Work awards, established twenty years ago by

International Art Consultants to encourage property
developers, businesses, architects and designers,
local authorities and artists to collaborate in producing better working environments, were Helena
Roden for the Old Ford Primary School gate, commissioned by Old Ford Housing Association, London
and Kate Malone for the Wall of a Thousand Stories
at the Jubilee Library, Brighton. Thomas Heatherwick’s 30 metre high Bleigiessen, commissioned for
the Wellcome Trust building in London won the
award for an Outstanding contribution to art in the
environment.

Major initiative launched
July sees the launch of a major new £1 million
commissioning initiative that offers an unparalleled opportunity for emerging artists of all disciplines to propose ideas for exceptional projects in
relation to specific sites across the UK. A collaboration between the Jerwood Foundation, Artangel
in association with Channel 4 and Arts Council
England, the new fund will make three outstanding new commissions possible. Arts practitioners
including visual artists, filmmakers, choreographers, composers, writers, theatre practitioners,
applied artists and producers living anywhere in
the UK are invited to imagine ambitious transformations of specific sites and situations – urban,
suburban and rural.
Roanne Dods, Director of the Jerwood Charitable Foundation, says: “The magnitude and risk
in this huge open competition is balanced by the
sheer excitement of giving emerging artists a
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chance to create new work on a site, scale and
level of imagination and aspiration that would
otherwise not be possible for them. This is only
possible by making the right intervention with the
right group of people. This initiative is one of the
largest projects that the Jerwood Charitable Foundation has ever embarked on and we are able to
take this journey is because of the special reputation of Artangel.”
The winning commissions will be developed
and produced by Artangel for presentation in the
UK 2008-10. The central involvement of Channel
4 as a partner will help broaden the reach and
impact of the commissioned projects through specific programmes for broadcast television.
The open intends to bring forward ideas as
inspiring as of some of the most exceptional UK
projects of the past decade. Projects as different
as Jeremy Deller’s re-enactment of The Battle of

Orgreave in South Yorkshire (see www.a-n.co.uk)
or Derek Jarman’s coastal garden in Dungeness,
Rachel Whiteread’s cast of House in East London
or Angus Farquhar’s son-et-lumiere on the Isle of
Skye have transformed our expectations as to how
and where some of the most compelling work of
our time might be made and experienced. James
Lingwood & Michael Morris, Co-Directors of
Artangel believe: “There’s a very rich seam of
artistic potential in the UK today and we’re looking forward to being surprised by some compelling ideas.”
The selection panel includes artists Jeremy
Deller and Shirin Neshat, theatre director Emma
Rice and Artangel Co-Directors James Lingwood
and Michael Morris. The closing date for submissions is 6 October 2006.
More information www.thejerwoodartangelopen.org.uk
and see advert on page 2.
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To be or not to be
Last year FASED hosted a panel discussion about
the place of disability in creative identity. The event
posed the questions: How does experience of disability influence our work? Is disability the main
aspect of our identity? Have we got to make a
choice between being a disability artist or rejecting
political identity?
Sixteen people from the East and West Midlands,
North West and South West attended. Artists Nancy
Willis (visual artist, London) Jackie Gay (writer, Birmingham) Alison Jones (visual artist, Liverpool) and Aidan
Shingler (reality tester, Derbyshire) gave presentations
about their work. Here, we present some edited extracts
from the discussion that ensued, as published on
FASED’s website, airing some of the principle themes of
the debate.
Do disabled artists have to choose between producing disability arts or rejecting disability identity?
Disabled artists choose to identify themselves in
many ways. Some describe themselves as disability
artists producing issue-based work. Others consider
themselves an artist first, but with an impairment
that informs their creativity. Some resist the label
disability artist even when their work involves disability, while others are proud to trace their creative
roots back to the disability movement.
Disability artist can seem like another label and produces an identity that has resulted, for some disabled artists, in ghettoisation of their work.
Disability Arts has a strong campaigning identity,
and was originally closely related to disability politics.
At the time it allowed artists to get together with
other disabled people on our own terms and learn to
be comfortable with ourselves and our own image.
Nancy Willis says: “I gradually came to realise
that the struggles I had in my life as a disabled
woman, instead of being obstacles, could become
the subject of my work. At that time (early 1980s) it
was extremely difficult to find any imagery with
which a disabled person could identify with pride. It
was time for us to challenge the stereotypes.
But where formerly there was a great need for
the inspirational art of pride, now some don’t want to
be stuck with always having to raise a banner high.
Now the campaign element has gone, and we feel
comfortable with ourselves, growing confidence
means we are ready to take things to the next level.
We may not be able to hide the reality of impairment,
but we can use art and throw back the negativity.”

There’s no such thing as a single identity
There need not be a straight choice between producing disability arts or rejecting disability identity.
But there are other issues we have to consider, such
as society’s imposed ideas and what funders and
employers want of us.
It seems important to maintain disability as
part of our creative identity, otherwise we may lose
work currently being developed. If new artists don’t
have connection or peer support then they are vulnerable to other agendas.
The word disabled is a contentious term
Many people have issues with this word. There is a
danger that the word disability panders to negative
stereotypes – exacerbates negative perceptions,
from ‘poor little you’ to ‘freak’. The disability tag can
evoke and provoke victim mentality. When people
take on the disability label they take on the baggage that accompanies it. It can be hard to convince
people that disability is a positive word – hard to
get people to own because the value structure is
negative.
But people also feel that harnessing the term
offers the best way forward: If we don’t have that
term will not all be lost? If we take away disability
what do we replace it with? Some kind of
euphemistic nonsense like ‘differently abled’?
In reference to arts, the term provides a useful
cultural perspective, and artists see that as a creative challenge – exploring being oppressed in a
particular way is exciting.
There is dissonance between how we may use
terminology, and what it may mean to others. It’s
hard for us to own an image or term that is not
already distorted. But if we can reclaim identity with
terminology that expresses who we are, that could
be the way forward.
Our art and how it’s perceived
Historically artists have had a problem being
labelled as disabled artists because of a perception
of poor quality – the activity is still associated with
basket-making and the quality attached to art therapy.
We all agree that our work is culturally interesting but generally people out there are not
interested in our perspective. There’s no market for
our disability-specific work outside our circles. Critics and reporters are happier if the disability vanishes when you talk about the work, or else they

want to talk about impairment all the time. The
cultural interest of how our unique perspective
informs our work is lost.
The potential of our work to create change
One of the reasons for making art is because it’s a
medium of communication. Art made by disabled
artists has moved on and the rest of society has to
catch up. Surely that’s a reason to make art – to
instigate change and challenge perceptions.
As artists we are privileged among disabled
people because we have a voice and are our own
gatekeepers. That gives us responsibility. To use our
creativity is to represent a whole host of people who
aren’t in a position to do it themselves.
Even if we create something with nothing to
do with disability, the fact that we are creative
makes it political, and we might not have ownership of how that’s interpreted. We are not always
in control of the agenda – but because we are
artists we are in a different and powerful relationship to society.
Disabled artists have a task ahead of them
We need to get out there and mix up with society,
because currently we do too much preaching to the
converted. When you look at the position of black
artists you see how much of their work has broken
into the mainstream and had a profound impact.
We should get in there and do that. Views from the
edge must come into the middle, to enrich and
invigorate the core.
Being out there working and showing has more
impact than any disability arts project. Outside society needs to meet us and see what we do.
This is only the beginning of the debate
We are all individuals and we aim for each practitioner to have their own voice. If they want to be
political that’s fine – there is room for everyone to
find their place. We can’t come to a consensus and
we shouldn’t – we are a hugely diverse group of
people.
But certainly we shouldn’t give up now, just as
we are finally ready to get out there and have a
wider effect. It would be a shame to arrive having
discarded important parts of our identity. Let’s try
and get there intact, celebrating the diversity of disability experience.
FASED in the Arts, PO Box 6351, Ripley, Derbyshire,
DE5 8ZR www.fased.org/2b

European funds
For those worried about the impact of loss of EU
funds for their cultural industries information and
business development programmes, keep a beady
eye on www.euclid.info
As ever, the bureaucracy is running behind
the practicalities and whilst the Culture 2000
programme has closed, the 2007 version is not
yet finalised. As a result, there will be an attempt
to catch up by squeezing the time between
24 News

announcement of schemes and deadlines for applications.
However, rumour has it that Culture 2007, that
will run to 2013 will focus on year-long projects with
the support of three or more organisations from different European countries, designed to promote cooperation and ‘European identity’. The grants will be
up to 50% of total budget and will seek to address
Support for cultural actions, support for European

cultural networks and Support for activities that
maximise the impact of projects around European
cultural co-operation. Needless to say, the compliance-based paperwork is likely to be as horrendous
as ever to deal with.
If you hear any more news, please contact edit@a-n.co.uk
us so we can immediately publish it, to ensure that the
many small-scale practice-led organisations that are at
the forefront of creative innovation and rely on a-n as a
key information source get as much notice as possible.
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Thinking about public art
In the past, the products of public art tended to be
manifested through regeneration schemes such as the
GardenFestivals (Stoke on Trent, Glasgow and
Gateshead) and a spirited campaign instigated by the
(then) Arts Council of Great Britain for ‘per cent for art’
– the notion that at least one per cent of the budget
for major public and private developments should be
allocated to commissioning new works of art.
Twenty years on, these kinds of strategies – and
the expansive claims made to substantiate public art –
have necessarily given way to more considered, collaborative approaches. Similarly, Public Art Forum – the
body established to bring together and share good
practice amongst agencies – has refocused itself as Ixia
– “the think tank for public art practice; an independent voice for public art, initiating debate, promoting
research and encouraging innovation and change”.

New Thinking in Public Art is a trio of publications
recently published that explore current artistic and
architectural trends, “contributing fresh thinking to the
debate about the role of contemporary art within the
development of the public realm”. In each volume an
artist has been commissioned to produce a new art
project as a means of introducing ideas that are relevant to all those working in public realm development
and an accompanying essay provides an environmental context.
In As big as a house – a book-based artwork by
Richard Woods, he maps urban habitats, examining
branding and vernacular languages within cities and
towns. In If you can’t find it, give us a ring the
artist/architect collective Public Works revisits the
project Park Products undertaken with Serpentine
Gallery in 2003/04, examining the theme of com-

munity by exploring the space of networks and the
informality of networks found in institutions and public space, along with an essay by Doina Petrescu
addressing notions of a ‘real public space’. Here, she
comments that: “Artists are sometimes better positioned to deal with the ‘messy, complex lives of
users’”.
In Collective Space, Lucy Orta and Jorge Orta propose a setting for the 50th meal in their seminal 70x7
series and activist Paul Chatterton makes a cogent
argument for new approaches to urban survival: “Managing our own lives is empowering. It is about not
waiting for politicians, planners, or local business elites
and the media to tell us what will happen”.
Published as a collaboration between Ixia and Article
Press at the Centre of Fine Art Research, University of
Central England, the publications cost £6.99 each, and are
available from www.centralbooks.com or bookshops.

Die Spinnerei

New commissions

Toby Paterson, Dual Image with Red, Brown and Blue (Doublesided Perspex relief for Tramway), acrylic paint on acrylic sheet.

Toby Paterson’s commission for Glasgow’s Tramway
has now been permanently installed. Dual Image
with Red, Brown and Blue (Double-sided Perspex
relief for Tramway) in acrylic paint on acrylic sheet is
sited in the main doorway into Tramway 2 and in
doing so draws attention to one of the largest and
most versatile visual art spaces in Europe. Toby
worked closely with Nord Architects on the design of
the door, which is Tramway’s first permanent artwork.
One of the UK’s foremost contemporary artists
working across a range of media including painting, print-making and sculpture, Paterson won the
Beck’s Futures Award in 2002, and was selected for
British Art Show 6. His work is influenced by British
modernism of the 1960s and stems from an interest in how structure and form relate to function
within architectural forms but also how cultural,
societal and economic factors affect our engagement with public spaces.
A new work by seminal sound artist Bill
Fontana for Southwark Underground Station and

Tate Modern’s Turbine Hall, mounted as part of London Underground’s Platform for Art, Harmonic
Bridge reveals the musicality of sounds hidden
within the structure of the Millennium Bridge suspended between St Paul’s and Tate Modern. It is
alive with vibrations generated by the collective
energy of pedestrians, weather conditions and
architectural materials, The usually inaudible
sonic environment is transformed into a simultaneous sound installation in the intermediate
concourse at the underground station and the Turbine Hall.
The work employs a network of vibration sensors used by structural engineers, placed on cables
at different parts of the bridge. These translate the
vibrations caused by wind, bicycles, pushchairs and
shoes into sound frequencies, creating a vast
stringed instrument playing an ever-changing composition improvised by its environment. Hear the
Harmonic Bridge until 16 July.
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“The Spinnerei is a compelling place, because of the
great creative atmosphere and the availability of large,
dynamic show spaces. Leipzig also reminds me of the
qualities I first saw when I moved to Williamsburg,
Brooklyn – it is a very independent and creative environment where anything is possible.” Thus said Joe
Amrhein of New York’s Peirogi Gallery, who has now
established an outpost in this up-and-coming cultural
quarter in this former East German city, dubbed the
‘new Berlin’ by art world cognescenti.
The base for a vibrant mixture of established commercial galleries mainly showing wall based painting
or photography, including Gallery Eigen + Art (showing Olaf Nicolai), Gallery b2 (Tina Schulz) , Galerie
Kleindienst (showing Anett Struth), Dogenhaus Galerie
(Beat Streul) and ASPN (Anna Reinert), the vast former
cotton mill is reminiscent in scale to London’s St
Catherine’s Wharf in the 60s. It is also home to art and
craft studios, workshops and a number of Kunsthalle
dedicated to cutting edge practice, including Halle 14
– Stiftung Federkeil showing ‘Die Kulture der Angst’
(The Culture of Fear), an arresting array of art works
from international artists including photography, video
and sculpture, that raise issues around extremism, war,
and religious tolerance, showing until October.
For links to galleries and projects at Die Spinnerei
and in Leipzig in general go to www.rundgang-kunst.de
If you’ve recently been ‘Beyond the UK’, making work, exhibiting or presenting at a visual arts festival, we’d be interested
to receive short news items for inclusion in these pages and
on www.a-n.co.uk Send 400 words plus up to two electronic
images (no more than 1megabyte in total) to edit@a-n.co.uk
Below: Beat Streuli, Bruxelles 05, C-print, 125x175cm, 2006.
Showing at Dogenhaus Galerie, Leipzig www.dogenhaus.de as part
of Die Spinnerei.

www.tfl.gov.uk
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Curator appointed
Hannah Firth will be the Curator for
Wales at the Venice Biennale of Art
2007, joining the team headed by
Michael Nixon. She is the Visual Arts
Programmer at Chapter, Cardiff. Over
the past five years at Chapter she has
curated numerous solo and group
exhibitions, including ‘They Live’ by
Olaf Breuning and exhibitions by
André Stitt and Bedwyr Williams. In
2005 she initiated and launched
‘May You Live in Interesting Times’,
Cardiff’s inaugural Festival of Creative Technology. The festival included a two-day conference and a city-wide programme of residencies and
commissions, presented in public and private spaces.
Hannah Firth recently curated an exhibition of work by
seven artists from Wales for the Contemporary Art
Centre in Vilnius, Lithuania.
Prior to working at Chapter Hannah Firth was the
Acting Director of Stills Gallery, Edinburgh. During the
90s, she coordinated editorial production at a-n.
Hannah Firth said, “I am looking forward to being

Studio moves
part of the team that will create an
exciting exhibition for Venice in 2007.
It is going to be a difficult decision
choosing who goes to Venice. Whoever is eventually chosen will add to
the increasing international awareness
that Wales is making a major contribution to contemporary visual arts.”
The success of Wales at the 2003
and 2005 Venice Biennale of Art has
been crucial in raising the profile of
the contemporary visual arts both
within Wales and internationally.
Laura Ford, Peter Finnemore, and Paul Granjon, the
artists who represented Wales in Venice in 2005, have
all been offered international exhibitions through the
success of the show at the Wales Pavilion. Bedwyr
Williams, who had a residency in Venice as part of the
representation of Wales in 2005, was shortlisted for the
2006 Beck’s Futures prize.
Above: Joel Tomlin, Park Land, oil on linen, 45x45cm, 2005.
Tomli’s work is exhibited in ‘Fable: Nadia Hebson, Zoë Mendelson
and Joel Tomlin’ at Chapter until 9 July.

New online gallery
An innovative and thought-provoking online photography gallery showcasing the best in regional talent,
was launched in June with an exhibition at Round
Foundry Media Centre, Leeds, and online through the
Pavilion website. Pavilion is the Leeds-based regional
visual arts organisation that engages with photography and lens-based media.
The work of five regional photographers from
Yorkshire and the North East is headlined through
Pavilion’s website – an organisation which celebrates
contemporary photography through the commissioning of new work, exhibitions, artist-led education projects, and the promotion of regional photographers.
Pavilion’s philosophy is that photography is a medium
uniquely placed to inform people’s lives and to explore
and understand the world in which we live.
Featured works include: Green Fingers by Tessa
Bunney of York, who took inspiration from her green-

fingered family, and childhood memories of activities
in the garden and allotment; And Then, Gone by
Rebecca Dearden, an image in which melancholy
combines a kind of meditative state with a sadness of
spirit that starts and then grows from a feeling of disconnection; Sport for Sport’s Sake by Paul Floyd Blake
from a photographic series that questions who plays
sport and why; Cyclists by Anton Want from a portrait
series documenting and celebrating the cyclist and
Peak Days 2004 by Miranda Whall from a series
developed whilst on a research and development project at Grizedale Arts.
The exhibition at the Round Foundry Media Centre, Leeds
continues to 6 July.
See www.pavilion.org.uk for the online gallery, submissions for which are ongoing, the deadline for inclusion at
the next selection panel meeting is 28 July.
Below: Miranda Whall, Peak Days 2004. This work is featured on
Pavilion’s website.

Pallas Heights Gallery and Pallas Studios have
been forced to close after serving the art and local
communities for ten years in the North Inner City
of Dublin. In a double blow to Pallas Studios, both
their gallery space, which has been host to many
international artists and their main studio spaces,
which have the capacity for twenty-one artists, will
be reclaimed by Dublin City Council and a private
landlord.
That a major independent arts organisation
should be at the point of closure in the same
month that the city council announces its Arts Services Plan 2006- 2009, outlining a commitment
to develop with partners, “a range of innovative
Arts Infrastructural Projects” questions the City
Council’s commitment to their stated aims. Pallas
has been in ongoing contact with Dublin City
Council local office since 1998, offering their
expertise as potential partners to enable the city
council to fulfil part of their commitment to
emerging artists, as outlined in the Dublin City
Development Plan 2005 – 2011.
Mark Cullen: Pallas Studios Director commented: “Where is the value in top down consultant-led development strategies, if existing vibrant
artist connected, community connected and artistically autonomous institutions such as Pallas are
allowed to be squeezed out of the city by the twin
pressure of private and municipal development?”
Pallas is a leader in the field of supporting
innovative experimental art by emerging artists.
By fostering these dual creative spaces in this part
of the city for many years, Pallas has brought
many different people into the area, as well as
contributing to the public and private spaces of
the local residents, and undertaking many projects
with young people in the area.
Pallas Heights brought life, art, and a sustained public and media spotlight to an area of
the city that has been marginalised and left in a
state of limbo for many years. It provided a challenging opportunity for several important emerging artists; many of these have consequently
represented Ireland on the international stage.
For more information contact mark@pallasstudios.org

Fifty new studios have been created in London
through a partnership between Acme Studios –
the UK’s largest studio provider – and property
developers Barratt Homes. The scheme is the first
of its kind, melding artists’ studios with private
and affordable apartments in The Galleria, Southwark. Acme negotiated a 155-year lease on the
Galleria. The decision to buy the building was
made when Barratt agreed to sell one block to
Acme Studios at an affordable price, enabling
artists to have long-term tenancies. The Galleria
Studios have been part-funded by Arts Council
England’s Grants for the Arts capital programme
that has made £2m available to Acme for this
and future projects. Acme estimates that over 400
studios in London run by organisations are at risk
over the next decade from rising land values and
new development schemes.
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Flying egg

Robert Bailey, Pink Ball of Wool Deckchair. Bailey was
winner of last year's £1,000 prize in the Adnams Flying Egg
Alternative Deckchair Competition.

On 25 July the High Street of picturesque Southwold, jewel of the Suffolk coast, will be shut to
traffic to become an al fresco museum of the
bizarre. Last year thousands of delighted visitors
mingled with 116 creative geniuses, each having
brought an exotic invention to the Adnams Flying Egg Alternative Deckchair Competition.
Included were a two-storey deckchair that also
served as a clothes horse, a three-metre high
family deckchair, a miniature deckchair in a bottle and deckchairs made of lollypops, chocolate,
mineral water bottles, grass and glass. The chair
that won the £1,000 first prize had a gigantic
ball of pink wool for the seat with knitting needles for legs and a knitted back.
Flying Egg challenges artistic inventors to
come up with a new take on a mundane practical
object. The challenge for 2006 is to design and
make an Alternative Clock – a subject of vast
potential – historical, mythological, digital, philosophical, allegorical, mechanical, technological,
farcical, fantastical and symbolical.
The prize money this year is £2,750 plus
there’s a set of Flying Eggs for each winner, but
the real joy lies in taking part in the day, which
is a feast of surreal eccentricity.
The event is free and everyone can take
part in the People’s Vote to decide the winning
Clock. It costs £5 to enter an exhibit, which
should be made partly or wholly of recycled
materials. All fees go to the Adnams Charity.
Go to www.adnamsflyingegg.co.uk for entry forms
and see advert on page 40.
Linda Sonntag

Connect
As a textile artist based in Nottingham, I am currently
one of nine artists and craft makers in the East Midlands engaged in Connect @The Usher Gallery.
Connect is a unique professional development
opportunity that is supporting artists and craft makers
to develop their practice and nurturing the artistic,
professional and curatorial skills needed to succeed
and survive as an arts practitioner.
Funded by Arts Council England East Midlands,
Connect offers twelve bursary places to visual artists,
live artists and craft makers resident within the East
Midlands. The year long part-time programme leads to
a Post Graduate Certificate in Arts Practice awarded
by the University of Derby. Currently hosted by the
Usher Gallery, Connect culminates in a major exhibition at the gallery, offering artists a high profile platform to showcase their work. The programme also
aims to provide:
• regular high profile speakers; this year included
NESTA fellow Jo Fairfax who presented his current
public art projects
• advice on funding and grants
• access to a wide network of individuals and organisations working within the arts
• encouragement and support to enable individuals

Harriet Davies, Thought Monster Invasion Have you seen my keys
anywhere? ‘Connect 06’, The Usher Gallery, Lincoln.

to overcome difficulties and to share skills, cultures
and backgrounds
• a stepping stone for future development
• mentoring from established artists – each artist is
assigned a mentor who is established and practising within the region
The Connect experience has been very positive for me.
The support of my tutors and mentor has enabled me
to critically reflect on my experiences so far, refine my
process and create a realistic career plan.
I create textile artworks that explore the experience of being in natural environments and our affinity with nature. Showing these works within the Usher
Gallery has helped me to find my voice, taking my
work to another level and giving textile-based artworks a validity and platform within contemporary
practice.
Importantly I now have a greater sense of belief
and confidence in myself as an artist, am taking a
more focused approach to my practice and am actively
pursuing my ambitions.
For more information on Connect contact Sue Craven,
University of Derby Admissions, 01332 594058
s.craven@derby.ac.uk
Hillary Maslen is a textile artist based in Nottingham.

New film fund
The Channel 4 British Documentary Film Foundation in conjunction with Arts Council England and
with the support of the Institute of Contemporary
Arts has launched BRITDOCART. This is a unique
and exciting first-rate funding scheme, that in
2006 will award four UK based artists up to
£30,000 each, allowing them the opportunity to
make a documentary film. This is the first time
Arts Council England has invested directly in the
documentary film format in what is also an inau-
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gural deal with the Channel 4 British Documentary Film Foundation. The four finished films, of
between three and thirty minutes long, will premiere at the ICA and tour leading regional galleries and sites.
As interaction between different artistic disciplines becomes deeper, BRITDOCART will build
significantly upon this movement, allowing artists,
already established in their own particular field
access to considerable funds to explore a medium

they may not yet have considered. The outcome
will be a body of work, which will enrich both the
artist’s portfolio and the genre as a whole.
The fund is open to artists from any field,
including visual, video, performance, or installation
art – and the selection panel – including ICA Artistic Director Ekow Eshun – will look at ideas in documentary form, shot on any format.
Full details for BRITDOCART, including conditions of
funding, are available at www.britdoc.org
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Networking Artists’ Networks
NAN facilitates exchange, dialogue and collaboration amongst visual artists, whatever their practice and location. Through its programme of bursaries,
events and research it offers a focus for networking and feedback promoting the value of artists' initiatives.For more information about NAN, visit
www.a-n.co.uk>Networking>NAN or contact Emilia Telese, Artists’ Networks Coordinator, nan@a-n.co.uk

It’s a small world out there
Back from presenting my NAN paper at the Sensi/Able
Conference in Reykjavik 1-3 June, I felt a mixture of
surprise at the British weather (suddenly resembling
the Bahamas after six days of wearing a ski jacket in
June), and a distinct feeling that Iceland, a country
the size of England whose total population is the same
as that of Leicester, is a very interesting example of
effective connectivity and networking. As well as
the constant opportunities to socialise in public
thermal pools, saunas and free wi-fi bars, I noticed a
distinct open-mindedness towards the idea of
community and a refreshing attitude to team up rather
than hole up. Bjarni Rúnar Einarsson, founder of
Molar.is, a pan-Icelandic RSS and weblogs networking
service, told me quite frankly that working and
living in isolation is “just impossible” for Icelanders
as everyone knows everyone else and sooner or
later will have to interact with others. “The idea of ‘us
and them’ isn’t very strong, since we’re so few and all
have roots and family in both the city and remote
regions of the country. It’s just impossible to be too
bigoted, because it’s your grandma you’re talking
about.”
Admittedly, I was talking about NAN to delegates
from around the world, some of them from as far as
Australia, the US, Canada and Japan, as well as
most European countries.
Although most of the delegates were from an
academic background, discussing how the UK artists
community has been changing from building-based
to mobile, problem solving-led and flexibly located,
I struck a chord with geographers interested in the
political aspects of social groupings, and philosophers
wondering about the aesthetic implications of
cultural hothousing versus an ideologically connected
attitude. Importantly, in a mostly theoretical
environment I tried to raise awareness of the practical
issues of being an artist in the UK and the important
role that self determination and “being your own art
world”, as Susannah Silver puts it, plays in creating
a vibrant, professional and healthy cultural community.
Many contacts were exchanged and collaborations
started at Sensi/Able Spaces, which built on a
growing list of international links between a-n, NAN
and worldwide artists and organisations.
Look out in the August issue for a profile of
Icelandic and New Zealand artist-led organisations.
It’s a small world after all...
You can read Emilia Telese’s Shaping Artists’ Spaces paper
on www.a-n.co.uk in Research Papers.
Emilia Telese
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Networks
Profiles of three Midlands-based artist-led initiatives.

Bankley Studios Gallery
Founded in 1996, Bankley Studios Gallery is an
artist-run space in the south Manchester borough of
Levenshulme. A part of Bankley Studios, the gallery
was set up by Brendan Fletcher, the first gallery
manager, as a project space for new and emerging
artists.
Situated along the route taken by the Chartist
demonstrators on their way to what would become
known as Peterloo, Bankley has been expanding its
exhibiting space offering the opportunity to develop
new work and ideas to both emerging and more
established artists. Bankley has also encouraged
artists from outside of Manchester to come and work
with them, exhibiting work by artists such as Karin Dolk
and Ellie Rees (London), Charlotte Smith (Birmingham)
and artists’ groups such as Total Kunst (Edinburgh) and
the Travel Agents (Belfast).
Building on this success under its current gallery
manager Paul Stanley, Bankley has plans to work
with curator Patricia Fleming and Glasgow Project Space
in July; Rebecca Key, a Liverpool-based artist in
August and Una Quigley of the Cork Artist’s Collective
in November. As well as these there are plans for a big
tenth birthday celebration in September with ‘Exchange’
an exhibition first curated by Lisa Le Feuvre in London
and now re-curated by Paul Stanley in Manchester.
As an organisation both the studios and the
gallery at Bankley hope to encourage the creation and
exhibition of new and challenging work, helping
artists to reach out to new audiences
Contact: Paul Stanley gallery@bankley.org.uk
www.bankley.org.uk

The Conjunction Group
Since 2003, The Conjunction Group has been working
throughout Staffordshire to create opportunities for artists
working outside of the commercial system.
This year’s group show, ‘Conjunction 06’ will
take place in London, Birmingham and Stoke and artists
have been selected from across Britain in order to aid
in the creation of a new network based on common
interests rather than location.
The group is open to submission and puts a
strong emphasis on career development. ‘Conjunction
06’ will exhibit early career artists alongside established
artists who have previously shown with the ‘British Art
Show 6’, ‘East International’ and Bloomberg ‘New
Contemporaries’. All members will be offered the
opportunity to play a greater role in the organisation
of future events. In 2006 the group have negotiated
the use of the former Falcon Wetherby Pottery works,
Hanley to develop as the Conjunction AiRspace,
Stoke-on-Trent’s first dedicated art gallery and studio
complex. On 15 July there will be a series of

Brad Downey, Madonna and Child, 2004. Brad Downey is part of
The Conjunction Group.

performance events at the AiRspace and a seminar
where artists and artist-led initiatives from across Britain
can discuss the role of the arts in preserving or
questioning a sense of place.
Contact: enquiries@conjunctiongroup.org
www.conjunctiongroup.org

DOT
Once upon a time, art in Leicester was hard to find. Now
meet DOT: a new hope for artists. You’ll find Ed
Orton and Sally Dibben at the heart of DOT.
Their story began with a talk on finding an arts
career, continued with a collaborative exhibition ‘The
DOT Arena’, then to going on ‘The DOT Summer
Holiday’ to the Venice Biennale.
Recent projects included ‘The DOT Arena 2’,
curated by Orton and Dibben, in which twenty local
and regional artists built and populated a cardboard
Leicester city with their imagination, an element of
the Sideshow fringe festival as part of the ‘British Art
Show 6’.
In recent times, art graduates and emerging
artists have been impatient for the profile of art and
critical debate to rise in Leicester; DOT hopes to be the
glue that is missing, piecing together a community to
bring artists together to make it happen.
Contact: Sally Rose Dibben and Ed Orton, DOT, 111
Cambridge Street, Leicester, LE3 0JR
leicesterdot@yahoo.co.uk
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NAN Re-View profiles
This month we profile three of the six artists and artistled initiatives who were awarded a 2006 NAN Re-View
bursary to support artist-to-artist or curatorial critique
and professional development at strategic points in
artists’ careers, providing opportunities to take stock,
and feed the development of future work.
For more information about NAN bursaries, go to
www.a-n.co.uk and click on Networking.

Polly Carter – The Brighton Photo Fringe
Brighton-based Polly Carter, coordinator of artistrun initiative The Brighton Photo Fringe, was awarded
a NAN Re-View bursary to run a series of peer review
sessions for artists within its network, towards the
development of a project or body of work for exhibition
at the internationally focused Brighton Photo Biennial
in October 2006.
The Brighton Photo Fringe is an organisation
that provides a forum for Brighton and South East of
England lens-based and visual artists.
Started in 2003, the initiative assists artists in
finding a platform to present their work in parallel to

For your artists’ group or network to be featured,
send a brief description including aims, history,
future projects and contact details suitable for
publication to emilia.telese@a-n.co.uk
More artists’ networks listings on
www.a-n.co.uk>Organisations

NAN is being developed through Arts Council England
revenue support to a-n The Artists Information
Company. Esmée Fairbairn Foundation, Northern
Rock, Scottish Arts Council and European Social Fund
provide funds for specific projects.

the main Brighton Photo Biennial programme. There
are currently 150 local artists who are part of the
network, and the number is growing on a daily basis.
Its aims also include organising events and
seminars linked to the festival, which support the
professional development needs of local photographers
and visual artists and encourage audience development;
The Brighton Photo Fringe provides advisory
support, through workshops and published material,
to artists seeking spaces for exhibitions and events and
helps in fundraising and liaising with landlords and
agents where appropriate. It supports networking, within
the local photographic community, to create
opportunities for peer-to-peer support through
organised folio events, workshops and advice sessions
and talks.

an artist-led group exploring live art, architecture
and ecology.
Live Art Garden was started in 2004, following
related projects since 1994, and is directed towards
realising a long-term site project involving the creation
of new garden environments in which site-specific live
art will be created and will receive an audience. The
practice directions of the initiative are guided by
interdisciplinary research: bio-physics, acoustics and
ecology; landscape architecture and sustainability; live
art practice and performance research; contemporary
philosophy and critical studies. Research and
development to date has been facilitated through an
intensive schedule of live art practice sessions involving
in-situ exploration at contrasting gardens, parks and
other landscape environments. Main activities include:
experimentation and piloting of ideas; presentation
of new work; creation of publications and resources;
site visits; start-up research, planning and fundraising.
Live Art Garden currently has seven artist members.
Artists who wish to support this initiative or get
involved are welcome.

Contact: danny_wilson2005@yahoo.co.uk
www.photofringe.org BLOG http://photofringe.blog.com/

Lauren Goode – Live Art Garden
London-based artist Lauren Goode was awarded a NAN
Re-View bursary to run a series of peer review and
discussion meetings for the Live Art Garden Initiative,

Contact: Lauren Goode, artist and project director, Live Art
Garden Lauren@liveartgardeninitiative.org.uk
www.liveartgardeninitiative.org.uk

Steven Renshaw – Prime
Liverpool-based Steven Renshaw, artist and director of
Prime, was awarded a NAN Re-View bursary to meet
artist and writer Dave Beech for a series of review
consultations.
Prime was set up to investigate the relationship
between the jobs that artists do and the artwork
that they make. ‘PART-TIME’ will be the first project by
Prime. It involves commissioning artists to undertake
work placements and collaborating with them
throughout the production of a piece of art in order
to examine issues surrounding work and alternatives
to the artist’s residency. Between February and August
2006, three artist ‘associates’ (Ellie Harrison, Elizabeth
Kearney and Joanna Spitzner) will work with Prime to
gain part-time, month-long employment within
identified companies. Mimicking the working day of
many artists, the time outside of ‘work’ will be used to
make art – in this instance in response to the job.
Prime will support each artist throughout the
project so that they have the relevant assistance
during every stage. The outcome of each placement
will be specific to each artist and is subject to
negotiation with Prime – with a suitable context
found in which it will be shown. A publication will be
produced to document all stages of the project
including final outcomes that will also contain three
commissioned texts to critically investigate the issues
raised.
Contact: Steven Renshaw, artist and director, Prime,
ste_renshaw78@hotmail.com
Charlotte Bernstein, Lauren Goode, Maria Llanderas,
Collaborative performance/video project, 2005.
Work produced by Live Art Garden Initiative.
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Subscribe and save
Subscribers now get much more from a-n, as part of our 25-year anniversary programme

a-n Magazine – news, reviews, networking
and more, in print and online + archive
All Opportunities in deadline – only on
www.a-n.co.uk
Password access to subscriber-only features
on www.a-n.co.uk including The artist’s
contracts toolkit
Subscriber discounts, prizes and events
PLUS automatic receipt of all our publications
including a-n Collections, Research Papers and
Good Practice titles
Subscribe now – tick box to get the first
4 a-n Collections from 05/06 FREE

Save money when you pay by Direct Debit
Artists (12 month subscription)
UK (Direct Debit) £28
UK £30

Europe £38( 55)

Overseas £51

Organisations and other individuals (12 month subscription)
UK (Direct Debit) £51
UK £53
Europe £53 ( 77)

Overseas £53

Cheque or credit/debit card
Credit/debit card payments accepted on
T+44 (0)191 241 8000 F+44 (0)191 241 8001 subs@a-n.co.uk
Individuals can subscribe on www.a-n.co.uk
Please debit my credit/debit card (not American Express) £
Card number

Security code (last 3 digits on card back)

Expiry date

Issue (Maestro only)

Signature

Date

Delivery details (please give card address if different)
Name
Address

Postcode
T

W

E
Data protection - by purchasing a subscription your details will be held on a database. As a subscriber you will automatically be
contacted to let you know when your current subscription is about to expire and receive reminders should you forget to renew. We
do not pass databases onto other organisations. By subscribing you will receive emails letting you know about new opportunities
listed on the website. You will also from time to time receive brief information about other
a-n activities. If you do not wish to receive further information please tick here

Instruction to your Bank or Building Society to pay by Direct Debit
Please pay a-n Direct Debits from the account detailed in this instruction subject to the safeguards assured
by the Direct Debit Guarantee. I understand that this Instruction may remain with a-n and,
if so, details will be passed electronically to my Bank/Building Society.

To Manager Bank / Building Society

Account name
Account number
Sort code

Address

Originator’s identification number

970842

Reference (a-n use only)
Signature
Postcode

Date

Return to a-n The Artists Information Company, First Floor, 7-15 Pink Lane, Newcastle upon Tyne NE1 5DW
Direct Debit Guarantee – This guarantee should be detached and retained by the payer.
All banks and building societies that take part in the Direct Debit scheme offer this guarantee.
The efficiency and security of the scheme is monitored and protected by your bank or building
society. If the amounts to be paid or the payment dates change you will be notified of this in
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advance by at least two weeks. If an error is made by a-n, your bank or building
society, you are entitled to an immediate refund from your branch of the
amount paid. You can cancel a direct debit at any time by writing to your bank or building
society. Please send a copy to a-n.
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Opportunities
Selected from www.a-n.co.uk
To advertise +44 (0) 191 241 8000, ads@a-n.co.uk

Our listings are compiled by artists for artists.

Academic

Thanks to the professional knowledge and artistic interests of Jo Coupe (Academic
opportunities), Michael Cousin (Beyond the UK), Laura Eldret (new graduate
opportunities), Aviva Leeman (residencies and educational opportunities) and the
artists’ team at Castlefield Gallery led by Kwong Lee (opportunities generated by
artist-led projects and networks), our listings and adverts represent areas of practice
pertinent to professional visual and applied artists, at all stages of development.

More Academic updated
weekly on www.a-n.co.uk

We offer free listings for small-scale and artist-run projects, with paid for display
advertising for organisations. Contact ads@a-n.co.uk for rates and data.

About the artists in the Opportunities development team:
Aviva Leeman (MA RCA) is an artist concerned mainly with notions of ‘public’, and how
these manifest in physical realities and everyday language. She combines a part-time
role at the National Gallery with freelance work in exhibition coordination, research,
advocacy, and arts education. She is associate lecturer at the University of the Arts
London and a consultant artist for her local Cultural Strategy Forum.
Jo Coupe (MA in Fine Art Goldsmiths College) creates installations which grow or
change over time, live sculptures, bronze casts, video and drawings. Her recent work
uses the aesthetics and methodology of science, adapting simple experiments for their
metaphorical significance and subverting half-understood scientific ideas.
Michael Cousin’s work is primarily concerned with an investigation of wishful thinking
through the moving image. He teaches Digital Video Production for Ffotogallery, is
Projects Officer at g39, Cardiff (www.g39.org) and teaches part-time at Solent University.
Laura Eldret is an artist who focuses on live art, crossing over into film, installation and
drawing. She combines her practice with working for various art organisations including
Contemporary Art Society, New Art Centre and Corridor Performance.
Castlefield Gallery is an artist-run gallery providing professional development support
and advice to North West England artists and designers, and a member of The Artists
Professional Development Network (APD). Kwong Lee is Gallery Director of Castlefield
and an artist.

a-n Opportunities guide
Please use the headings below when sending in an Opportunities listing.
• Earliest date for online publishing

• Details of opportunity

• Section (eg, Awards, Residencies)

• Heading/title

• Who opportunity aimed at

• What opportunity is

• Contact details (address and
postcode, telephone number,
fax number, web and email address)

• Deadline for application

• Other information
Send to opps@a-n.co.uk or by post to ‘Opportunities’ at usual a-n address listed at the end
of the credits. Organisations should contact ads@a-n.co.uk +44 (0)191 241 8000 for an advert
quotation. Listings and paid-for ads also appear on www.a-n.co.uk (updated weekly).
Insertion not guaranteed.

Use Opportunities
to reach over 32,000
artists here, 450 daily
on www.a-n.co.uk
for as little as
£50+VAT

Research Associate in Situations
WHO: applicants need experience of
primary and secondary research in
contemporary art and curating, editing
and preparing copy for publication,
event and art project management. An
interest in issues of site and context
specificity, artistic interventions in the
urban environment and/or visual art
and ecology are desirable.
WHAT: Situations is expanding its staff
team with the appointment of a 0.2
Post-Graduate Research Associate. This
position will contribute to the Material
City and Arts and Ecology programmes
with particular responsibility for
developing the online Research
Resource and Situations Papers.
WHERE: based at the Bush House
office.
WHEN: from Sept.
SALARY: £19,340 pro rata. Funding is
available until 31 July 07 in the first
instance and the post may, subject to
the availability of funding, be renewed
for a further period.
TO APPLY: application form and
guidelines can be downloaded from
the research section of our website at
www.situations.org.uk from 13 June.
DEADLINE: 28 July

Art Vacancies

Please note: Listings are not validated, so we strongly advise you to thoroughly
research before sending off any slides, work or money.

More Art Vacancies updated
weekly on www.a-n.co.uk

Opportunities listings are published for the personal use of a-n readers and
subscribers, in support of their professional practice. Note that neither the
Opportunities listings nor any other part of this publication may be reproduced, copied
or transmitted in any form or by any means without permission of the Publisher.

Arts in Education Coordinator
WHO: experienced and self-motivated
Arts in Education Co-ordinator.

July 2006 a-n Magazine

Applicants will be expected to have
previous experience of coordinating
large-scale arts in schools projects
and/or projects with young people
outside of the formal education
system. They should have a knowledge
and understanding of a variety of art
forms and a good understanding of
opportunities available to artists
within education.
WHAT: to help with the delivery of a
programme of work.
DETAILS:
12 month Fixed term Contract from
Sept 06 – Aug 07 3 days per week
£24,000 pro rata.
WHERE: Isis Arts.
WHEN: interviews in Newcastle on
Wed 12 July.
INFORMATION FROM:
www.isisarts.org.uk or contact
isis@isisarts.org.uk
DEADLINE: 5pm, 3 July
Farfield Project Director
WHO: an inspirational and committed
individual.
WHAT: to champion the Project,
manage a process of change and
development and deliver an ambitious
artistic programme with an emphasis
on contemporary textile arts. This is a
unique opportunity to shape the
future of this important and exciting
initiative.
WHERE: Farfield Mill.
SALARY: £28,000 – £34,000 pa.
DETAILS: Farfield Mill is a centre for
textile heritage, working looms, artists’
studios, galleries and retail, stunningly
located in a Cumbrian Valley near
Sedbergh.
INFORMATION AND APPLICATIONS
FROM: www.farfieldmill.org or phone
Anne Pierson, 015396 21958.
DEADLINE: noon, 26 June
See display advert
Intaglio Printmaker
WHO: enthusiastic, practical person
needed for busy printmaking suppliers
in central London. Mail order and
retail shop. Basic printmaking
knowledge essential.
WHEN: four days a week.
TO APPLY: send application with CV to
Intaglio Printmaker, 9 Playhouse
Court, 62 Southwark Bridge Road,
London SE1 OAT.
See display advert
Opportunities 31
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Studio Technicians
WHO: prominent international art
fabrication studio requires studio
technicians. Applicants should be self
motivated, conscientious, and possess
these essential skills – TIG or MIG
welding, ability to read CAD drawings,
wide range of other pertinent
fabrication skills, must be able to work
as part of a team within this friendly
progressive company. Additional skills
in other areas would be beneficial.
TO APPLY: application by CV only to
creativefutures@mikesmithstudio.com
with a comprehensive list of
appropriate skills and experience.
See display advert
Co-ordinator, Craftspace Touring
WHO: arts or education graduates, or
others with experience working in the
visual arts, community or education
sectors.
WHAT: experienced individual is
sought for maternity leave cover, to
continue to develop excellence in
making, new audiences in education
and community settings and to locate
contemporary crafts practice within
wider social and cultural contexts.
Craftspace is a contemporary crafts
development agency committed to
access, quality and innovation through
exhibitions, life long learning, research
and consultancy.
WHERE: Birmingham.
WHEN: initially for six months but
potentially twelve months.
FEE: salary between £23 - £25,946K,
depending on experience.
INFORMATION AND APPLICATION
FORMS FROM: Unit 208, Custard
Factory, Gibb Street, Birmingham B9
4AA, 0121 608 6668,
info@craftspace-touring.co.uk
www.craftspace-touring.co.uk
DEADLINE: 7 July

Beyond the UK
More Beyond the UK updated
weekly on www.a-n.co.uk

43%
more

on www.a-n.co.uk
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Many and Speed
WHO: all digital artists.
WHAT: festival and exhibition.
WHERE: Bangkok, Thailand.
WHEN: 1-12 Nov.
FEE: none but will offer a letter of
support for funding bodies.
TO APPLY: application form online.
Videos for Speed should be less than
three minutes long and probably
soundless.
CONTACT: Thailand New Media Art
Festival 2006, Attn. Francis
Wittenberger, 9/2 Prodipanomyong
21, Klongton Nua, Wattana, Bangkok
10110, Thailand.
DEADLINE: 20 July.
IEEE Visualization 2006
WHO: creative data analysts.
WHAT: the InfoVis Art Exhibit is
looking for artworks that reveal data
patterns in aesthetic, innovative ways.
WHERE: Cambridge, USA.
WHEN: 29 Oct - 3 Nov.
TO APPLY: application form online.
CONTACT: Fernanda Viégas, IBM
Research, 1 Rogers Street, Room 5114,
Cambridge, MA 02142, USA,
infovis06-art@googlegroups.com
conferences.computer.org/infovis/info
vis2006/art_show_c.html
DEADLINE: 30 July.
Avanto
WHO: film and video artists.
WHAT: short films/videos to be
screened in the annual Avantoscope
compilation programmes, but featurelength single-channel works, multiprojections and installations are
welcome as well.
WHERE: Helsinki, Finland.
WHEN: 17-19 November.
TO APPLY: the preferred formats for all
preview materials are VHS (PAL or
NTSC) and DVD (PAL or NTSC).
CONTACT: Avanto Festival, PO Box
131, 00181 Helsinki, Finland,
info@avantofestival.com
www.avantofestival.com
DEADLINE: 1 July (postmark).
La Saison Video
WHO: video artists.
WHAT: opportunity to work with
Espace Croise contemporary arts
centre. Annual programme of film and
video work screened by Espace Croise
in museums, cultural centres and art
schools across northern France. Artists
selected for the programme will have
their work screened and will be
included in the Saison Video
catalogue. There is no theme - La
Saison Video aims to echo
contemporary artist’s video production.
However, as the work will be shown on
a single screen with other artists’
videos, projects that rely on multiple
screens or other elements of
installation are not appropriate for this
opportunity.
WHERE: based in Roubaix near Lille,
France.
TO APPLY: work should be submitted

on DVD. You can submit more than
one piece of work, but put only one
piece per DVD. Work cannot be
returned. Include title, date, length
and approx 250 words of text about
the work that, if selected, you would
like to have included in the catalogue.
Include your name, address, email and
phone number.
INFORMATION FROM:
www.espacecroise.com
DEADLINE: 30 September
Asolo
WHO: all digital artists.
WHAT: festival with categories
covering Films on Art, Artist’s Lives,
Films on Architecture, Design, Video
and Computer Art and Productions by
Recognised Schools or Institutions.
WHERE: Italy.
WHEN: 30 Sept – 8 Oct.
FEE: awards for best in category.
TO APPLY: entry form available online.
CONTACT: AsoloArtFilmFestival:
Foresto Vecchio, 8 - 31011 Asolo (TV)
Italy, info@asolofilmfestival.it
www.asolofilmfestival.it
DEADLINE: 30 July (postmark)
Electrohype 2006
WHO: computer based artists.
WHAT: exhibition.
WHERE: Lunds Konsthall, Sweden.
WHEN: 9 Dec – 7 Jan.
OTHER BENEFITS: possible funding for
projects.
TO APPLY: application form online.
CONTACT: Electrohype,
Drottninggatan 6A, 211 12 Malmö,
Sweden, info@electrohype.org
www.electrohype.org/2006/call/inde
x.html
DEADLINE: 3 July (postmark)
Foundation Award
WHO: representational 2D and 3D
artists in the early stages of their
career.
WHAT: award scheme.
WHERE: Montreal, Canada.
WHEN: ongoing.
FEE: CAN$12,500.
TO APPLY: contact the Foundation for
details.
CONTACT: The Elizabeth Greenshields
Foundation, 1814 Sherbrooke Street
West, Suite 1 Montreal, Quebec, H3H
1E4,Canada.
greenshields@bellnet.ca
DEADLINE: 31 July.
Here and Now
WHO: all photographers (digital and
film).
WHAT: competition to capture the
modern world as it is today.
WHERE: Dublin, Ireland.
WHEN: 2007.
FEE: prize of up to 5,000 euros with
runners-up prizes of 2,000 euros and
1,000 euros.
OTHER BENEFITS: publication of a
group calendar.
TO APPLY: application form online.
CONTACT: Catherine Finn, AIB Here
and Now Photography Competition,

Group Corporate Relations and
Communications, AIB Bankcentre,
Ballsbridge, Dublin 4, Ireland,
calendarviews@aib.ie
www.aibgroup.com/hereandnow
DEADLINE: 14 July
Piksel 06
WHO: artists working with open source
software.
WHAT: exhibition and festival with the
following categories –
Software/Hardware, Audiovisual
Performance and Installations.
WHERE: Bergen, Norway.
WHEN: 12-27 Oct.
TO APPLY: send documentation
material, preferably as a URL to online
documentation with images/video.
CONTACT: BEK, att: Gisle Froysland, C.
Sundtsgt. 55, 5004 Bergen, Norway,
piksel06@bek.no
www.piksel.no/piksel06/subform.html
DEADLINE: 1 August
Stone Gallery
WHO: all visual artists.
WHAT: exhibition programme with a
specific call for work that has a
relationship with drawing.
WHERE: Dublin, Ireland.
WHEN: drawing show in September.
TO APPLY: send details of media, CV,
artist statement and image samples of
work (electronic samples preferred but
photographs or slide also accepted)
with proposal.
CONTACT: Cleo Fagan, Stone Gallery,
70 Pearse Street, Dublin 2, Ireland,
cleo@stonegallery.ie
www.stonegallery.ie
DEADLINE: 30 August for general
submissions and 31 July for drawing
show
The Town Hall Arts Centre
WHAT: applications invited for 06/07
visual arts exhibition programme.
WHERE: The Town Hall Arts Centre,
Barrack Street, Charlestown, Co Mayo.
TO APPLY: applicants should provide
up to six slides/photographs of their
work (VHS or CD-ROM will also be
accepted), CV, artistÍs statement and
any other supporting material.
Enclose SAE for return of visuals. An
external, independent professional
panel will assess applications.
SEND TO: Visual Arts 2006/2007,
Town Hall Arts Centre, Barrack Street,
Charlestown, Co. Mayo.
DEADLINE: 14 July
UN/Settled Multiculturalisms
WHO: artists and curators.
WHAT: A Space Gallery is seeking
submissions for the 07/08 season on
the current politics of multiculturalism
and representation in the arts.
Applicants are encouraged to
incorporate approaches that explore
the definition and boundaries of
‘community’ and ‘culture’ and create a
forum for dialogue and collaboration
between diverse communities,
including youth cultures and
a-n Magazine July 2006
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communities in transition.
FEE: A Space pays artist fees according
to CARFAC standards.
TO APPLY: send CV, one-page project
description, specifying spatial and
technical needs, one-page artist or
curatorial statement, support material
– slides, max ten or digital images on
CD, clearly identified; max one VHS
tape or one DVD, descriptive list for
visual material (title, date, dimension,
medium) and SAE to A Space Gallery,
401 Richmond Street West, Suite 110,
Toronto, ON, M5V 3A8,
info@aspacegallery.org
www.aspacegallery.org
DEADLINE: 31 July
Unimovie
WHO: film and video artists.
WHAT: festival.
WHERE: Pescara, Italy.
WHEN: 3-8 Oct.
FEE: 1,000 euros for best international
experimental video.
TO APPLY: download application form.
CONTACT: Unimovie, Viale Regina,
Margherita 78, 65123 Pescara, Italy,
info@unimovie.it www.unimovie.it
DEADLINE: 1 July

Collaborative projects
More Collaborative projects
updated weekly on
www.a-n.co.uk
209 Shorts
WHO: artists, musicians, composers,
writers/poets working with sound.
WHAT: 209 Radio invite submissions
for a full-time web radio broadcast
programme (FM in 2007).
WHERE: Cambridge City.
WHEN: ongoing.
DETAILS: sound works of any kind
–that are exactly 2 min 9 seconds or
209 seconds in duration. All
submissions will be broadcast on
random shuffle between scheduled
programmes. (Works must comply with
Ofcom regulations – see the Ofcom
website for details).
TO APPLY: send works on audio CD to
209 Radio, c/o 38 Stanesfield Road,
Cambridge CB5 8NH. Include your
name, the title and a 100 word (max)
description/statement about the work
and SAE if you require returns.
INFORMATION: www.209radio.co.uk
or kirsten@209radio.co.uk
DEADLINE: ongoing
Project Space Research
WHO: artists/curators running
exhibition spaces.
WHAT: opportunity to contribute to
Arts Council funded
research into artist-led Project Spaces.
DETAILS: are you involved in the
running of an artist-led space? Do you
use the title ‘Project Space’ or consider
your exhibition space to be one? I
would like to contact artists working
with these kinds of spaces for a
research project resulting in
publication and/or seminar.
July 2006 a-n Magazine
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Information supplied is confidential at
this stage and permissions will be
obtained before publishing.
CONTACT: Kerry Harker, Patrick
Studios, St Mary’s Lane, Leeds LS9
7EH, 07752 733 076,
kerryharker@hotmail.com
DEADLINE: ongoing

Commissions
More Commissions updated
weekly on www.a-n.co.uk
Bathing Beauties
WHO: artists and architects
(collaborations welcome).
WHAT: competition to re-imagine the
Beach Hut for the 21st Century as part
of a linear gallery of new seaside
architecture on the Lincolnshire coast.
PRIZES: four prizes of £1,500 plus four
£20,000 commissions to build and
install the winning designs.
Submission will be by scale models
only (additional £500 prize for best
model).
INFORMATION: see display ad and
visit www.bathingbeauties.org.uk
TO APPLY: for full detailed brief send
£20 cheque (refunded with
submission) to Bathing Beauties, PO
Box 4203, Manchester M60 1SP.
DEADLINE: 22 September
See display advert
The Jerwood Artangel Open
WHO: arts practitioners including (but
not limited to) visual artists,
filmmakers, choreographers,
composers, writers, theatre
practitioners, applied artists and
producers living anywhere in the UK.
WHAT: the Jerwood Artangel Open is
a new £1 million commissioning
initiative for the contemporary arts in
association with Channel 4 and Arts
Council England. This fund will make
three outstanding new commissions
possible. Proposals are invited from
arts practitioners to respond to specific
sites and situations across the UK. At
this stage we are not looking for fully
worked-up project plans or budgets,
but for bold and brilliant ideas.
TO APPLY: application forms and
guidelines are available from
www.thejerwoodartangelopen.org.uk
DEADLINE: 6 October
See display advert
Commission Opportunity, Bristol
WHAT: The Bristol Alliance, the
developer for the city centre expansion
project, is looking to appoint three
artists to develop detailed concept
proposals for a major work within their
Art Programme. The ambition is to
commission a work of art that creates
a highly visible focal point, an aid to
orientation, as people enter the city.
WHERE: the work will be sited on
Newfoundland Circus, a new traffic
island created by the realignment of
Bond Street, where the M32 enters the
city centre.

FEE: design fee of £5,000 is being
offered to three artists and the capital
budget for the work will be £140,000.
INFORMATION FROM: Sam Wilkinson,
InSite Arts,
info@insitearts.com (Artists who have
already expressed interest in the
Broadmead Expansion art programme
please let InSite Arts know that this
commission is of interest. You may not
need to resubmit your portfolio).
DEADLINE: 11 August
See display advert
Falls Gateway Public Art Project
WHAT: Fold Housing Association
wishes to appoint an artist to produce
a piece of wall-mounted art for the
façade of new apartment complex.
WHERE: at the Wee bank site on Divis
Street, Belfast.
DETAILS: the piece will be in a very
prominent place, as the building is the
first to be seen on the right hand side
of Divis Street, Falls Road – the
gateway to West Belfast.
TO APPLY: this is a two stage process:
Stage 1 – artists are invited to submit
an initial proposal on one side of A4,
along with a CV of no more than two
pages, and up to ten images of recent
public works on hard copy only by 30
July. Stage 2 – will be by invitation
only, following selection of a shortlist.
Any commission is subject to receipt of
funding.
INFORMATION FROM: Diana or
Barbara, 028 9039 7192/4 or
www.foldgroup.co.uk
DEADLINE: 30 July
See display advert
Avon Group Sculpture
WHO: artists.
WHAT: to submit proposals for a new
sculpture.
WHERE: to be sited on a terrace at the
Montague Centre overlooking public
gardens in Worthing town centre,
presently occupied by Elizabeth Frink’s
‘Desert Quartet’.
FEE: £10,000 to be awarded to the
winning submission. Production costs
of the final sculpture will be covered
by The Avon Group.
INFORMATION: send SAE to David
Blackaller,
Sculpture Commission, Northbrook
College Sussex,
Union Place, Worthing BN5 9TR,
theavongroup@btconnect.com
DEADLINE: 15 September
See display advert
organicARTS
WHO: emerging artists resident in
Devon.
WHAT: create a site-specific work to
engage with the issues facing small
farmers today and convey these to the
public. Mentoring available.
Collaborations and interaction
encouraged. Funding applied for to
provide a small fee. Any creative
practice considered.
WHERE: to be exhibited on a trail

around working organic farm in
September.
CONTACT: organicARTS, West Town
Farm, Ide, Nr Exeter EX2 9TG, 01392
430378, Christine@organicarts.org.uk
www.organicarts.org.uk
DEADLINE: 9 July

Competitions
More Competitions updated
weekly on www.a-n.co.uk
CALL FOR ARTWORK

‘S T I T C H T H E C O M M U N I T Y’
Submit artwork in any media in response to
the theme of Community. This can be
interpreted geographically, socially or
culturally and can be can be figurative, graphic
or symbolic in content.
The winning design will be awarded £500
and will interpreted into a textile as part of a
community led project.
Submit artwork minimum size 42cm x 20.5 cm
and maximum 240cm x 60 cm together with a
statement in response to the theme.
Exhibition at The Robert Phillips Gallery, from
15TH November – 3RD December 2006.
DEADLINE:

27TH OCTOBER 2006

For further information
www.riverhousebarn.co.uk

Jerwood Photography
WHO: UK-based artists working with
photography who have graduated
from visual art degree courses
in the UK between Jan 03 and Sept
06.
PRIZES: five winners will each receive
awards of £2,000, an exhibition at
The Jerwood Space in London and
publication in Portfolio Magazine.
INFORMATION AND APLICATION
FORMS FROM: Portfolio, 43
Candlemaker Row, Edinburgh EH1
2QB, 0131 220 1911,
info@portfoliocatlogue.com
DEADLINE: for registration 15 August;
for submissions
4 September
See display advert
Stitch the Community
WHAT: call for artwork in any media in
response to the theme of Community.
This can be interpreted geographically,
socially or culturally and can be can be
figurative, graphic or symbolic in
content.
EXHIBITION: at The Robert Phillips
Gallery, 15 Nov – 3 Dec.
PRIZES: the winning design will be
awarded £500 and will be interpreted
into a textile as part of a community
led project.
TO APPLY: submit artwork, min size
42cm x 20.5cm and max 240cm x
60cm together with a statement in
response to the theme.
INFORMATION FROM:
www.riverhousebarn.co.uk
DEADLINE: 27 October
See display advert
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Courses
More Courses updated
weekly on www.a-n.co.uk

Exhibition Opportunity
Are you graduating from a degree
(BA level and above) in 2006?

MA Arts in the Community
WHAT: part-time course offering a
unique opportunity to develop
knowledge and practice of core
concepts, traditions and theoretical
perspectives that impact
on the contemporary practice of the
arts in community contexts.
WHERE: University of Glamorgan.
DETAILS: Visual Art in the Community;
Community Music; Community
Theatre; Storytelling; Community
Media; Youth Theatre; Community
Dance.
INFORMATION AND APPLICATION
FORMS FROM: 0800 716925,
enquiries@glam.ac.uk www.glam.ac.uk
See display advert

The AAF is offering this year’s graduates
the opportunity to submit work for a
curated public exhibition visited by 20,000
buyers, dealers and gallerists.
If you are interested in learning more about
this opportunity, please email the curator
at: susan@affordableartfair.com, entitling
your email RECENT GRADUATES 2006.

Recent Graduates

Exhibiting
More Exhibiting updated
weekly on www.a-n.co.uk

world culture 2006

A great opportunity for artists to
exhibit work on-line and at
The DLI Museum and Durham
Art Gallery in Durham City as
part of Durham County Council’s
World Culture 2006 festival.
For further information visit:
www.worldculture2006.co.uk
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Identify your
future plans with

The artist’s
development
toolkit

Tank.tv DVD
WHO: all artists living/working in the
UK.
WHAT: call for submissions of works
that are approx three minutes long or
shorter, and have been made after 31
Dec 1999.
FEE: short-listed artists will receive
£250 each and have their work
promoted internationally, including
screenings at selected venues and
events.
DETAILS: tank.tv is pleased to
announce the future release of a
unique DVD, featuring an exceptional
selection of 25 short moving images
from UK-based artists. The final
selection for the disc will be made by
an appointed panel of curators and
arts executives. The DVD will be widely
distributed for sale by Thames and
Hudson.
TO APPLY: for a submission form and
further information visit
www.tank.tv/dvd.asp
DEADLINE: 31 July

By Hand 8
WHO: Kent-based artists
WHAT: to exhibit in By Hand 8, an
annual selling Christmas exhibition. By
Hand 8 is a collaborative exhibition
organised by Kent County Council and
South East Open Studios.
WHERE: this year it will be held at
three venues across Kent – County
Hall, Maidstone; Ashford Library
Gallery and Dartford Library Gallery.
TO APPLY: if you are interested in
participating send CV, artists
statement and six images of current
work to South East Open Studios,
By Hand 8 Exhibiton, c/o Cultural
Development Unit, Kent County
Council, Springfield, Maidstone
ME14 2LH. Contact:
claire@palas.demon.co.uk
DEADLINE: 10 July
Pavilion Online Gallery
WHO: photographers based in
Yorkshire and the North East of
England.
WHAT: to showcase conceptually and
intellectually challenging
photographic work, through Pavilion’s
Online Gallery.
DETAILS: the Online Gallery aims to
develop access, increase awareness
and promote local and regional
practitioners. Forming part of a wider
programme of activity, the Online
Gallery is a service dedicated to the
artistic and professional development
of contemporary photographers across
Yorkshire and the North East of
England.
INFORMATION FROM:
www.pavilion.org.uk/gallery_submissi
on.html
DEADLINE: 5pm, 28 July
Hotbath Gallery
WHO: UK and international artists and
curators working in any medium
WHAT: The Hotbath Gallery is looking
for proposals for forthcoming shows
from artists and curators who would
be interested in utilising their
temporary project space on 2-4
Hotbath Street, Bath. The Gallery is
also interested in receiving proposals
for educational initiatives that relate
to the visual arts.
TO APPLY: Send an outline of your
project (one side of A4),
short statement, CV, documentation
(slides, jpegs or DVDS) and SAE.
CONTACT: Catherine Barclay, Hotbath
Gallery, Avon Street, Bath, BA1 1UP,
barclayc@citybathcoll.ac.uk. 01225
328673. www.hotbathgallery.co.uk
DEADLINE: 31 August
BookMarked!
WHO: visual artists, mixed-media
artists, book artists, print-makers,
photographers.
WHAT: design and make a
contemporary and imaginative
bookmark for a specific book of your
choice exhibited on the shelves of the
Independent Bookshop Crockatt &

Powell, Waterloo, London. The
bookmarks will be exhibited inside the
books in the bookshop. Possible
commercial opportunity for the best
designed bookmark.
WHEN: on-site visits July/Aug.
Installation date: 29 Oct. Exhibition
Dates: 30 Oct - 26 Nov.
CONTACT: e-mail
j.jagiello@care4free.net for artist brief,
0795 7774791 for on-site visit.
DEADLINE: 18 August
154 Autumn Exhibition
WHO: all artists.
WHAT: call for entries to the largest
open exhibition of painting,
printmaking, sculpture and
architecture in the region.
WHERE: Royal West of England
Academy, Bristol.
WHEN: 5 Nov – 16 Dec.
INFORMATION AND APPLICATION
FORMS: send SAE to Autumn
Exhibition, RWA, Queen’s Road,
Clifton, Bristol BS8 1PX,
www.rwa.org.uk
See display advert
Carnival to Comic
WHO: artists throughout the UK
depicting or using ideas of the carnival
and ‘comic’ in their work.
WHAT: inclusive of painting, drawing,
film installation, performance,
photography etc.
WHERE: Stroud House Gallery.
WHEN: Sept/Oct.
CONTACT: Stroud House Gallery,
Station Road, Stroud GL5 3AP, 01463
750757.
DEADLINE: 1 August
Disposable Fetish
WHAT: entries for drawing/initial
research/sketch show.
TO APPLY: send CD with three images
of initial research and 100 words
about your research with SAE to
Disposable Fetish, 13 Dunmow Road,
Stratford, London E15 1TZ.
www.disposable-fetish.tripod.com
DEADLINE: 5 July
East Weaves West
WHO: UK-based basketmakers.
WHAT: basketry exhibition by selected
makers from the UK and Japan.
Selection by Mary Butcher, Esme
Hofman and Laura Hamilton.
WHERE: Collins Gallery, Glasgow and
touring to Quay Arts, Isle of Wight and
National Vlechtmuseum, Netherlands.
WHEN: 7 July – 18 Aug 07 onwards.
TO APPLY: send CD with ten images,
including dimensions, materials, dates,
techniques to Collins Gallery,
University of Strathclyde, 22 Richmond
Street, Glasgow G1 1XQ.
DEADLINE: 1 August
a-n Magazine July 2006
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Gallery/Project Space Glasgow
WHO: we would welcome proposals
from an individual curator, an arts
organisation, an arts collective or a
new collaborative venture between
artists and/or curators.
WHAT: available to let, Wasps ArtistsÍ
Studios has a c. 4,000sq. ft project
space in its flagship building in
Dennistoun, Glasgow which has huge
potential to be transformed into a
vibrant new visual arts space in the
city. This is a fantastic opportunity
which would enable an external
partner to curate and manage an
annual programme of high quality arts
events.
INFORMATION FROM:
www.waspsstudios.org.uk or 0141 554
8299.
See display advert
Isis Arts
WHO: call for artists, film and video.
WHAT: ISIS Arts and The Woodhorn
Project, Ashington, are curating a new
programme of work for The Big M for
the launch exhibition of Woodhorn in
October 2006. The theme is ‘Every
man’s home is his castle’. This new
programme of work will enable us to
develop our ‘home’ theme in a new
way, and with a European and
international dimension. The theme
lends itself to a broad interpretation
from the exploration of different
national boundaries to individual’s
private personal space, from isolation
to Big Brother, from a refuge to a
‘show house’. The Big M is a highly
stylised inflatable structure that
functions as a temporary and mobile
venue for the presentation of video
and digital media. Unique in both
design and function, the Big M
provides an alternative to the
conventional gallery setting and
exhibits work by emerging and
established artists to diverse
audiences.
FEE: there is an exhibition fee of £300
for selected artists.
INFORMATION FROM:
www.isisarts.org.uk or contact
isis@isisarts.org.uk
DEADLINE: 5pm, 14 July
Mall Galleries
WHAT: submit work to the following
exhibitions – Society of Wildlife Artists,
receiving days 18 and 19 Aug. Royal
Society of Marine Artists, receiving
days 15 and 16 Sept. Royal Institute of
Oil Painters, receiving days 29 and 30
Sept. Many awards and prizes on offer.
INFORMATION AND ENTRY FORMS:
send large, 37p SAE to Federation of
British Artists, 17 Carlton House
Terrace, London SW1Y 5BD, 020 7930
6844, www.mallgalleries.org.uk
See display advert
Mapping
WHO: artists who work with maps or
explore the theme of mapping.
WHAT: Bury Art Gallery is currently
July 2006 a-n Magazine
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developing an exhibition that will
investigate the possibilities of maps
and mapping. It will examine how
artists have used and interpreted maps
and explored systems of mapping. The
show will include a variety of forms
from cartographic, both historic and
contemporary maps, to mind maps
and other diagrammatic systems. We
are interested in the process of
mapping and how this has been
abstracted and expanded into art.
WHERE: Bury Art Gallery.
WHEN: 21 Apr – 14 July 2007.
TO APPLY: email or send visuals and
details, including sizes and any
technical requirements about available
work to k.mcclung-oakes@bury.gov.uk
MAPPING, Bury Art Gallery, Moss
Street, Bury BL9 0DR, 0161 253 5878.
(e-mail applications are preferred). If
you want your work returning include
SAE.
DEADLINE: 1 October
Mythology
WHO: UK-based artists working in
photography.
WHAT: exhibition proposals on the
theme of ‘mythology’, for a group
exhibition.
WHERE: Deptford, SE London.
WHEN: May 2007.
DETAILS: what is mythology, what
meaning does it/can it have in our
lives in this day and age, what forms
does it take?
TO APPLY: send proposals, examples of
work, and enquiries to
nanelson@gmail.com
St Peter's Church Open Exhibition
WHO: all artists.
WHAT: St Peter’s Church will be
hosting its fourth consecutive open
exhibition as part of Hereford’s h.Art
week with the theme Yesterday, Today
and Forever? The organisers of the
exhibition are looking to exhibit work,
which engages the viewer in a
contemporary and exciting way. Work
in any style or medium will be
considered for selection.
WHERE: St. Peter’s Church, Hereford.
WHEN: 5 Aug – 23 Sept.
TO APPLY: send application form with
photo of the work to be considered.
APPLICATION FORMS FROM: James
Mercer, St. Peter’s Church, Hereford,
01432 267287,
jjmercer@btinternet.com
DEADLINE: 3 July
Summer Open Exhibition
WHAT: call for entries of exciting,
thought-provoking work in any
medium.
WHERE: Exposure Gallery.
INFORMATION:
info@exposureart.co.uk
DEADLINE: 15 July
See display advert
The Affordable Art Fair
WHO: recent graduates graduating
from a degree (BA level and above) in
2006.

WHAT: the AAF is offering this yearÍs
graduates the opportunity to submit
work for a curated public exhibition
visited by 20,000 buyers, dealers and
gallerists.
TO APPLY: if you are interested in
learning more about this opportunity,
please email the curator at
susan@affordableartfair.com entitling
your email Recent Graduates 2006.
See display advert
Twisted: Knitting On The Edge
WHO: contemporary artists exploring
knitting in radical, shocking or exciting
ways.
WHAT: group exhibition that will take
place in BristolÍs Here gallery during
National Knitting Week. Work
questioning the social meanings and
popular image of knitting is
particularly welcomed. Work does not
neccesarily need to be knitted but
should clearly reference knitting.
WHEN: Oct.
TO APPLY: send CV, artistÍs statement
and up to ten images of work to Kirsty
Hall, 7 Clifton Park, Bristol BS8 3BU or
email kirstyhall@blueyonder.co.uk for
further information.
DEADLINE: 28 July
Yesterday, Today and Forever?
WHO: artists who like to confront the
bigger issues that concern all of us at
some time in our lives.
WHAT: work which engages the viewer
in a contemporary and exciting way,
any style or medium.
WHERE: St Peter’s Church, Hereford as
part of h.Art week.
WHEN: 5 Aug – 23 Sept.
TO APPLY: send application form with
photo of work to be considered.
APPLICATION FORMS FROM: James
Mercer, St Peter’s Church, Hereford,
01432 267287,
jjmercer@btinternet.com
DEADLINE: 3 July
videoclub: 3
WHO: videoclub is a showcasing
opportunity for artists working in film,
video and moving image.
WHAT: ten-month long programme
over 2006 beginning in March,
culminating in curated screenings
across Brighton venues in 2006.
Partners include: Lighthouse, Fabrica,
Brighton Fringe Arts Production and
Permanent Gallery.
TO APPLY: submission criterian films
must be artists’ film and
video/moving image, be less than ten
minutes in length, be of a
contemporary nature and approach,
be of good quality (not meaning
glossily finished, but interesting,
engaging and art form committed), be
no more than two years old –and be in
DVD format when submitted.
INFORMATION: for details of
videoclub events and submission
details go to www.videoclub.org.uk
DEADLINE: ongoing

Professional development
More Professional development
updated weekly on
www.a-n.co.uk
Bargate monument volunteers
WHO: front-of-house volunteers.
WHAT: the bargate monument in
Southampton has recently opened as a
contemporary art gallery and is run by
a not-for-profit organisation called a
space.
WHEN: hours are flexible and there is
no minimum commitment.
TO APPLY: 02380 338 778 or e-mail
aspace4@mac.com
www.bargategallery.org
DEADLINE: 31 August
Photoworks Portfolio Reviews
WHO: experienced photographers.
WHAT: portfolio day at Tate Modern.
Show your work to reviewers, curators,
editors and the Photoworks team.
DETAILS: free event but invitation is by
selection only. Each selected artist will
have three one-to-one sessions.
TO APPLY: send max 20 prints of jpegs
on CD, CV, SAE and covering letter.
See www.photoworks.org for full
guidelines.
DEADLINE: 21 July
Gallery assistants
WHO: interns.
WHAT: unpaid internships at Gallery
Yujiro and the 5th Collective in SE
London – an arts centre with
commercial gallery, artists' studio
complex and residency space.
DETAILS: 6 months min, starting 7
August for half a day per week.
TO APPLY: send CV and covering letter
ref: Gallery Assistant – Internship to
Director, Gallery Uujiro and the 5th
Collective, Studio Unit A502, Tower
Point, Tower Bridge Business Complex,
100 Clements Road, London
SE16 4DG
DEADLINE: 10 July
Artangel Interaction Associate
WHO: applicants must be of African,
Asian or Caribbean descent.
WHAT: Artangel Interaction is
Artangel’s programme of artist-led
education projects. This two-year
placement includes appropriate
training, mentoring and support.
Applicants should be passionate about
providing learning opportunities and
involving a wide range of people in
artistic processes.
WHERE: London.
WHEN: four days per week.
FEE: tax-free training allowance of
£15,000 per annum, which is
equivalent to a taxable full-time salary
of approximately £24,600 per annum.
CONTACT: 020 7713 1400.
FURTHER INFORMATION/TO APPLY:
send A5 SAE to Artangel, 31 Eyre
Street Hill, London EC1R 5EW, or see
the website for further details and an
application form:
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www.artangel.org.uk/pages/internshi
ps.htm
DEADLINE: 7 July
Arts Consultant
WHO: artists (including craftspeople,
film and video makers).
WHAT: Aldeburgh is undertaking a
major £12m capital expansion to
support its objectives of becoming a
leading European centre dedicated to
the professional development of top
musical talent. Given the international
standing of Aldeburgh, we are seeking
an individual/organisation with
appropriate experience to advise us on
our capital project commission. The
successful applicant will need to
demonstrate a track record of working
at a high level.
WHEN: it is intended the work should
commence as soon as possible with a
final selection being made in May 07.
INFORMATION FROM:
sgoddard@aldeburgh.co.uk
DEADLINE FOR TENDERS: 12 July
See display advert
Evaluating Youth Arts Projects
WHO: people in the youth arts sector.
WHAT: one-day professional
development training course exploring
the benefits of meaningful
evaluations. The course will examine
methodologies, approaches and case
studies using collaborative exercises
and tutor-led presentations, and
address common preconceptions.
WHERE: London W9.
WHEN: 27 Nov, 10-4.
COST: various – see website for details.
Bursaries are available for volunteers,
unemployed/low-waged and
registered disabled. Lunch will be
provided.
CONTACT: Jay Barron, Artswork,
02380 630960,
jay@artswork.org.uk
FURTHER INFORMATION/TO APPLY:
visit the website for more information
and an online booking form
www.artswork.org.uk/artsplan
DEADLINE: no deadline, but booking
early advisable.
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South Hill Park
WHO: resident artists sought to use
purpose-built facilities to develop their
own practice, and teach ongoing
courses and workshops in large vibrant
arts centre. Solid grounding in the
relevant area required.
WHAT: two positions available, one in
jewellery/silversmithing, and another
in ceramics.
WHERE: South Hill Park.
WHEN: initially one-year contract
(renewable to two by mutual
agreement).
FEE: teaching hours paid, and
exhibition/selling opportunities
provided.
INFORMATION FROM:
www.southhillpark.org.uk 01344
413529 or
recruitment@southhillpark.org.uk
See display advert

More Selling updated
weekly on www.a-n.co.uk

More Residencies updated
weekly on www.a-n.co.uk

Resident artists sought
to use purpose-built facilities to develop
their own practice, and teach ongoing
courses and workshops in large, vibrant
arts centre. Two positions available from
Jan 2007, one in Jewellery/Silversmithing,
and another in Ceramics. Teaching hours
paid, and exhibition/selling opportunities
provided. Initially one year contract
(renewable to two by mutual agreement).
Solid grounding in the relevant area
required. See www.southhillpark.org.uk
or contact us on 01344 413529 or
recruitment@southhillpark.org.uk
South Hill Park is an equal
opportunities employer, and applications
are welcomed from all sections
of the community

Islington

The
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Call for entries
6-29 Oct 2006

Peterborough Art House
WHO: artists to do workshops and
residencies.
WHAT: artists of all disciplines wanted
for paid residencies and workshops in
schools and healthcare facilities
throughout England. We will be
aiming for artists within a 30 mile
radius of each area.

Wasps Artists’ Studios has a c. 4000 sq.ft project space in its
ﬂagship building in Dennistoun, Glasgow which has huge potential
to be transformed into a vibrant new visual arts space in the city.

This is a fantastic opportunity which would enable an external partner to curate
and manage an annual programme of high quality arts events. We would
welcome proposals from an individual curator, an arts organisation, an arts
collective or a new collaborative venture between artists and/or curators.
For more info please visit www.waspsstudios.org.uk or t. 0141 554 8299

NB Gallery
WHO: artists working in 2D.
WHAT: original 2D work sought with
retail price under £250, especially
textiles and mixed-media work.
DETAILS: SoR, commission on sales.
TO APPLY: submit images and price list
with materials or SAE for more
information to Kim Jackson, NB
Gallery, 4 Church Walk, Trowbridge
BA14 8DX, nb.gallery@btopenworld.com
www.nbgallery.co.uk
DEADLINE: ongoing
IDEAS: Innovative Design
WHO: designers, artists and craftspeople.
WHAT: IDEAS will be an exciting and
varied exhibition of innovative
designers and makers with works
available for purchase at an affordable
price. It will be promoted as a selling
show with the opportunity for pieces to
be taken away immediately. Therefore
we will require enough work from each
exhibitor to replenish sold items.
WHERE: Bury Art Gallery.
WHEN: 18 Nov – 13 Jan.
COST: commission on sales will be
20% plus VAT on this – a total
deduction of 23.5%.
TO APPLY: email or send visuals and
details, including prices and sizes
about available work to k.mcclungoakes@bury.gov.uk IDEAS, Bury Art
Gallery, Moss Street, Bury BL9 0DR,
0161 253 5878 (email applications
are preferred). If you want your work
returning include a SAE.
DEADLINE: 1 August

Selling

Residencies

GALLERY/PROJECT SPACE
AVAILABLE TO LET, GLASGOW
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WHEN: now and ongoing.
TO APPLY: send brief details about the
type of work you do and/or any
proposals you have by email with no
more than two images to
helen.mould@btinternet.com
If you would prefer regular mail an
SAE or label must be included to
Helen Mould, Peterborough
Art House Ltd, 245 St Pauls Road,
Peterborough PE1 3RJ.
DEADLINE: 31 July

6-8 Oct: Painting Sculpture
Time Based Media
13-15 Oct: Photography Illustration
Printmaking Graphics
20-22 Oct: Fashion Jewellery
Textiles
27-29 Oct: Furniture Ceramics Glass
Candid Galleries
3 Torrens St, London, EC1V 1NQ
020 7837 4237 candidarts.com

Improve your
practice with
The artist’s
contracts toolkit
on www.a-n.co.uk

Artists in Residence 2006/7
Two BA/MA graduate artists are selected for an
eight month (Nov-July) residency in our studio
on Portobello Road subject to acceptance.
The gallery is run by artists for artists.
We provide free studio space and offer
a group and solo exhibition for three weeks
with access to our mailing list and advise on
professional development.
Recent Graduate artists are invited to submit
10-15 images of their work on CDRom (Jpeg
format) and CV with SAE to the following
address by 1st September 2006
The Muse at 269, 269 Portobello Road,
Notting Hill, London W11 1LR.
Please direct all enquiries to
Tel: 020 77928588 Tuesdays and Fridays
www.themuseat269.com
Info@themuseat269.com
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CALL FOR ENTRIES
Football Nation

The Lowry’s open art competition

An exciting new open art competition
on the theme of football.
Open to all artists

Prizes totalling £25,000
Selection panel chaired by Sacha Craddock.
Finalists’ work will be on show at The Lowry from
Sat 2 December 2006 – Sun 25 March 2007.
Deadline for submissions Mon 25 September 2006.
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Alternatively email football@parkerharris.co.uk or
send a large S.A.E. to:
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“Football Nation”, PO Box 279, Esher, Surrey KT10 8YZ
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Organised in conjunction with Parker Harris

Looking for Lottery funding?

Photograph: Merlin Hendy
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Information and entry forms can be downloaded from either
www.thelowry.com/footballnation or www.parkerharris.co.uk
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Then visit www.lotteryfunding.org.uk
One point of access for information about all Lottery funding programmes in the UK
Find out which programmes are suitable for your project and who to contact next
Or call us on 0845 275 0000
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The Avon Group

Commission Opportunity
Bristol City Centre Expansion
The Bristol Alliance, the developer for the city centre expansion
project, is looking to appoint three artists to develop detailed
concept proposals for a major work within their Art Programme.
The work will be sited on Newfoundland Circus, a new traffic
island created by the realignment of Bond St, where the M32
enters the city centre.
The ambition is to commission a work of art that creates a highly
visible focal point, an aid to orientation, as people enter the city.
A design fee of £5,000 is being offered to three artists and the
capital budget for the work will be £140,000.
For a more detailed brief and information about how to apply
please contact Sam Wilkinson at InSite Arts,
info@insitearts.com
Deadline for submissions 11th August.
(Artists who have already expressed interest in the Broadmead Expansion art
programme please let InSite Arts know that this commission is of interest.
You may not need to resubmit your portfolio.)

Sculpture
Commission
Artists are invited to submit proposals for a new
sculpture to be sited on a terrace at the Montague
Centre overlooking public gardens in Worthing
town centre, presently occupied by Elizabeth Frink's
'Desert Quartet'.
Prize: £10,000
to be awarded to the winning artist.
Production costs of the final sculpture will be
covered by The Avon Group.
Closing date for applications:
15th September 2006
For further details, send a SAE to David Blackaller,
Sculpture Commission, Northbrook College Sussex,
Union Place, Worthing, West Sussex BN11 1LG
or email: theavongroup@btconnect.com

Art U Need
An Outdoor Revolution

‘Art U Need’ is a programme of commissions for neglected open spaces in Thames Gateway South Essex,
led by artist Bob & Roberta Smith.
Commissions East invites expressions of interest from artists for two commissions in Southend-on-Sea
and Basildon. The budget for each of these commissions is £37,000 (to include fee, production and
installation costs). We would particularly welcome applications from artists based in the East of England.
For further information visit www.commissionseast.org.uk or send an A4 self-addressed envelope
with stamps to the value of 48 pence to Joanna Baxendale, Commissions East, St Giles Hall, Pound Hill,
Cambridge, CB3 OAE. The deadline for applications is 18 August 2006.
Commissions East is committed to equal opportunities.
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Artist Commission
Barbara Castle Statue
Blackburn with Darwen Borough Council has a strong
history of commissioning public art both contemporary
and traditional for the public realm. As part of our
current programme of work we wish to commission a new statue of
Barbara Castle for Blackburn town centre. We are looking for an artist
with a strong track record in figurative sculpture and statue and
experience of working in the public realm.
There is a budget of £60,000,
including a design and research fee of £2,000
SUBMISSION DEADLINE: August 18 2006
For further details and a copy of the brief please send a stamped
addressed envelope to Arts Services, ‘Barbara Castle brief’, Blackburn
Central Library, Town Hall Street, Blackburn BB2 1AG

Public Art Project in Efford,
Plymouth, UK
As part of a Masterplan for Efford, we
are undertaking an extensive public
consultation excercise. Part of the
challenge is to engage as much of
the community as possible, especially
young people. We are seeking up to six
artists to undertake temporary work in
September 2006. We intend to involve
successful artists in the realisation of
actual projects as they emerge.
For further details please email
Jay Sundaresan at js@urbaneye.co.uk

EQUAL OPPORTUNITIES EMPLOYER
W W W. U R B A N E Y E . C O . U K

Aldeburgh Festivals
Britten–Pears Young Artist Programme
Aldeburgh Residencies
Aldeburgh Education
Snape Maltings Concert Hall

INVITATION TO TENDER ARTS CONSULTANT
Founded by composer Benjamin Britten in 1948,
Aldeburgh Productions has become a world-renowned
meeting place for artists, students, audience and
academics, all seeking inspiration from its unique setting
on the Suffolk Coast.
Aldeburgh is undertaking a major £12m capital
expansion to support its objectives of becoming a
leading European centre dedicated to the professional
development of top musical talent. We are looking to
commission an artist (including craftspeople, film and
video makers) as part of this capital project.
Given the international standing of Aldeburgh, we are
seeking an individual/organisation with appropriate
experience to advise us on our capital project
commission. The successful applicant will need to
demonstrate a track record of working at a high level.
It is intended the work should commence as soon as
possible with a final selection being made in May 2007.
For details of the brief please e-mail:
sgoddard@aldeburgh.co.uk
Closing date for completed tenders is
12 July 2006
Aldeburgh Productions is an equal opportunities employer

July 2006 a-n Magazine

FALLS GATEWAY PUBLIC
ART PROJECT
Fold Housing Association wishes to appoint an artist to produce
a piece of wall-mounted art for the façade of our new apartment
complex at the Wee bank site on Divis Street, Belfast.
The piece will be in a very prominent place, as the building is the
first to be seen on the right hand side of Divis Street, Falls Road
– the gateway to West Belfast.
This is a two stage process:
Stage 1 - Artists are invited to submit an initial proposal
on one side of A4, along with a CV of no more than
2 pages, and up to 10 images of recent public works on
hard copy only by 30 July 2006.
Stage 2 - will be by invitation only, following selection of
a shortlist.
Any commission is subject to receipt of funding.
For further information and a copy of the full brief please contact
Diana or Barbara at (028) 9039 7192/4 or visit the web site at
www.foldgroup.co.uk
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J erwood

Photography

awards 2006

This annual award is open to
UK-based artists working with
photography who have graduated
from visual art degree courses in the
UK between January 2003 and
September 2006.
Five winners will each receive an
award of £2,000, an exhibition at
The Jerwood Space in London, and
publication in Portfolio Magazine.

www.jerwood.org.uk

To obtain guidelines and a registration
form contact Portfolio or visit the
Portfolio website. The deadline for
registration is 15 August 2006.
Further information from:
PORTFOLIO MAGAZINE
43 Candlemaker Row
Edinburgh
EH1 2QB
t: 0131 220 1911
f: 0131 226 4287
e: info@portfoliocatalogue.com

www.portfoliocatalogue.com

University of Glamorgan
MA Arts in the Community
This part-time course offers you a unique opportunity to develop knowledge
and practice of core concepts, traditions and theoretical perspectives that impact
on the contemporary practice of the arts in community contexts.
Visual Art in the Community • Community Music
Community Theatre • Storytelling • Community Media
Youth Theatre • Community Dance
For further information and an application form please
telephone: 0800 716925 or e-mail: enquiries@glam.ac.uk

www.glam.ac.uk

Call for submissionss

The New Art Exchange
is a £6 million contemporary arts centre under
development, in Nottingham. We are seeking
regional, national and international artists to submit
their work for cosideration in our extensive visual
arts programme. As an organisation specialising in
cultural diversity, we are fully inclusive, and
therefore actively encourage submissions from
artists of all cultural backgrounds.
Submissions should include CV, artist statements or
proposals, up to 20 images, CDrom, DVD and video.
Digital work must be Mac compatible.
send your proposal marked ‘submissions’ to
The New Art Exchange
c/o NCCL Galleries of Justice
Shire Hall
High Pavement
Lace Market
Nottingham
NG1 1HN
Tel: 0115 993 9825
Stage 1 deadline 1st September 2006
please provide a SAE for the return of your work
TheNewArtExchange
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Artists are invited to submit work to the following
exhibitions to be held at the MALL GALLERIES:
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ROYAL SOCIETY OF MARINE
ARTISTS
Receiving days: 15 & 16 September 2006 (10-5)

Many artists’ awards and prizes are on offer
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Selected by
Two Artists
Two Cr itics
Two Collectors
2006 EXHIBITION

Regional collection points will be
provided across the UK, the London
submission days are
10 & 11 September 2006
To apply for the Discerning Eye 2006 please send an SAE to
The Discerning Eye Competition, Parker Harris Partnership,
PO Box 279, Esher, Surrey KT10 8YZ
Forms and information can also be downloaded from our website:
www.parkerharris.co.uk

A RT

For general information:
Tel. 01372 462190
Email: DE@parkerharris.co.uk

IN THE

Sponsored by

UK
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For more information contact the
Director: The Empire
33a Wadeson Street, London E2 9DR
Tel: +44 (0) 20 8983 9310
E-mail: info@theempirestudios.co.uk
Website: www.theempirestudios.co.uk

S MALL WORKS

Our services include:
210 sq m of exhibition space
Website documentation and promotion of show
Extensive mailing list and press list
Full invigilation during exhibition opening
No commission

OF

The Empire Gallery in Bethnal Green
(off Vyner Street) offers a unique
Victorian Chapel exhibition space to international
dealers, curators and artists.
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T HE L ARGEST E XHIBITION

open to artists in the Arts Council England East region
submission deadline Friday 1 September 2006
for application details visit: www.kettlesyard.co.uk
or send SAE to: Kettle's Yard Open,
Kettle's Yard, Castle Street, Cambridge CB3 0AQ

Registered Charity No 1070163

For details and entry forms, please send a large SAE (37p) to:

25 November 2006 - 7 January 2007
selected by Jayne Parker and David Ward
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Receiving days: 29 & 30 September 2006 (10-5)
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ROYAL INSTITUTE OF OIL
PAINTERS

Find us at:
www.mallgalleries.org.uk
Tel: 020 7930 6844
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Receiving days: 18 & 19 August 2006 (10-5)

MALL
GALLERIES
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SOCIETY OF WILDLIFE
ARTISTS

Federation of British Artists,
17 Carlton House Terrace, LONDON SW1Y 5BD
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OPPORTUNITIES
Go to www.a-n.co.uk for the very best UK and
international opportunities for artists and
visual arts professionals.

a project from the

COUNCIL FOR HIGHER EDUCATION IN ART & DESIGN

The AA2A project offers artists & designer-makers the opportunity to
undertake a period of research or realise a project using art college
facilities eg. studios, workshops, lending library & lecture programme

SUBSCRIBER RESOURCES: [232]
Weekly-updated searchable subscriber-only resource
connecting visual and applied artists and arts professionals
with art vacancies and jobs, commission, exhibition,
residency, selling and other professional opportunities.
Includes all in deadline, late breaking opportunities plus those
published monthly in a-n Magazine.
Free access 24/7 for a-n subscribers*. Not a subscriber?
Buy twelve-months access on line for only £30 or pay just
£5 for a 28-day trial.
Academic [12]
Awards [2]
Collaborative projects [7]
Competitions [14]
Exhibiting [58]
Residencies [7]

Art vacancies [16]
Beyond the UK [38]
Commissions [20]
Courses [12]
Professional development [34]
Selling [10]

Subscription includes password to www.a-n.co.uk, monthly
a-n Magazine, ten additional visual arts publications, Code of
practice for the visual arts, invites to a-n regional events and
programmes, discounts, prizes.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

FOR APPLICATION PACKS CONTACT THE INDIVIDUAL COLLEGES DIRECTLY

Closing dates for applications will be between 31 Aug & 22 Sept 2006
Applicants must have at least one year’s professional practice
Applicants should be able to work with minimal technical support
If applying to more than one college, applicants may take only one place
Dedicated work and storage space may not be available
Access is for 100 hours to be used between Oct 2006 and April 2007
Access is free and a materials grant of approx. £200 is available
Artists on AA2A schemes run from 2003 to 2004 or before can reapply
The project particularly welcomes applications from artists with
disabilities and artists from culturally diverse backgrounds
• For further details visit our website www.AA2A.org
Cumbria Institute of the Arts (Carlisle) 01228 400 300
print, wood, metal, ceramics, textiles, photography, painting
olivia.toppin@cumbria.ac.uk
Newcastle University
0191 222 6047
david.butler@ncl.ac.uk
print, metal, wood, ceramics, digital media + video editing suite, painting
University of Sunderland
0191 515 3606 peter.davies@sunderland.ac.uk
glass (hot, kiln + architectural) ceramics, sLab (video projects)
Cleveland College of Art & Design
(Middlesbrough)
01642 288 000
print, wood, metal, ceramics, textiles, digital media, film/video,
photography, painting
shortcourses@ccad.ac.uk
Leeds College of Art & Design
0113 202 8277 anne.peden@leeds-art.ac.uk
wood, metal, ceramics, jewellery, multimedia, video, photography
University of Central Lancashire
(Preston)
print, wood, metal, stonecarving, photography

01772 893 959
jpcrane@uclan.ac.uk

University of Salford
0161 295 5223
artsunit-amss@salford.ac.uk
constructed fibre, phonic art/sound, drawing, installation/exhibition, painting
Liverpool Community College
0151 252 4360 ruth.sinclair@liv-coll.ac.uk
print (screen), ceramics, fashion, printed textiles, photography (B+W/digital),
digital imaging, multi media, painting, drawing, liferooms

Art Design Media

University of Derby
01332 594 016
print, wood, metal, ceramics, photography

MPhil/PhD Studentships:
3D Digital Production and
Art, Nature & Environment
As part of our expanding research portfolio, we are able to offer,
in collaboration with the University of the Arts London, practicebased studentships with bursaries covering UK/EU fees and a
stipend of £12,000 p.a.
Our 3D Digital Production research cluster invites proposals
that address:
G the integration of digital technologies into the processes
of designing and making
G the use of online design tools/environments to facilitate
collaboration between designers and consumers
G intuitive/human centred methods of interfacing with 3D CAD
software and hardware.
Our Art, Nature & Environment research cluster (RANE) invites
proposals that explore:
G ecological models of practice and process-based
methodologies in response to environmental issues.
For an informal discussion, please contact
Dr Katie Bunnell (3D Digital Production) on 01326 370497
or Dr Daro Montag (RANE) on 01326 370734.
Application forms are available from
tamsin.trudgian@falmouth.ac.uk

University College Falmouth, Woodlane, Falmouth,
Cornwall TR11 4RH
www.falmouth.ac.uk

42 Opportunities Residencies / Courses

s.smart@derby.ac.uk

University of Wolverhampton
01902 323 399
S.Hind@wlv.ac.uk
print, wood, metal, foundry casting, wood/stonecarving, hot glass, ceramics,
interior textiles, digital media, video, photography, painting
University of Worcester
01905 855 278 k.witherall@worc.ac.uk
print, ceramics, textiles, digital media, performance, photography, painting
Herefordshire College of Art & Design
(Hereford)
01432 845 329
print, wood, blacksmithing, jewellery, ceramics, textiles, artists books, multi
media, photo, painting, drawing
r.chamberlain@hereford-art-col.ac.uk
Norwich School of Art & Design
01603 610561 x6324 research@nsad.ac.uk
print, wood, metal, textiles, photo processing + digital darkrooms, painting
Suffolk College (Ipswich) 01473 343623
print, photography, digital media

susannecone@suffolk.ac.uk

University of Hertfordshire
(Hatfield) 01707 285 300 g.jones@herts.ac.uk
print, wood, metal, jewellery, glass, ceramics, textiles, digital media,
video, photography, painting, drawing
Barnet College
0208 440 6321 x2822
clare.granahan@barnet.ac.uk
print, wood, metal, glass, ceramics, multi media, video
London Metropolitan University
0207 320 2800
print, mixed media, silversmithing, jewellery, textiles (furnishings), furniture,
time-based media, photography
v.pratt@londonmet.ac.uk
Camberwell College of Arts
0207 514 7914 m.tillett@camberwell.arts.ac.uk
print, wood, metal, foundry, ceramics, photo, digital media, paper conservation,
illustration
University College for the Creative Arts at Canterbury
(KIAD) 01227 817321
print, wood, metal, casting, installation, performance, curating, critical theory,
digital media, B+W photography, painting
tcoppins@ucreative.ac.uk
University of Portsmouth
02392 845031
kelly.flood@port.ac.uk
print, metal, wood, glass, ceramics, jewellery, digital media, video,
photography, decorative restoration crafts
Plymouth College of Art & Design
01752 203433 dweeks@pcad.ac.uk
metal/small metals, glass, ceramics, fashion/textiles, moving image, animation,
digital imaging + interactive media, graphics, photography, painting
If you cannot contact a college please let us know by email

AA2A@wendymason.biz or tel

0114 249 3327
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Life
Changing
Starting September 2006

nn
nn
n
n
n
n
n
n

MA
MA
MA
MA
MA

Ceramics
Curating
Fine Art
Glass
Photography

n MA Design:
n
Multimedia and Graphics
nn MA 3D Design Innovation
nn MA Illustration & Design
nn MA Design Studies
If you have an honours degree in a relevant
subject we are currently accepting applications.
We may have some free ESF full-time funded
places available with a one off payment of £500
for eligible applicants.

For information and an application
form please email:
admcenquiry@sunderland.ac.uk
or call: 0191 515 3592 /3593

(Ad ref: AN06)

Artist-in-Residence in Holyhead Town Centre, Anglesey
Anglesey County Council is undertaking major redevelopment
work in Holyhead involving improvement of access from the
ferry terminal and train station across a new bridge link.
Several artwork commissions are scheduled for the town
centre in early 2007 as part of the integration of the bridge link
into the locality.
An artist residency is proposed as an integral element to this
project, working with the communities of Holyhead from a town
centre base. The artist would develop collaborative projects
and artworks with local people and visitors to the town,
responding to local issues, history, and community groups and
networks. The residency would also provide visual material,
information, themes and research for the commission projects.
Fees of £12000, materials budget of £3000, plus equipment
hire, outreach travel and publicity/documentation budgets are
offered for this 20 week project, to start autumn 2006.
Deadline for applications will be Monday 7 August 2006.

For further info, visit ‘Jobs’ at:

www.cywaithcymru.org

YOUR INVESTMENT FOR LIFE

July 2006 a-n Magazine

or email: info@cywaithcymru.org
or send SAE to: Cywaith Cymru,
Crichton House, 11-12 Mount Stuart Square,
Cardiff CF10 5EE. Tel: 029 20 489543
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Immediate access to all a-n’s
resources for students at:
Bradford College Buckinghamshire Chilterns University College Burton College
Calderdale College City Of Bristol College Cleveland College of Art & Design
Coleg Menai Coleg Sir Gar Coventry University De Montfort University Duncan
of Jordanstone College East Norfolk Sixth Form College Edinburgh College of
Art Edinburgh's Telford College Liverpool Hope University London Metropolitan
University Manchester Metropolitan University Moulton College Napier
University Newcastle College Norwich School Of Art & Design Rotherham
College of Arts & Technology South Kent College Staffordshire University
Stockport College Of Further & Higher Education Sutton Coldfield College
The Arts Institute At Bournemouth The Oldham College University College
Falmouth University College for the Creative Arts University of Brighton
University of Central Lancashire University of Derby University of East London
University of Hertfordshire University of Wolverhampton University of
Huddersfield University of Luton University of Northampton University of The
West of England University of Wales Aberystwyth University of Westminster
University of the Arts London

Special offer for 2006 new graduates
If you graduated from any of these institutions in 2006, please contact subs@a-n.co.uk
T 0191 241 8000 to hear about about our special subscription offer for new graduates.
Special package for universities
If your university doesn’t feature on our list, please contact us to hear about our special subscriber package for universities, offered in conjunction with JISC (Joint Information Systems
Committee). This provides art and design students with unlimited access to all the material on
www.a-n.co.uk, including e-publications Making a living, Profile and promotion and Time and
space, the a-n Magazine archive, our innovative portfolio of interactive toolkits and practical
guides and two copies of all our publications a-n Magazine, a-n Collections and Research
papers, a CD of the year’s publications as pdf files, plus a special Good practice tutors pack.
For a free, no-obligation 30-day trial contact trial_access@jisc.ac.uk and include
‘a-n’ in the subject heading. For further information on the package contact us on
0191 241 8009 subs@a-n.co.uk with ‘JISC subscription’ in the subject heading.
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Art
vacancies
Senior Wax
Worker

Experienced mould maker
and wax worker to work in
large Art Foundry.
Apply to Morris Singer
Art Founders, 01376 343222.
Contact Alex Davies or email
info@artfounders.co.uk

Directory
Enthusiastic, practical
person needed for busy
printmaking suppliers in
central London
Mail order and retail shop.
Basic printmaking knowledge
essential. Four days a week.
Please send application with
CV to: Intaglio Printmaker
9 Playhouse Court
62 Southwark Bridge Road
London SE1 OAT

Audience
Development Officer
£18,000pa. Full Time
An Tuireann is a vibrant contemporary visual arts hub of international significance
for artists, audiences, and outreach to communities on the Isle of Skye.
We now need an audience development professional to be part of the core team
and to integrate audience development practice into all aspects of our work. This
is a new post with initial targets to research and reach key under-represented
groups as audiences and participants.
Experience and good knowledge of audience development methodology is
essential. Gaelic language skills and/or an interest and willingness to learn will
be important.
Further information and application pack from: An Tuireann Arts Centre
Struan Road, Portree, Isle of Skye IV51 9EG Tel: 01478 613306
e-mail info@antuireann.org.uk www.antuireann.urg.uk

Directory listings for specialised services including, Accommodation,
Casting, Courses, Equipment, For sale, Framing, Galleries, Holidays,
Internet, Materials, Opportunities, Personal, Photographic, Posts available,
Print, Services ,Studios/workshops, Suppliers.
To advertise +44 (0) 191 241 8000, ads@a-n.co.uk
Casting

CANONBURY
ARTS LTD
BIORESIN Clear
Sunflower Oil Non-Toxic
Resins !
LASCAUX
TURNER
JESMONITE
266 Upper Street London N1 2UQ
T 0044 (0)20 7226 4652
F 0044 (0)20 7704 1781
www.canonburyarts.co.uk

THE BRONZE WORKS. Established
1980. Lost wax bronze casting service.
Contact Chris Boulton, Sheffield,
tel 0114 255 4376.
E chrisboulton@freeuk.com
W www.chrisboulton.freeuk.com
MOULD MAKING AND CASTING for
artists, sculptors and designers. Opus
Studio provides friendly, expert advice
and a quality service. Contact us now to
discuss your needs: email
enquiries@opus-studio.com
tel 01934 863988, www.opus-studio.com

Courses
MASTERCLASS
Mouldmaking & Resin Casting
Weekend courses throughout the year
Learn how to make your own mould
Work with silicone rubber, fibreglass
Casting in resin
Call today for more information
01462 835640

Articole Studios

CLOSING DATE APPLICATIONS IS JULY 28TH 2006

www.articolestudios.co.uk
steve@articolestudios.co.uk

Studio Technicians

4/5 full time - £21,000 pro rata

GPS is a leading internationally acclaimed print workshop providing printmaking
facilities for a wide range of users, and courses in a range of print media including
etching, screenprinting, relief printing and digital printing. In addition we have a
professional editioning/publishing programme working with many of the best
artists in Scotland and further afield.
The person appointed will have considerable printmaking experience, great
organisational skills and leadership qualities, and will be self-motivated with an
ability to motivate others.
Further information please see: www.gpsart.co.uk or email carolyn@gpsart.co.uk
Closing date for applications: 28 July 2006
GPS is supported by the Scottish Arts Council and Glasgow City Council
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ARCH 22+24 ALMOND ROAD
BERMONDSEY
LONDON
SE16 3LR
TEL/FAX 0207 394 6572

Ceramic Shell, Sand Mould
Origination and
Enlargement
Patination and Restoration
services

Art Founders Ltd
9 Swinborne Drive, Springwood Ind Est
Braintree, Essex CM7 2YP. 01376 343222
Fax 01376 341793
info@artfounders.co.uk www.artfounders.co.uk

RED TEMPLE
Fine Art Castings
12, Keyhill Drive, Hockley, Birmingham, B18 5NY
Telephone/Fax: (0121) 515 4545
www.redtemple.co.uk

Edinburgh Printmakers
Printmaking Summer School
2 separate weeks:
24 - 27July &
31July - 2 August 2006
For details contact: O131 557 2479
enquiries@edinburgh-printmakers.co.uk
www.edinburgh-printmakers.co.uk

COURSES RUN BY PAINTERS
FOR PAINTERS
IN SUPERB
SURROUNDINGS
IN THE SUSSEX COUNTRYSIDE
NEW HOUSE FARM BARNS - ARUNDEL
TEL: 01243 558880

Studio

Workshop Manager

FINE ART CASTING IN BRONZE
LOST WAX
CERAMIC SHELL

Mill

www.themillstudio.com office@themillstudio.com

The

Prominent international art fabrication studio requires
studio technicians.
Applicants should be self motivated, conscientious, and possess
these essential skills:
TIG or MIG welding
ability to read CAD drawings
wide range of other pertinent fabrication skills
must be able to work as part of a team within this friendly
progressive company. Additional skills in other areas would be
beneficial. Application by CV only to
creativefutures@mikesmithstudio.com with a
comprehensive list of appropriate skills and
experience.

London Atelier of
Representational Art
7-25 August – Summer School in
London. One or two-week courses
for all levels. Life drawing, painting
and sculpture. Teaching the essential
concepts of proportion, line, gesture,
form and light.
www.thelara.co.uk info@thelara.co.uk
James: 07711 678052
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PERSONAL TUTORIALS with professional artists. ArcArt Gallery artists are
offering one-to-one and small group
tutorials to artists and students in
drawing, painting, sculpture, photography and portfolio building.
www.arcart.org.uk

Equipment
CURWEN PRINT STUDY CENTRE,
Chilford Hall, Cambridge. 01223
892380. Fine Art Printmaking Beginners to Masterclasses. Tailor-made
1:1 tuition. Education programme.
Outreach. Course Programme available.
enquiries@curwenprintstudy.co.uk
www.curwenprintstudy.co.uk
LIFE DRAWING EVENING CLASSES
Monday-Wednesday 6.30-9.30. Day class
on Monday and Tuesday. Studio,
Nottinghill Gate. Tel Bobby Gill
020 7229 8956.
PHOTOGRAPHY, COLLECTING AND
CURATING short courses. saltprojects
run a range of intimate evening,
Saturday and summer adult courses at
introductory and intermediate level in
central London. www.saltprojects.com/
courses.html courses@saltprojects.com
THE INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL OF
PAINTING, Drawing and Sculpture in
Umbria, Italy, 06057 Montecastello di
Vibio, Perugia (PG), Italy. Tel/fax
+39 075 8780072, E: info@giotto.us
W: www.giotto.us School: intensive
summer studio school, residencies and
landscape painting seminar in Italy.
Painting, drawing and sculpture in
Umbrian hilltown, two hours from Rome
and Florence. Instruction and critiques by
renowned international artists. Trips to
Rome, Florence, Siena, Assisi, Bologna,
Arezzo and other cities of art. New
Continuing Education (CE) programme:
shorter term instructional sessions
designed for adults, in a supportive and
intimate environment.

OVERHEAD PROJECTORS from £65
delivered, good basic machines cleaned
and tested. Price includes insured delivery. Call Crostrading on 01487 740063.
Email sales@crostrading.com
TEMPORARY EXHIBITION WALLS,
partitions, stands. Free standing or constructed on site, plinths/display systems,
long or short term rental or purchase.
Delivered and installed. Call Mark at SCS
01424 713870 or 07775 625897.

For sale
ELECTRIC KILN FOR SALE £400.
Cromartie CTL75 top loader, 5KW single
phase, 27” high, 32” diameter, with new
elements, plus shelves and props, and
Cambridge 401 electronic temperature
programmer. Epping 01992 579779.

HIGHGATE GALLERY: situated within
the Highgate Literary & Scientific
Institution. Impressive, 19th century
vaulted hall, 10.8x8.1metres, 23.9metres
clear display space. No commission. Tel
020 8340 3343, email: gallery@hlsi.net
www.hlsi.net
WINDSOR STREET GALLERY: exciting
new venue, self-contained gallery, centre
of Chertsey, Surrey. High Street location,
window frontage, near station. Available
for hire one/two weeks. 37sq.m floor
space, 50sq.m hanging space. Also hire
of printing press in artists’ studios by
arrangement. Contact 01932 571854.

CARDIGAN, WEST WALES. Holidays for
artists. Suitable small groups. Large
Studio. Three acres woodland gardens.
Near to sea and mountains. Full board,
gourmet vegetarian food, from £40pppd.
Tel 01239 682119/682482,
www.glanhelyg.co.uk
NORTHUMBERLAND, LOVELY SELFCATERING HOLIDAY COTTAGE.
Sleeps four. Quiet country hamlet, spectacular coastal view. Close to unspoilt
beaches and Cheviot Hills. Ideal for
walking, cycling, beachcombing, photography, painting, sketching. Lots of local
art and craft galleries.
Details: wagtailcottage@fsmail.net

LAUDERDALE HOUSE, Highgate. Lively
Arts Centre with three large, attractive
gallery spaces for hire in historic venue.
Contact Mary 020 8348 8716.

QUIET HAMLET NEAR NEWLYN,
Cornwall. Beautiful self-catering apartment with conservatory and garden.
Sleeps 2/3. Close to beaches, moors and
galleries. For details: 01736 731935.

Holidays

Internet
underline artists network

WWW.ARTANDSOULFRAMES.COM
Quality framing for artists from North
London workshop, est 1989. Great choice
and value; box-frames; acid-free mounts.
For advice call Rebecca 020 7263 0421.

offers artists an individual web
presence at an affordable rate.
design and hosting for one year,
with e-mail address for £40.
w w w. u n d e r l i n e . o r g . u k
or call 078 8 8 74 8 14 7

Galleries

CREATIVE BREAKS in east coast
Scotland 2006, hire a house with studio,
or come to workshop weekend - bookmaking, performance, storytelling, painting, drawing etc. Low-cost flights to
Aberdeen or Inverness, we pick up.
www.creative-retreat.co.uk Tel: 01261
812276. E: carla@creative-retreat.co.uk

STONE CARVING at Bawdsey Manor,
Suffolk. Three-day residential workshops
in stunning location by the sea. Full
board accommodation in Manor House
with magnificent sea views. Tel for
brochure: 01277 651874,
www.sculptureinstone.co.uk

ST IVES, CORNWALL. Peaceful, warm,
well equipped fisherman’s cottage next
to sea with uninterrupted view. Tate and
galleries within 5 minutes. Sleeps four.
028 9042 2069. www.whealdream.co.uk

FIGURATIVE STONE CARVING
COURSE in Tuscany. One or Two week
intensive tuition for all levels (in grounds
of 18th Century mill house in the
medieval village of Montisi).
www.simonsmith.plus.com or call
020 7277 7488.
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ESTABLISHED HOXTON GALLERY,
large space in two rooms for hire by the
week. Help given to launch exhibitions.
Phone/fax 020 7729 5090, rivingtongallery@tiscali.co.uk

LANGUEDOC, SW FRANCE. 80 acre
wilderness retreat in Languedoc National
Park. Comfortable, varied accommodation. Working holidays, breaks, group
venue, off-season caretaking. Flexible
arrangements and charges. ‘Field hospital’ for the world-weary - inspirational,
restorative. 01865 251620.

Framing

STONE LITHOGRAPHY short courses
(small groups and 1:1) and editioning in
south-west London parkland studio
(30mins train from Victoria or London
Bridge). Contact Simon Burder,
020 8542 4541, www.oaksfineart.co.uk

LIFE DRAWING DROP-IN CLASS, two
models, 1-4pm Fridays during term time,
in 16th century Lauderdale House,
Highgate, London N6. £8/£6 concs.
Also termly and summer classes in watercolour, figure and introductory.
Enquiries: 020 8348 8716.

THE CITY GALLERY, LEICESTER, contemporary visual arts space invites applications for hire gallery. 38sq.m floor
space for hire at the regions leading contemporary art gallery. Hire fee £185 per
week. Conditions apply. Details from
david.rolls@leicester.gov.uk or
0116 223 2060.

WEST DORSET, peaceful self-catering
garden cottage with countryside views,
sleeps 2+2. Ideal walking/sketching. Axe
Valley/Marshwood Vale, near Lyme Bay.
Also studio/pottery/tuition. Tel: 01460
220201.
BRISTOL. GALLERY TO RENT in
Christmas Steps area, near five other galleries on the busy Perry Road. 52m floor
space. Details 0117 3771470 or
info@cube-gallery.co.uk

LAMORNA, NEAR PENZANCE. Studio
accommodation for 2/3. Woodland
setting by stream. Five minutes walk sea,
pub, coastal footpath. Short or longer
lets. 01736 731228, adam.j.kerr@btinternet.com

EVERY ARTIST NEEDS A WEB SITE!
Get your portfolio online now.
Affordable, elegant, bespoke design.
Packages start at £90.
Full details from: www.furiousweb.com
info@furiousweb.com
Tel: Damian 0292 002 6246.
ADVERTISE YOUR WEBSITE - add your
website/webpage link and artwork to
our Artist and Visitor Tag Cloud
Searching. £35 per year. Check out our
brand new site. www.GoArtists.co.uk
Info@GoArtists.co.uk 07984872496.

Opportunities
SMALLpond - Salford & Manchester
Artists Link is an umbrella organisation
that unites the artists studio groups of
these cities. Visit our website:
www.smallpond.info to get current information about studio activities and up-todate news on artists, their work and
contact details.
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INTERNATIONAL OPEN IMAGE (IOI)
COMPETITION 2006. Open for entries.
Deadline 02/09/06. Entry forms and
guidelines email info@refocus-now.com
or send SAE to Refocus Now, 6th Floor,
175 Piccadilly, London W1J 9TB. The
2005 finalists can be seen at the A&I
Expo, Business Design Centre,
20-23 July 2006.
GARDEN OF FORMER MONASTERY of
St Francis, Gorton, Manchester, UK.
Unique sculpted piece of work to be
placed on permanent public display.
Theme: non-figurative representation
reflecting the life and spirit of Mother
Theresa. Budget: £2,000. Artist’s brief on
www.Gortonmonastery.org
EXPERIENCED ART CONSULTANTS/
AGENTS staging small exclusive London
exhibitions, including Cork Street in
2007/8. Fees include full design, PR
team, PV and curation. Send for details
enclosing your CV to G Lautieri, Smart
Exhibition, Unit 11, Frogmarsh Mills,
South Woodchester, Gloucestershire
GL5 5ET.

Personal
33-YEAR OLD MALE MODEL available
for life drawing classes for individual
artists or group artists. Based in London
can also work in Hertfordshire.
Contact Dan on 07985 609385.
NATURAL FRIENDS. Dating and friendship for eco-friendly, ethical, countryloving, creative non-smokers. Not
exclusively for artists, but a great way to
find compatible soulmates. 0800
281933, www.natural-friends.com
Founded 1985.
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Celebrating twenty years of printing quality work for artists.

Use your images and our expertise to produce beautiful postcards,
greetings cards, catalogues, posters, giclée prints and fine art
reproductions. Send for our new brochure.
DOCUMENTATION + REPRODUCTION QUALITY 35mm, 6x8cm, 5”x4”
transparencies. Competitive prices and
quick turnaround. Also tran to CD and
slide duplication. E3 London studio and
location. Bob at Knife Edge Photography.
Tel 020 8981 8385/07941 943667,
www.bafineart.co.uk

Abacus (Colour Printers) Ltd
Lowick, Nr Ulverston, Cumbria LA12 8DX
telephone: 01229 885361
e-mail: sales@abacusprinters.co.uk
website: www.abacusprinters.co.uk

EXPERIENCED FINE ART PHOTOGRAPHER offers good rates for transparencies, slides and CDs of painting,
sculpture and installations.
Alex Saunderson Photography,
020 7503 2469, 07949 676310.
MOBILE PROFESSIONAL PHOTOGRAPHER (formerly with a National
Museum) documents all artists’ work.
London and South. 35mm, 6x6cms, highresolution digital photography and film
scanning. 01252 792960 and
07866 231148. Lowest rates, top quality.
PHOTOGRAPHY FOR ARTISTS by
former National Museum Photographer
with 10+ years experience of artwork
photography and many repeat clients.
High quality and reasonable rates for
35mm, medium format, 5” x 4” and high
resolution digital. Tel: Rob 020 8773
9556 www.robpetherick.co.uk/artitsts

Print

petrolthespecialistartprinter
postcards · business
cards · greetings cards

Photographic

fast turnaround • superb quality • excellent value

up to 50% reduction for students and groups
Really Good Print
from Polite.
Promotional cards on
environmentally friendly stock.
www.reallygoodprint.com
t.01625 560055 | mail@politer.com

fine digital print
We are specialist large-format
printers working with artists, digital
artists and photographers.We use
archival inks on fine watercolour
papers & canvas up to 52” wide.
We can print from your CD (free
test output) or reproduce original
work of any size or medium with a
large-format scan-back camera,
saving the cost of a transparency.
For information & samples:

charles howell 01672 871284
sp@finedigitalprint.co.uk
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for your free sample pack

www.petrolcards.com
gordon@petrolcards.com

or call us free on

08000 72 66 72

POSTCARDS
UNRIVALLED
FOR QUALITY,
PRICE AND
SPEED
Send for our free sample pack
The Postcard Company Ltd
Graham & Sons (Printers)

Postcards
Business Cards
Greetings Cards

51 Gortin Road, Omagh BT79 7HZ
T: 028 8224 9222 • F: 028 8224 9886
E: sales@thepostcardcompany.com
W: www.thepostcardcompany.com
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DIGITAL FINE ART & PRINT - large
format giclee print service. Fully archival
inks, papers and canvas. A1’s from £30.
Studio works alongside artists to achieve
perfect results. 10 years experience.
www.dfap.co.uk 07754 702090.

Property
STUDIO/ANNEXE/WORKSHOP with
all mod cons, 30’ x 15’ in mock Tudor
style. Near town and BR. Shepperton,
Middlesex. Excellent condition.
£285,000 freehold.
Ring 020 8940 2035,
email vannecksurplice@yahoo.co.uk
SOUTH PORTUGAL. Attractive
Algarvian farmhouse in rural setting with
55m2 artists studio. Lots of character.
Faro airport one hour. Three double bedrooms, bathroom, kitchen, lounge, cellar,
store room, large terraces, walled in
courtyard garden with fruit trees.
198,000 euros (£132,000 approx).
stuart.frost@oninet.pt
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PHOTO-REALISTIC 3D COMPUTER
VISUALISATION and animation services offered to sculptors and other
artists. High resolution images from multiple viewpoints. Animated 3D flyaround’s supplied on DVD. Other virtual
presentation services available. Prices
from £150. Contact Florian. 07776
205484, florianstephens@hotmail.com

Studios/workshops

@

The unique cataloguing and
business management system
for all artists
A complete database of your work
Instant catalogues & price lists
Simple invoicing & sales routines
Mailing list management
Create & publish your own web site
Artlook Software Limited
Tel: 01908 567398
Email: info@artlooksoftware.com

www.artlooksoftware.com
SYMPATHETIC CHARTERED
ACCOUNTANT for all your tax and
accounting problems. Call Allon on
020 8954 4556.
EXPERIENCED PROFESSIONAL
ARTIST’S TECHNICIAN/
MAKER/ASSISTANT. Available on a
daily/weekly basis, I assist artists with
all aspects of their working life. From
realising projects and problem solving to
transportation and set-up of exhibitions.
Bespoke plinths, pedestals and non-standard frames also made and supplied. 15
years experience. References available.
Contact Guy Lewis 01747 851130.
Mobile 0790 8602139
email guyetgini@yahoo.com

•
•
•
•

Studio space
Live/work space
Shop units
Office/work space

For an application form and more
information please visit our website:
www.creativefoundation.org.uk

12ft sq studios available

FRAMEWORK
STUDIOS

Artists studios to let

ARTLOOK

The Creative Foundation is a charity
spearheading the regeneration of
Folkestone’s Creative Quarter. We redevelop
properties, making them available for
creatives/artists and those business
complimentary to this.

The Creative Foundation
The Glassworks
Mill Bay
Folkestone
CT20 1JG
t: 01303 245799
e: info@creativefoundation.org.uk

Services

SOFTWARE FOR ARTISTS

THE CREATIVE FOUNDATION

in creative hub area
I Natural light and high
ceilings
I Various sizes
I 24hr access
I Secure
I Good facilities
I Exhibitions
Contact Adrian or Deb

020 8691 5140
5-9 CREEKSIDE, LONDON SE8 4SA

WIMBLEDON
ART
STUDIOS
From: £29/week (inclusive)
• South London's leading studios
• Excellent natural light & high ceilings
• 24 hour access
• Secure
• Good parking & public transport
• Major Exhibitions
• Art Sales Via Web Site

Tel: 020 8947 1183
www.wimbledonartstudios.co.uk
STUDIO/WORKSPACE/STORAGE in
Peckham, London. Natural light, high
ceilings, two minutes from Peckham Rye
station, parking also available. 110 to
2,000sq. ft units. Call 020 7635 0000.

on Hightown Rd, Luton
5 mins from station
35 mins from Kings X on
First Capital Connect
£125 pm
Call Jackie on 01727 761 631
or 07917153235
CHEAP STUDIO SPACE TO LET.
Flexible terms, South East London, 30
mins from Charing Cross. 07866
589709/020 8855 6888.
STUDIO/WORK SPACE/OFFICE/
STORAGE, 10x11ft approximately.
Suitable artist, painter, designer, media
(not music). West Hampstead, NW2,
nearest tube Kilburn. £200per calendar
month. Call 07966 154787,
email infosuleiman@yahoo.com
TO LET, SELF-CONTAINED STUDIO
ideal for artists etc. North London, 2min
from Seven Sisters tube. 300sq. ft, roof
light, heating, WC, sink. £220pm.
Contact 020 8808 3728.

LIVE/WORK STUDIO SPACES in converted Victorian warehouse SE London.
Includes high ceilings, good natural
light, mezzanine floors, close to BR.
15 minutes London Bridge. From
£120/week. Call 0208 291 6550.
BEAUTIFUL STUDIO AND COTTAGE
to let, Ballycastle, County Mayo, Ireland.
Mod cons, amazing Atlantic coast views.
Min one month let. £500 per month
excluding bills. Info: varvara@263.net
rosiemcgowan@yahoo.ie +353 1286
9541, +353 876576349.
CHOCOLATE FACTORY, Wood Green
London. Sublet: Small studio in large,
infrequently used studio. Great natural
light. 24 hour security and access. At
least to December. £60 monthly.
Phone Alexis 07903 247479.
EUROART STUDIOS, Tottenham, N.
London: sizes 65sq. ft - 435sq. ft from
£90 per month; good natural light &
security; 24hr access; internal parking.
Sharing possible. Check availability at
www.euroart.co.uk.
E: studios@euroart.co.uk.
Tel 07802 502136/0795 0559330.
THE CHOCOLATE FACTORY N16
(Stoke Newington, London) will have 14
beautiful new purpose-built studios
available in September 06. Large and
small from £225 per calendar month,
including rates and central heating.
Telephone Keith Ashley, 020 7503 7896
or 0207209 5862.
STUDIO TO RENT in North Cheam SM3
9UR, suitable for artist/painter. Good
natural light within private garden.
Dimensions 19-12 feet. Electricity, sink
and running water. Call 07778 817239
for further info/viewing.
WEST KENT, STUDIO SPACE available
shortly in Tunbridge Wells. 150sq. ft in
friendly shared studio. £85 per month.
Call 01892 891314 for details.

Suppliers

CREATIVE WORKSPACES. Refurbished
from 90% recycled materials. Ground
and mezzanine floors. Natural light,
bespoke interiors and space management service. Private gated mews.
Open air areas. Exhibition space.
Broadband/WI-FI Access. Next to
Brockwell Park, South London SE24.
020 8671 0011.
KEW ART STUDIO. Artists’ spaces to
rent, excellent light, £99 per month.
Open access Print Studio; varied classes
and workshops; near Kew Gardens
station, Richmond, Surrey.
Tel 020 8332 2122 for details.
STUDIO FOR RENT. Kingston upon
Thames. Acre Road. Charity.
Call George 07799 463281.

!!! NOW AVAILABLE NEW STUDIOS/WORKSHOPS IN LONDON NW10 !!!
REGISTER BY EMAIL: nw10-studios@gmx.com or call for viewings: 0771-9070437
CLOSE TO

WILLESDEN JUNCTION STATION

RENTS START AT

90PENCE

(SILVERLINK, BAKERLOO)

PER SQ. FT./MONTH + BILLS/RATES

SIZES FROM 108 SQ.FT.
48 Directory
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ARTISTS’ CANVAS
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Transport

Cotton, Flax & Linen
in all widths & weights

WOLFIN
TEXTILES LTD
359 Uxbridge Road,
Hatch End, Middlesex HA5 4JN
Tel: 020 8428 9911 or 9955
Monday to Friday 8.45-5.30 pm
Phone, write or call in
for samples and prices

SCULPTURE
TRANSPORT & INSTALLATION

A complete, all-terrain service
providing any, or all aspects
from collection and delivery to
site preparation and final fixing.
Inclusive Goods in Transit
insurance cover to £75,000
(more by arrangement)

Damon Bramley
0701 0701 120

Gallery style artists' canvas lovingly
stretched over a 38mm deep frame
back stapled and triple primed.
Sold by the size in pack quantities of
3, 6, 10 or 20, we deliver the highest
quality canvas fast. 0845 430 8757

for all your
sculpture
requirements,
including
scaling up

www.fastcanvas.com

Advertising 2006
Display advertising
Available in What’s On, Directory
and Opportunities sections
Price
Setting
Full page £1395
£78
1/2 page
£750
£57
1/4 page
£385
£45
1/8 page
£195
£33
1/16 page
£99
£16
1/32 page
£50
£16
- prices exclude VAT
- guaranteed position 10%

Art vacancies advertising
£24 per single column
centimetre (colour or mono).
£3 setting charge per single
column centimetre if required.
Columns
1 column
2 columns
3 columns
4 columns
Columns

Discounts
Mono
3-6 insertions
7+ insertions
Agency

10%
10 %
15 %
10%

1 column
2 columns
3 columns
4 columns

272 Island Row, Limehouse,
Docklands, London E14 7HY
Tel: 020 7538 1388
Fax: 020 7538 9723
Email: info@bronzeage.co.uk
www.bronzeage.co.uk

Sculpture by
John Williams

FRIENDLY : QUALITY : SERVICE

a-n Magazine
Width mm
44
93
142
191

SIMIA WALL ACCOUNTANTS

www.a-n.co.uk
Width pixels
200
250
363
474

Let our 30 years of experience lead you through the jungle of
Self-Assessment,Accounting,VAT and Tax Compliance
Initial consultation – no charge
All fees discussed before work undertaken

Linage advertising
Directory 72p per word, £22 minimum charge + VAT email your
copy to directory@a-n.co.uk. What’s on £22 per entry + VAT
(maximum 30 words) email your copy to whatson@a-n.co.uk
10% discount for 3-6 entries 15% discount for 7+ entries

With offices in the City and near Highbury Corner, we are

THE FINE ARTS ACCOUNTANTS

PHONE:

TERRY HYMAN NOW ON
020 7283 1604

FOR AN EARLY APPOINTMENT
178 Bishopsgate, London EC2
(opp. Liverpool St. Station)

52 Holloway Road, London N7
(nr. Highbury & Islington Station)

PEGASUS ART SHOP
www.pegasusart.co.uk

Non-warping stretchers exclusive to Pegasus
No. 4 (economical) @ £2.50 metre
No. 6 (standard)
@ £3.99 metre
M45 (extra deep) @ £5.99 metre

Good quality ready-made cotton
canvases also available in various
sizes. Standard and chunky depths.

Lengths up to 3 metres
Canvas & Linen on the roll

Mail Order available

Suppliers of the finest art materials
Sole Distributor of Williamsburg Handmade Oil Paints in UK
Come and visit, call or email

Victorian Mill Warehouse Shop close to M4 and M5
Griffin Mill Estate London Road Thrupp Stroud Gloucestershire GL5 2AZ
Tel: 01453 886560 Fax 01453 886706 Email pegasusart@btinternet.com
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«clikpic»
Websites for artisits and photographers

Now you can have a professionally
designed website for just £35 p.a.

free
«seven day trial»
Two newly refurbished and
modernised Live/Work units for rental
at Farnham Pottery, Pottery Lane, Wrecclesham, Farnham, Surrey
A rare opportunity to become part of the historic Farnham Pottery,
established in 1872, and now undergoing restoration by the Trust
Each unit is on two floors with open-plan living accommodation on the first floor and
workshop/studio space on the ground floor. Newly fitted kitchen, bathroom and fitted
carpets. The workshops are each approximately 17 square metres
Details From: Trust’s Secretary Tel: 01252 722975 Email: sfarrow@ashgatepub.co.uk
or Michael Murphy Tel: 01252 713967 Email: michael@sirmoor.co.uk
The Farnham (Building Preservation Trust) Ltd. Registered Charity no 257954

 easy-to-use system created especially for artists

and photographers
 update or change your site whenever you want
 opt to have your own domain name
 link up to PayPal to sell prints online
 no catches to the pricing
 free 7 day trial

Visit www.clikpic.com

STUDIOS FOR ARTISTS IN LONDON
Acme Studios is a London-based charity supporting
the development of fine art practice by providing
artists with low-cost studio space.
Acme currently manages over 400 studios in
12 buildings with inclusive rents from £6.90 per
square foot per annum.
Some studios are fully wheelchair accessible and
we endeavour to address the needs of artists with
differing disabilities.
The Gallery in Cork Street Ltd invites
international dealers and artists to exhibit in
The Gallery in Cork Street and Gallery 27.
We offer for hire two stunning galleries
with an international reputation
in ‘Europe’s Leading Art Street’.
• 125 and 100m2 of versatile prime display area
• Full management and facility support available
• Mailing List
For illustrated brochures and further information, contact
The Manager
The Gallery in Cork Street
28 Cork Street London W1S 3NG
Tel: +44 (0)20 7287 8408
Fax: +44 (0)20 7287 2018
Email: enquiries@galleryincorkstreet.com
Website: www.galleryincorkstreet.com
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For further information and an application form to
join the Studio Waiting List (available in print, large
print and audio tape) contact:
Acme Studios
44 Copperfield Road, London E3 4RR
Telephone/Textphone: 020 8981 6811
Fax: 020 8983 0567
Email: mail@acme.org.uk
www.acme.org.uk

Supporting art and artists since 1972
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a-n news
Bringing you updates and announcements on a-n people.

New titles announced for 2006/07
In March, we launched our Commissions fund as a
way of proactively generating new publications and
editorial features on www.a-n.co.uk We’ve now had
a chance to review all the ideas and proposals that
came in for our first deadline in March and want a-n
readers to be the first to hear news of what’s coming up during the next twelve months.
• Research papers – this is a brand new series
commencing in August, especially designed to
meet the needs of artists and artists professionals
who recognise a-n as a resource to keep them in
touch with art world analysis and commentary.
The first commission in this series has gone to arts
consultants Sheena Etches and Lucy Newman
Cleeve who are collaborating to provide a listing
of accessible ‘facts and figures’, research studies,
conference reports, publications and other
resources pertinent to the visual arts. They are
drawing on the expertise of a-n’s research network that includes Artquest, Crafts Council,
CEDAR (Centre for Educational Development,
Appraisal and Research) University of Warwick,
Fabrica, Suffolk County Council and The Institute
for Policy and Practice (IPP) University of Newcastle. The commission for the second publication
due out in November is now under negotiation
with Cardiff-based Debra Savage, who through
case studies of a range of artists at various career
stages and approaches to practice, will provide
analysis and commentary on how artists are making a living, to inform debate and advocacy
around strategies for support to artists in the
future.
• a-n Collections – London-based Maria Fusco –
a contributor to a-n Collections: ten two zero zero
five – is being commissioned to take forward her
proposal for an innovative publication in this
series that explores through action and exchange
amongst the writers the notions and tensions
within interdisciplinary practice. Other a-n Collections under discussion include a focus on Artists
stories, drawing on our archive on www.a-n.co.uk
of over 200 artists’ stories and career profiles.
• Good practice – the new expanded Code of
Practice for the Visual Arts with versions for artists
and arts organisations will be distributed free to
new and renewing subscribers from 1 July and
available in pdf format on www.a-n.co.uk.
New proposals
We welcome more ideas for the Commissions fund
– everything from Comment, News and Networks
stories in the monthly a-n Magazine, New editorial
features, profiles and Practical guides on www.an.co.uk and titles in the Research Papers, a-n Collections and Good practice series. Other than proposals
for a-n Magazine that are looked at on receipt, all
submissions to the Commissions Fund will be considered on 29 September.

EDITORIAL AND PRODUCTION edit@a-n.co.uk
Editor, Gillian Nicol
Editorial Production Manager, Stephen Palmer
Production Assistants, Nisha Duggal,
Marjorie Stephen, Jo Wilson
Reviews, Chris Brown

To download a copy of the Commissions Fund
information pack, that includes a-n’s Editorial policy
go to www.a-n.co.uk > About a-n > Contribute

Please note: our edit@a-n.co.uk mailbox cannot accept
attachments bigger than 1mb. You are welcome to
send press releases but please do not send unsolicited
hi-resolution images to this mailbox.

a-n people
Over a seven-month period as part of covering the
maternity leave of a-n Editor Gillian Nicol, artist, curator and Vane Director Paul Stone took over the mantle of News Editor, with his final contribution being in
the June issue. Paul has been a valued contributor to
a-n over many years, including the development and
editorship of the a-n’s International section in 2003,
and as a Co-editor of a-n Collections: Shifting practice
as part of his role as an a-n Commissioning Editor. His
considerable knowledge and experience of contemporary visual arts practice across the UK has been
vital in creating lively news pages covering arts festivals and events as a well as insights into the trends,
policies, politics within the visual arts and cultural sector. We’d like to take this opportunity to thank him for
so ably taking on the News editorship and for participating in the a-n team.
During July, normalife artist Adam Walker is
organising Fast Forward: Locating your practice, a
special series of events for new graduates in North
East England. With presentations from a mixture of
key organisations and artists, the four events in Middlesbrough, Newcastle and Sunderland, provide an
introduction to the cultural landscape of the region,
opportunities and resources available to new graduates as well as an insight into how to create sustainable artist networks. For full details of Fast forward
go to www.a-n.co.uk homepage > out and about or
see the ad on page 20 of this issue. Adam’s previous
contributions include developing the artists’ walking
tour for NAN Import/Export, and research into a-n’s
Timebank of experts and advisers within the artists’
advisory and events programme.

OPPORTUNITIES DEVELOPMENT TEAM
Jo Coupe, Michael Cousin, Laura Eldret, Aviva Leeman
and Castlefield Gallery
COMMUNICATION AND SALES
Communications and Sales Team Manager, Angie Binns,
Communications and Sales Team, Maureen Royal, Steve
Wright, Sarah Warden, Suzanne Hutton, Financial Manager,
Anne Meikle, Sales and Financial Assistant, Robin Bootes
CONSULTANCY
Sheena Etches (25-year programme research), John Kent
(Financial Services), Lucy Newman Cleeve (NAN research),
Richard Padwick (Knowledge Management)
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Alison Baverstock, Manick Govinda, Susan Jones, Jayne
Knight, Simon Pallett (Company Secretary), Esther Salamon
(Chair), Paul Scott (Vice Chair), Nicholas Sharp, Susannah
Silver, Alastair Snow, Louise Wirz.
Director of Programmes, Susan Jones
Director of Development and Publisher, Louise Wirz
Artists’ Networks Coordinator, Emilia Telese
Artists’ Networks (North East), Catherine Bertola
Design, Blue River.
Print, Scottish County Press
ADDRESS
First Floor, 7-15 Pink Lane, Newcastle upon Tyne NE1 5DW UK
+44 (0)191 241 8000 F: +44 (0)191 241 8001
info@a-n.co.uk www.a-n.co.uk
Office open: 9-6pm Mon-Thurs, 9-5pm Fri
Closed 9.30-12.30, fourth Tuesday of each month for training
SUBSCRIPTION PRICES
Artists’ subscription
£30 UK (Direct Debit £28), £38( 55) Europe, £51 Overseas
All organisations and individuals
£53 (Direct Debit £51), ( 77), UK, Europe and Overseas
Subscribe online at www.a-n.co.uk
ADVERTISING DEADLINES
Display – all sections: 8 July
Listings – What’s on and Directory 5 July
Online – ongoing for www.a-n.co.uk

ISSN 02613425
© artists, writers, photographers and a-n: The Artists Information Company
2006. All rights reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced,
copied or transmitted in any form or by any means without permission of the
publisher. a-n accepts no responsibility for loss or damage of material
submitted for publication. The views expressed in a-n are not necessarily those
of the Editors or the Publisher. Published by a-n: The Artists Information
Company. Registered in England Company No: 1626331
Registered address First Floor, 7-15 Pink Lane, Newcastle NE1 5DW

Adam Walker with his copy of a-n at the NAN Import/Export event
in December 2005. Photo: Mark Pinder

Through advocacy and information and from
the perspective of artists, a-n’s mission is to stimulate and
support contemporary visual arts practice and affirm the
value of artists in society. a-n: The Artists Information
Company publishes a-n Magazine and www.a-n.co.uk
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